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PRESS

is published very Tiu usday Morxixo at $2 56
year; if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.
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a

Rates of Advertising: One inch ot
space, In
length of column, constitutes a "square."
$150 per square
flint week; 75 cents per
week after; three
or less, $1 0ϋ; continuing every otlier day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or
less, 75 cents; one
week. -SI 00; 50 cents per week after.

daily
insertions,

SrfeciAfj Notices, one third additional.
CJader head of "Auusmbmexts," S2 00
per square
per week; three insertions or less $t 50.
Advertisements inserted in the "Maine State
Press" (which has a large circulâtiou in
of the State) for SI 00 per square for firstevery part
insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent
insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

To Let·
front rooms, with board, pleasantly situated,
TWO
JL

COUNSELOR

(flood Location for a

AT

LAW,

Washington.

PLEASANT rent of 7 rooms,

A

Wilrnot

on

L.

WARREN,

For Rent.

Apply

ηΚΙ.ΛΙΤΛΒΚ AVENUE,

janSl

]>

IF

GEO.
CO.,
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers,

to

—

COAL

ARTIES in search of room* and board can be acco nniadated by applying at 21i Free Stree.
nol2tf
MRS. M. D. WOODARD.

in

MATTOCKS Λ FOX,
88 Middle atr—t.

PLEASANT Parlor tc let with board in a private family; also rooms with board for single
gentlemen. Within five minutes walk"ot the City
Building. Address E. 0., Box 1003, Portland P. O.

A

HOUSE

TO

nov6

LET.

be accommodated,
BOARDERS
A
table boarders at No. 11 Myrtle Street.
octlS
FEW

als.

can

dtf

Wanted

septlldtf

do by a young man who U willing
Address A. W. L., Press OfBee.
ectl2-tf
to

to work.
SOMETHING

To LeU
half double House No. 4
Vernon Court, in
ONE
good order. Possession given immediately.
to
on

Apply
49λ

Vessels Wanted.

.Ml

KOBINSON, Real Estai e Agent,

8. W.

To load IiUBuber at Portland, Bangor,
Machias. Calais, Montreal, and Southfor
the River Platte.
Ports,
To Let.
j!
Also, To loa.i Coal, at Pic to a, Lingan, and Port
KICK house No. 80 Clark sreet, containing 13 I Caledonia for New York.
Boston, the Sauoud ports,
rooms, with modern improvements.
ami St John, Ν. B.
Enquire of
BIRD, PERKINS & JOB.
MARK WIGGIN,
1U3 State St., Boston. 27 South St., New York
on the premises.
η ο ν 14
d3m
;
Portland, Sept. 4th, 1872.

no28eod2w

ern

Β

BROKERS,
AMP

MERCHANTS !

β

103 Walnut SI.,
if. L. Gkecio,
Jun-'3-ly

\\.

L.

Philadelphia.
J.

Wanted.

TO_LET.

B. IUmel, Jr.

FRESCO

One

Order Slate at 0. Sf. & Ε. Γ. Brooke, 333
Congress Street.
23/~All orders promptly attended to.
m\28tf

and Solicitors

and

THOMPSON

BLOCK,

Examination* made by our agent in Washington
desired. Consultation free. Letters of inquiry

points

je3-tf

L8TEREE,

At

SIcDonongb
*

Patent

nmeled

Bed

Chair·,

Lounge»,

En·

Arc.

|^*Α11 kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture
boxed and matted.
oct5-'69T T&Stf

FOR BOYS,

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

J.

€*.

CLOlJDMAii,

148 EXCIIANUE ST.
jan22tf
KDU1B S.

THE

jan24-ly

LAMSOIV,"

PHOTOGRAPHER,
PORTLAND,
All

Street.

TERMS
Two

and

at

moderate

Aim to Plcanc.

PKH

three evening pupils

Apply

can

•VER

be attended to.

EL9I

Winter Term of eleven weeks will

For oatalagues,

and

nov30dood2w&w2t49

(UOF.2IEBLY C. STAPLES &

are so

dc2

lw

BOSTON LEAD

still

& Sons' Mammoth

or

were

Not

Burned

At tlie Old

Co., Ag'ts,

j

beyond

all

refutation,

the

AT

We fall especial attention t*

Ready

UPRIGHT

PIANOS,

;

Out,

are, in every particular, the finest instruments
of their class manufactured, aud second only to the
Graud Piano, for which they are a good substitute.
Every Piano warranted for five years.

Chickering

Stand,

Brown &

OF

instruments to charge very High Prices, and make
Large Discount's, is wholly wrong and
we have adopted the

ONE

ACCOUNT OF

AJf»

—

AND

to take

IMPORTANT CAUTION.

CURKEXT BATES.

Agent.

LAU

Fairbanks & Co.,

FIVE

COPIES,

BY

Insurance !

nov

Dental Notice !

We say to the

|

as

W. F.

Phillips & Co.,

agents fob the CO.,

—

OF

MAIL, to

20

following:

—

j John Charlton,

Individual·
late

Private Co.

17

$10,000,000

Assets

ORGANIZED 1850.

APPLY TO THE

an

Gdtjni

eod

TT&S

SPECIAL NOTICE.
leased mv Carriage Factory (recently
occupied by Lockliart & Sloan) to ALBERT
CHASE, to continue tlie manufacturing of Carriage»
and Sleighs, and knowing him to be a flrit clan macli'inic and one thoroughly acquainted wllh all
branches of the business, I would cheerfully recommend him to my former
κ ^

HAVING

CHARTER OAK
Insurance

Co.,

Of Hartiord, Conn., or any of its Agants for
copy of tlio

I

a

customer^.

ALBERT CHASE,
Manufacturer of all kind» of

First Class
At

2 «

Carriages and Sleighs

Factory

of Ε.

PREBLE

K. tcBMI,

STREET.

Having secured first class workmen in all branches
and buy nothing bnt the best of stock, 1 believe lean
build work second to none in style, lightness, strength

and durability combined. Particular attention given
to nil kinds of repairing. All those who wish te have
their carriages stored anil insured
during the winter
and put in repair for spring can do so ntlow rates.
A speciality of repairing all kind» of
springe. AU
orders iu this line by express will be
promptly attended to. By striet attention to business I hope to
receive a liberal share of patronage.
Il^fcrevcet—Charles Sager, C. J. Walker, G & I,
P. Warren. P. G. Blanchard, J. jr. Libby. Hanson
C av, Leander Valentine, C. F. Sargent, Ellas Themus & Co., J. M. Brown, .T. P. Libby, S Baker.
oc22
TT&Stf

I

A Fine Bnsiness Opening
TOR a yeung or middlo aged man of nnexceptiona-

ble character. Experieneed accountant and one
thousand dollars oapital. Investigation is invited.
n«v21U
Address Bec Mit Portland Me.

Office of tue A. C. S. I
Fort Preble Me., Nov. 29tli, 1872. f
in
pro;>0sal6
duplicate of the form furnished by the undersigned, will be received until
Saturday the 28th, day of December 1872. at 10 o'clock
a. m., for all the fresh beef
required at this Post, for

SEALED

DEPOSIT INSURANCE POLICY.

months, or such less time as the Commissary
General may direct, commencing January 1st, 1873.
Details and requirements furnished bv the undersigned. A true copy of the latter with this advertise-

have

six

ment to be

de2d0t

attached to each proposal oftered.
roLlin a. IVES,
ad Lieutenant 5th, Artillery,
Act'y Com. Sub.

Sebago ©ye
iVO.

Works,

17 FL17I STREET.

We have bought out the above establishment, with
all the machinery and good will of the saaie, with all
the admirable 1'ueilitiep, conducted by a practical
chemist and dycis: fully confident of turning out
satisfaction.
work that cannot fail of
Ladies' dies«ee colored and finished in a superior
«trie. Gent'» garments cleansed and colored without
warranted not to smut,and pressed
being
in a superior style. Piano and table covers, Marand framed ; blankets seoured
bleached
seilles covors
nd the wool raided. JOIIN S. MILLER Λ CO.,

giving

ripped,and

Proprietor·.

sep2fi

Notice.
that the Atlantic & St.
to th.

hereby given
NOTICE
lAwrenec Railroad Company will apply
at Its next session in
is

January
Legislature of Maine,
1373, for an increase of capital stock.
Per order of the Directors.
not6d4w
F. E. BARRETT, Clerk.

a

large assortmcn t

Factory, so that all the parts of our instruments arc produced at the lowest eo»t.
Third, On the several acres of land attached to our Factory, we have stored a two year»'» «tipply of lumber, and as we deal direct by contract with the lumbermen, we give them time to cut
the wood at their convenience, and to ship it when freight is at it* lowest prie·. In this we have
a vast advantage ovei other manufacturers.
Fourth, As "strikes" are not recognised in Boston, we do not suffer from enforod in«r«a»ed

Deposit largely

octl2deSatSt&wSt

w!7

THE MAGIC

purchasers demanded,

—

GAS

A WORD

BUYERS

The name of CHTCKEKING has for half h century been identified with the manufacture of
in tlii« vountr.
in such a manneer that α history of the operations of the house would
give
a fair record of the 1 i.^tory of American Piano-making.
They were the first to make 1'iauoa in
ι
America; they have always stood first in the successive improvements which have rendered the
American Pianos famous ir. the Old World, and to-day enjoy in both
the same

j

pianos

hemispheres

which they have always held.
Their uniform success ha? i-ecn due to legitimate eauses. Inventive
talent, thoroughness in
every detail of work, the use of the be-t materials, eonstaut attention to the latest advance· of
the applied sciences, liberality in the pay of competeut workmen and in the
purchase of stock

ASD

—

and a

COMPANY!

long accumulated experience,

These,

more

have accounted

for the

success

than the deserved honors bestowed at the French

of «the CHICKERINGS'

Exposition,

have contributed to
build up and sustain the confidence which is everywhere felt in the CHICKERING Pianos. It
is for thli reason that not only have exceptional instruments taken
prizes innumerable on both sides
of the Atlantic, but that nniiistructed purchasers feel such a
degree of assurance in the splendid
and enduring qualities of any instrument w hich bears the name of so trustworthy a house.
We have thus expressed our estimate of the CHICK ERIN'G Piano*, because the
of these

4w

prices

instruments have just been reduced. Instead of yielding slowly to the "beating down" of individual purchasers, as is generally done, they havo established a fixed scale of prices
decidedly-

Me.

lower than have obtained for several years. This will save both the time and the
patienoe of
buyer and seller alike, and will bo much more satisfactory to both parties. Those who want the

Inf.

best Pianos that can be produced aud who may favor us with an order
by letter, can rely upon
being served promptly, aud up;>n the same τ κ it mi as though they were present and made their
selections in person.
All the great artists who have visited America have used the C'hickekoîO Pianos.
Thalberg,
the greatest piano virtuoso, pronounced them UNEQUALLED IV THIS COUNTRY AND

UNSURPASSED IN EUROPE.
These were the first American pianos pitted against those of European manufacture, at the
World's Fair in England, in 1851, when, in spite of prejudice and competition, they took tlio
medal.

The Chickebing Piauos revealed to the makers there the. system, first introduced by
of the complete iron frame; which was highly approved of, aud gave rise to tho expression of "Pianos made after the American plan."
It was at this Exhibition that the plan of
was first
into'notice in

this

firm,

"over-stringing"

brought

Russian Pianos.

Checkering
Chiokering

—

Rubber Boots & Shoes,
8 EXCHANGE ST.
tFebl

IMPROVED HOWE
other First Clap*

S e w i n g M a cli i n

e s

GOOD MACHINE THREAD 2 Bpools for 5c.

R. Warburton, 165 Middle Street.

CNTIL

Square Pianos,

from which has sprung all the

ments

on

in the United States.

such

subjects

42,000 (forty-two thousand) Pianos, and it is call
supplied one-quarter of the instru-

that this House has

We claim for tho

—

MONDAY, DECEMBER 9th,
and will show to the public one ot the greatest invenlions of American science,

A

& .Sons havo manufactured over

culated by those curious

SORTI,AND, ME.,

CHILDRESS'

& Sons first used the large scales for

present excellence of that class of instruments.

WILL REÛI1IN AT

39 TEMPJiE STREET,

sepl0'72

TO PIANO

\

I

MENS*, WOMENS', BOYS'

and fil!

our prices ; we have
simply taken off the discount
and have placed our instruments at a price which affords us a

forward dealing?.

policy.

It matures in ten years, aud will yield a return of
all
h,
increased by interest and profits,
or in lieu thereox a
paid-up, with profits, Life Insurance Policy of large amount, upon which annual
dividends will be paid.
LOW ΓΑΜΙ KATES and annual dividends
are the distinctive leaturos of all the
ordinary forms
of insurances as granted by this Company.

per centage of wages, from time to time.
Fifth and lastly. We have not lowered

profit, aud throws off the fictitious discount to the purchasers.
Chickering Pianos are still the same sterling instruments, but we have a settled pries all
over the United State», to those who wish to buy.
And this is, after all, fair nud straight-

of

I10TÎ5

Why.

The

R." BARBOUR,

& E.

produce our price list, and insist upon
manufacturing philanthropy.
great deal of opposition of this kind. Their

fair

The Polity gives insurance for a definite sum at a
low raie of premium.
It bas a fixed CASH VA LU JE, which can Tie
withdrawn at the end of any year on surrender of the

Charles Nichols, 44 Seaman U. S. Navy,
Robert D. Bond,
Henry Burnham, Inte Private 9th, Mass. Battery.
nov5dtf
C. P. MATTOCKS, 8S Middle Street.

J.

the best way to meet this is, to
the same terms! This will test their

The house of Chickering & Sons can stand a
reputation gained by nearly fifty years of honorable and successful busiue·», has risen sujierior
to all competition, and lias triumphed both here aud in
Europe.
We therefore put the public on their guard, against the falsifications of interested
partie».

which most

"
CONGRESS SqU'E, PORTLAND, Jordan B1 icivstone, 4*
"
44
·'
E, 44
Henrv T. Welch alias Walsh late Private Co. E, 13
flare made sueh improvements in their
Me.
Inf.
for manufacturing Nitrous
a
jSSGS^i apparatus
N. Walsh, late Private Co. B, 4th, Mass. Cav.
Ojnde, that they feel confident the gas .Joseph
"
"
"
44
"
John A.
Me.
1st,
they are now producing cau be inhaled jI Thomas Sargent, "
"
"
44
Givens,
Vet.
with impunity. Physicians and Chemists all unite in
G,
41
41
"
Thomas
Fox,
20th,'4 Inf.Vol·»
H,
saying tnat pure Nitrous Oxide is harmless when in"
·«
♦·
Char. ΙΓ. Merrill. 44
haled. We are determined to have our Gas pure if it
32th, 44'· "44
Benj. M. Winch, 44
•an be made so.
5th,
Teeth extracted by the use of Ni44
"
44
44
44
"
David Given,
trous Oxide or Ether, at our New Dental Rooms, 392
K,
44
*f
Jos. N. Stanworth.44
41
F. 11th, 44
CONGRES8 STREET, Over Mr. Geo. W. Whittfer's
14
"
Orman K. Hines, 44
A.
Bnttlin
IT
Store.
no28tf
l»t,
Drug
U. S. Inf.

PROPOSALS.

public,

on

our

··

MIDDLE ST.

piano

people about now arc asking how it is that CHICKERING & SONS eau Mil «he
same Piano Forte to-day for $475, which a few weeks
ago ruled at #600?
The reasons are many aud sufficient:
Firtt, We have the largest anil most complete Factory in America—indeed in the world, in
this Factory every portion of the Piano Forte is made, so that CHICKERING & SONS
pay no
middleman's profit, but take advantage of the first cost of
everything.
Second, All the labor-saving machines which modern ingenuity has devised, have a place iu

1

46 & 4=8

a

Thousands of

desired.

B,

operations,

The Reasons

President.
n»vl9dlm

POST OFFICE ADDRESS

MACALASTER BROS.

its

C. Soule.
CHAS. M. DAVIS,

American.

jS3P""In order to protect ourselves, we have adopted
a* our trade-mark an eight-pointed red star, with
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every package of our Pare I^rnd. None genuine without it·.

public in regard to

having

Benjamin Webster,
Richard O. Conant,
Charles II. Chase,

GEO A. WRIGHT, Secretary.

read the

discount to

pikectors:

Charles M. Davis,
Charles B. Merrill,
Harrison J. Libby,
Enos

please

2d. To prevent all from purchasing the
Chickering Pianos, these dealers will take off sufficient
bring their prices within a few dollars of our prices. They will do this for the love
they bear to the public and from their disinterested desire to save them from buying a
poor piano
Falsehood (philanthropic) No. 2.

Co.,

any one risk, and at rates of premium as low
sound Insurance Companies.
NO FKK£ RISKS TAKEN.

will

onr one-price system, and are
using every effort to deceive
and other reasons for adopting it
1st. They say we make cheap Pianos. This is true, lîut
they mean by "cheap;" inferitr
Pianos. This is false, for all our instruments are
thoroughly made, in the largest manufactory
in the World, by the most accomplished
workmen, and of the finest a.ul long seasoned materials.
Falsehood No. 1.

the

Self-Lighting Lamp

RUINS

IVo. 91 Cornhill, Bouton.
83^*1· suai discount to the trade. Now ready

dew-

Chickering Piano
following.

a

prominence

W, H. CHANDLER & CO., Pub'fi

BROADWAY NEW YORK.

noie

FOlt

purchase

Other manufacturers bitterly opjiose

no30d3w

other

#3r*Send 25 cents for this fully filluKtratcd
Botb, just out Ï With IVInpe.' Or, One Dol-

Dry nnd («round io Oil*

3111

THE

SYSTEM,

this to be the proper course, which will secure JUSTICE to the
purchaser, and estab
lish a STANDARD PRICE for the Piano* of the
Chickering manufacture, wherever they may
be offered for sale.

The Ocean Insurance

11ST BOSTON !

—

PRICE

un.

believing

Oflic.e No. 17 Exchange Street,
PORTLAND, ME,

CO., THE GREAT FIRb

BOSTON.

Pure White Lead !

Sous,

€HAKDL£B & CO.'S

lis MILK STREET,

BOSTON

&

a

we

Musical

▼erv

11 E. 14th St., New %ork,
;134 Washington Ht., Boston.
nov7
2md&w

FULL

Fairbanks,

Our Tare White Lead, both dry and ground in oil,
we warrant te bo Mtrictly purr, ana ouakaxtee
that for rineness, bod;/ and durability, it is not surpassed by any Lead iu the market, either foreign or

NEW CATALOGUE, in which we
print our VERY LOWEST PRICES,
make no Discounts or Deviation whatever.
Our object is to furnish to our Patrons the
very best Pianos which can be manufactured, and
at the very Lowest Prices which
will yield us a fair remuneration.
Being convinced that the prevailing systéln among Manufacturers ef and Dealers iu

subscription of over

a

prepared

marine

Life

our

issue

All who desire to

best and very
now offered.

A. CARD.

Supply Order*.

to

day

HAUJ EIi GOULD, Attorney

on

Manufac'y

INSTRUMENT,

FIRE AND MARINE RISKS

veut

Cheapest First-Class Pianos

OlDw £4,94 & ÎS Olirtr g|rt»l,

DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE, TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
Λ FITTINGS, PUMPS. &C., &C.

We this

and from which

i$14,000.00,

Âmorjustly

the

just,

Firm

Europe

made in

the pres-

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST.

(Established in 1833,)

regarded and universally

see

during

unable from lack of timeor convenience, send for the

D. TEBBETS.

I which

CO.,

BOSTON·

or if

"West.

a paid up Capital of 8140,000.00, continto issue all classes of Marine risks, to an
amount not exceeding

more tlian one-third larger than any otlier PianoForte Manufactory in the world, and is, iu every respect, tlio niest complete as regards machinery and
the facilities tor doing the very best class of work.
Messrs. C. & Sons have, since the establishment oi
their business i· 1823, made and sold 41,000 Pianos,
and these Standard Instrumente are now offered at
Reduced Rates upon the 'Oke-Prioe System," tree
from all discounts and commissions: aud they are,

STANDARD

llMCOnrOEATED IK 1829.]

ΜΑΧΓFACTriU liS

our

Manufactory,

Messrs. BAILEY & NOYES,

CHICKERING

ues

is

FAIRBANKS
SCALES,

PORTLAND, and

of

MANUFACTURERS

tON,)

Marine, Stationary and. !Portable
STEAM ENGINES.
Si earn Boilers, Bleach Boilers & Bag Dusters, ShaftMill
Gearing and General Machinery. Castings
ing:,
υΓ every description made to order.
Repairing
promptly attended to.
jyNew and Second-hand Engines frr sale.
Highest cash prices paid for old Iron.
£215 Commercial Street,
se rtS 6m
W. H. FESSENDEN.
Portland, Me.

SAMUEL

& SONS' .Piano-forte

All Persons who intend to Purchase a PIANOFORTE
ent season should visit the Warerooms of

wiih

pronounced by all the great artists.
"I consider the Chicker-

CHickering

16th.

THE

MACHINE WORKS

CHICKER lNG

HOUSE,

wants to go

janSl

1823, and

ica,
rully convince! that they
entitled to the First Prize.

commence

Casco Street Seminary.
Fall Term of this Institution for Young Ladies and Misses, will commence
MONDAY, DEC· 9th, 1872.

are

Dr^FttANz LisjTsays:
ing Piano superior to any
and am

and &c., Addles»
C. B. VARNEY,
Stevens Plains Me.

rooms

owner

UPRIGHT

#

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!
the

AJSTH)

PIANO-FORTES.

SPRINGVALE.

SATH'L F. DËËlUIVti,
Nov. 29th, 1872.

The Standard Instruments of tlie World,

STREET.

Seminary.

Monday Dec.

TEBBETS

OF

each wing is 52 feer.

SALE!

Portland,

AIjL· COMPETITORS.

These Pianos
conceded to be

ETTA A. FILES,
II

3

<

First Premium*

been awarded to

Have

thirteen weeks
WEEK.

to

nov28eod3w

fJIHE

Have been made and sold since

EiKbty-ou«

may 20

fUKILAJJIll

J. If. Chadwick &

or

Sl.OO

STORY Brick bonse 011 New State street, next
to Congress street, has ten rooms and furnished
with Gas, Sebago water Lot and cold, bath room, two
water closets, furnace, dumb waiter, wasli room, two
cellars &e.
Is a very healthy location, every room having the
»un shinning in some part of the dsv.
Terms easy.
For further information apply to (?. G. LARK1N,
311 Congress Street or HENRY A. JONES, Gait
oct9-tf
Block. Commercial Street.

are now

Fortes

sons.

larger, by nearly one-third, than any piano-forte manufactory in America, and more than
double as large as any in Europe. It
occupies four sides of an ej^tire block. There are no private
houses or buildings of any kind
except their own, on the entire square, which comprises an ar«a
of five acres. The length of the front 011
Tremout Street i»' 27ό feet The length of each wing
is 2ιΓ2 feet. The entire building is five gtoiiee
h'gli. The depth of the main building, and also of

$250,000,

System
41,000

Standard Piano

TERM

and continues

MK,

the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouched
eard, by which new process we get rid of freckles
moles,wrinkles and all imperfections of the skin. Call

Prices.

WINTER

M

THIS ASSOCIATION, having

e-J? rice

il

PORTLAND ACADEMY.
Begins December 2d

GRAÏSTD, SQUARE

Said house is one of the best locations on j
on the street; tine neighborhood.
Consists of
two story framed House and ell. containing ten I
linishea
walls
rooms;
highly
painted
throughout; :
gas ; good cellar and heated by furnace ; large brick cisOne of the most desi- j
tern, altered; well drained.
rable ami convenient houses iu the city ; close to
Spring street line <>f cars; can be seen from 8 to 6 P. ;
M. Terms easy. Enquire on the premises.
J
June 10.
dtt
is

OF THESE

further information call at the college offi#e
address
de2dlw
L. A.GRAY, Principal.

Wesbrook

Copying and enlarging done to order.
the new styles, Berlins, Rembrants, Medallion,

judge for yourselves.
g^f^iTlotto—Good work

Ο

bis usual

commence

Monday Evening, December 2d·

Caw !

ai

5£f?**P{irticuIar attention paid to collecting.

IVo. 152 middle

will

House So. 34 Emery St., Iiead ol !
Cushinan Street.

As

&

MAKrUFACTXTRKRS

FOR SAL·Ε !

"FOR

SELF-LI&IITINCS LAMP,

,
j

CHICKERING
that

they

Kngland

lound ft."

Published by J. R. Osgood &Co. For
sale
' y Hall L. Davis.
Twelve Views of Hkayxn.—Here we
ave collected in a neat little volume
twelve
isrourscs, some by eminent writers, givit g
uch Thoughts of Heaven as have seemed to
nem best suited to
help, checr, and console,
'he tact that this littii! book issues now in ils
8th edition testifies to the need that it
intended to meet, and also we must conlude to its (successful adaptation. The di.
nurse by Rev. Dr.
Spencer on "Perfect Manood in Heaveu" we should
especially note
>r its
healthy tone of muscular Christianity
rhile to other minds or hearts
according 10
eed or experience, some other of these dit-

J

According to a «tatement made by the
Paris Faculty of Physicians, the blood of the
100,000 men killed by the Franco-Prussian
war would have
yielded iron enough for

9,424 gun-barrel».

are

BAILEY

& NOYES,

GENERAL AGENTS

EXCHANGE
nov2«

STREET,

HIE.
PORTLAND,
»o<lîa;Srw2uit'j

1

c jurses

might

come

f >rce.

home with equal

or moie

PublisheJ by G. W. Carletjn, Ν. Y.

ate

by Bailey

Fcr

&

Noyes.
No. β of the '-Cyclopedia of the Btst
'houghte of Charles Dickens" completes the
s
fries—running from "Timber yard" to

In a Herald personal Gjeru Gjerlduldsen
is requested to call oif or make his address
known to Captain Tallaksen of
Tvedestrand,
at the office of Funch,
EdyeVfc Co. We have
no doubt that the
gentleman can spell his
oirn iums; but he uiust hay; suffered dreadfully in his efforts to give it. the proper Euglish pronunciation. Or, to quote from his

Youth."

Too much cannot be said in
judicious selections, admirable
f
rrangemeut, tasteful mechanical execution
r nd general excellence of this
alphabetical
, ,
oinpllation of the choicest morceaux of the
j rcat master of humor, pathos and fiction.
j The volume inarratively demauds a
place in
native language,
yxtlschzdpwhywd.
j , very good library and in a handsome
binding
ν ill make a most
acceptable holiday gift.
Here is a question for the farmer to decide.
Published by E. J. Ha1e& Son, New York,
It is asked by the Hiawatha (Kausas) ltis\ for sale by Bailey & Noyea.
patch—"At this season of tlie year when
Font Phases of Mobals.—This volume
butter is worth twenty cents, and lard
eight j ι compiled, with large additions, from lectcents, what quantity of the latter should be , ires delivered
before the Royal Institution of
mixed with the former to make a
living profit, ] jondon, by John Stuart Blackie, Prof, of
leave it tolerably p.ila table, and cause it to {
Jreck at Edinburgh University. The
phases
last well on the tab'.e? It is evident that the
rhich he considers are those represented by
is
not
used."
right portion
ι he doctrines of
Socrates, of Aristotle, of
?hris:ianity.aud lastly of Utilitarianism, lie
Receut Publications.
j ι luds that the teachings of religion, both naî1 trai
What Κ at y Did. By Susan Cool idge: Auand revealed, tend in one direction,
thorof "The Xew Year's Bargain."
vhether interpreted, as by Socrates, to be the
And now the great question that has perlerelopmeut of reason energized by a Divine
plexed the coleopterous understanding for I Power, or, as by Aristotle, the
balancing and
ages is decided, airtl Miss Coojidge has brave- : lice adjustment of the natural forces
by realy volunteered a full explanation of what the j son unaided, or, as hy
Christianity, to be a
celebrated Katy did. And what Katy did i miraculous
flooding cf the whole being with
was so sweet, so unaffected and »o true that !
Divine Light; the point at which all meet is
we don't wonder that the little insects have
j Lb· fact tkat in the
development of our highsuug her praises continually. "Katy" is no i îst powers is found our
greatest happiness.
mythical heroine—but a very real and love- ! The mistake which the author considers as
able little girl, who played with, petted and i
seing emphasised by the Utilitarian School is
teased her little brothers and sisters, and
Lhat of reversing the rightlul order in assertgrew to be the depeudence and comfort of
ng that the greatest amount of happiness Is
the household, without subsiding into goodyj the highest good.
ism or losing her original spieiness. The litWhether these doctrines, as understood by
tle brothers and sisters—Clover, Elsie, Phil,
their best advocates, are so diverse that
they
Joanna and comical little Dorry, with his
cannot cordially join hands in the great circle
and
its
journal
pathetic entry "Wish I was a might well be questioned by the unlettered
beter boy. Nothing parti Keler for tea"—
philosophers. To those deep in uch controaunt Lizzie, cousin Helen, and Dr. Carr, the
versy, there are many strifeiug pointa to be
father of the merry troop of children, all
considered, niany a vantage ground to be
are natural and delightful
people, and we gained or maintained and to such the volume
close the book hoping that Katy will do more, ! be fore'us couies as a
power not to be Iguorcd.
and that Hiss Coolidge will tell ui all about
We close with a quotation from an old auit, in her charming, refined and lively style. thor which serves we
think, if somewhat in(Published by Roberts Brothers. For «ale by directly to illustrate this
subject of Phases.
Loritig, Short & Harmon.)
"At such times as planets show their full
Shawl-Sthaps. By Louisa 31. Alcott.
phases they are found to be spheric and only
1
The always fresh, irrepressible and delightlose this figure by position to the sun to whom
ful Miss Alcott lias become, as she says in
they owe their light."
her characteristic preface, "the victim of a
Published by Scribnor, Armstrong & Co;
mysterious doom," and has yielded to the for sale
by Hoyt, Fogs & Breed.
universal necessity of writing a book of travThe CittLiiREsa or Ami County
Coubtv
els: "The undersigned bore," she says—an
By Miss Louise M. Thurston.
epithet to which, as applied to herself, we
This is the fourth volume of the "Charley
take unqualified exception"—has abstained i Roberts"
series, of which the the thres volfrom giving the dimensions of any church,
umes already published have had so favorable
the population of any city, or description of
a reception.
The present volume tells the
famous places, as far as lu her lay, but constory of two little children, Nora and Jemmy,
fined herself to the personal haps aud miswho came to New York with their mother
haps, the adventures and experiences of lie·· and having lost their way, found a home in
wanderers." And in consequence we have
Amity court with nome orphan children who
one of the most delightful books of travel—
lived there, supporting themselves by selling
natural, graphic and charming; telling us newspapers and by rag picking How they
exactly those little things that make up so worked, like a Live of busy little bees, how at
largely the sum of the delight of journeying, last the children found their mother and
and all seeu through the medium of Mi»
I'riends and how "they all lived happily ever
Alcott's happy, witty, wise and cheerful after" we leave our
;
young readers to discover
mind. (Published by Roberts Brothers. For for themselves at the same time
;
suggesting
sale by Loring, Short & Harmon.)
to "parents, teachers and guardians" that
The D. ctou's Dilemma. By Hesba Stret- I this series of books is such as
will be
j raise of llie

1

j

ton.

An uncommonly good norcl and one that
well repays readiug. The action takie place
in the Channel Islands and their singularly
beautiful scenery is vividly described. The
tone of the book is uniformly good, and the
plot, without beins too highly wrought or
improbable, is original, full of interest and
well managed. Olivia, the heroine, is very
lovely, aud the brave fisherman, Tardiff, is a
vigorous and natural sketch. The illustrations, of which there are several, by 110

j

glad
they
give to their young friends in the approaching holiday season.
Published by Lee and Shepard, For sale by
Loring, Short & Harmon.
Guy Eablscourts Wife. By Agnes Fleming.
to

A novel of the intense and sensatlônal sort,
in which the stock company of the novelist
from time immemorial, appears—including

beautiful and persecuted heroine, crue! guardian, mysterious mamma with marble features, blighted existence and black velvet
means correspond with the general exceltiain ; the regularly organized villain ; and uplence of the novel. (Published by D. Apj holstery, retinue, revenue and Belgravian
pleton & Co. For sale by Bailey & Noyes. ) manners and customs regardless of
expense,
Dick Travers Abroad.
By Miss Ade- riie plot is exaggerated and not a particularlaide F. Samuels.
larly agreeable one. The book, however,
This is a series of four small volumes—
merits α degree of praise; somo of the char"Palm Lands", "The Lost Tar", "On the
acters arc well drawn especially those of the
Wave" and "Little Cricket"—very nicely
worthy scene painter and his sister; the style
gotten up, with good illustrations. They are
is often bright, and tlie story ends liappily
and
written
while
the
pleasantly
interesting
and iu accordance withstrict poetic.d justice.
descriptions of life in the Cape Verde Islands,
Published bv G. W. Carleton and Co., For
and in Africa will bo found instructive is well
sale by Bailey and Move-.
as amusing.
Old Landmarks andHistoric Person-

Published by Lee and Sliepard. For salo
by Loring, Short and Harmon.
The Little Canabt Sebies. By Mrs. M.
A.

Boston—by Samuel Adams Drake,
interest, to that designed or
coveted for it by its author, In the fact that,
as he states in an explanatory note, the
phase "here lles"'must now bo In some places
ages of

has an addtd

Osgood.

This series consists of four little volumes
"Little Canary's Daisy", "Little Canary",

substituted for "here stands."
We should
say of this volume not only that it is one no
Bostonian "can afford to do without;" but
cheerfully add our conviction that all New
England "will cry for it;" since Boston, especially in oldcolonv times, has always stood
exponent of New England in her be.-t hopes
and their fulfillment. As for the topics touched
upon in this book, it would be an easier task
so far as enumeration goes to count those
emitted. Numerous cuts, nearly 100, serve
to illustrate in every department.
The style,
is suitable, neither stilted, nor too gossippy,
the mechanical execution good, but not too
fine for its purpose—in fact the book strikes

"Cousin

Eugene", and "Black Cato"—very
neatly bound and printed, with remarkably
The box containing
pretty illustrations.
them is particularly ingenious and charmiog.
being in imitation of a bird-cage, between
whose bars peep out the merry faces of the
heroes and heroines of (lie stories. Our little
reader» will be delighted to read all about
Daisy and Cora and sweet baby Canary, and
older people will appreciate how true to nature are these scenes of child-life. We notice
occasional carelessness and want of refinement which we think an author so well calculated to amu«e and interest the little ones,
might avoid in future books.
Published by Lee and Shepard.
for sale
by Loring, Short and Harmon.
Son ο s of Natube.
This is th« fourth volume of a series of

"Folk-songs" published by Scribner,

us

as

thoroughly

well done.

Published by James IÎ. Osgood & Co.
sale by Hall L. Davis.

For

Gl'»I!«Gn NOTICES.

Arm-

strong & Co., New York. Although con- !
The Pi-best and Sweetest Cod-Liver On.
nected with the thive previous volumes by | is Hazard's and
Caswell's, made ou the seasimilarity of plan a».1 execution, the "Songs ! shore, from fresh selected livers, l>y Caswell,
of Nature" is a book complete by itself. It is
Hazard & Co., îiew York.
It is absolutely
made up of tasteful selections from many ot
Dure and sweet.
Patients who have ouce takea
it prefer it tc all others. X'hysieiaus have dethe best poets of the English language, ancided it superior to any of tba other oils iu
cient and modern ; is profusely illustrated by
market.
uovl4-12w
T.
from
Miss
designs
Monro,
by
engravings

Hallock, Church, Fenn,, Ross Kensett, etc.;
enriched by facsimile autographs of R. W. Emerson, Bret Harte, and

Chapped Hands, face, rough skin, pimples

and is further

ringworm,

salt-rheum and other cutaneous »f-

fectious cured, and the *kiu made soft and
others. The mechanical execution of the
smooth, by using the Jl*>ipeR Tar SoAP.made
volume is exceedingly beautiful, and altoby Caswell, Hasard & Co., New York. Be
gether it is a very choice and attractive gift- | sure to get tlio Jumper Tur Snap, as there are
imitations made with common
book for the
manv worthless

approaching holidays.
by Hoyt, Fosig ana Breed.
Tbeasube Tbove.—This volume is a holiday reprint of the mock-heroic poem published in the Atlantic Monthly about » dozen
For sale

It is the story of the sicg« of
Chalus by Richard the Lionbcarted, and of
his death while storming that obscure
fortress. The versification, flowing and
musical, is all that could be expected from au
acknowledged master of the art, while the
wit is keen and the humor genuine. Richard's generous, imperious, uncultivated nayears ago.

tul Burner at once, as it is not only cheap, durable ;
and safe, but always convenient. It is undoubtedly !
the best chance ever offered for smart men to make
j
easy.
money
Call and examine or send for circular.

3ft Temple Street, Portland, IWe.
dec3
lw*

PIANOS,

the BEST, MOST LASTING, aud consequently, THE CHEAPEST.
Every person desires to
get the fullest equitablo value for their money—we say emphatically that no other
Piano manufactured iu the world will bring its cost if a
person desires to sell, as quick as
CHICKERINGS'. A conclusive proof of their WORTH, after the long test of lialf a cen| tury of public criticism.

requiring no matches, lights in an instant without removing the Globe. We shall sell to live meu the exelusive right of Town or County. Prices of Town
j
Rights from Ç10 to 340. according to population. I
Every House, Store and Factory wiii adopt this use- |

Magic Self-Lighting Lamp nnd Gas Co.,

Richard ot
came one il'! v,
And the castle of
I'luilnIu »uch a ra| ld and sure pa* s«<[ away,
decay,
No mslero yet hnth

is true.

A seventeen-year-old widow married a
gentlemau of twenty-two in Greenun, Ohio, the
other day, but the local Justice wouldn't perform the ceremony, as he said out of twelve
couples that he had married eleven had been
divorced.

ESTABLISHED IN 1838.

59 State Street.

offered at Reduced Rates at

For
or

No. 80 MIDDLE STREET.

J. 18.

SHAYLOR,

course of lessons in Penmanship at the Portland
Business College

BBOW.1,

Coiuisellor and Attorney

H. W.

Lessons !

Warerooms,

No. 34 Plum St.

sepl3-tf

These Standard Instruments
now

Organ

CHÎCKERI*NG

For Sale or To Let,
Rooms. Ο as and Sebago water.
Apply to Ε. II. GILLESPIE,

40

FRANCE.

Are

and

NOTES

AGENTS FOR

un-

AND

WINTER division of the 32d year of its successful prosperity will open on WEDNESDAY,
Jannary 1st. 1873. All the comforts of Home combined with the school in which are found thç ablest
teachers.
ALDEN J.BLETHEN, À. M.,
dec6dlm
JPrincipal.

MR.

the

Insurance Association.

AMERICA,
ESTGXA1VK1,

"JLittle Bine," Farmington, Mo.

Writing

CHANDLER, Prop'r.

St. Lawrence Mouse.

I2Î

MAS ITFACTCKEU OF

Suits, Lounges. Spring
J3e<ls, jVIattresses,

Sons

Orer all Competition

ABBOTT

Forte

&

EXCHAMK STREET, PORTIAM».

t·

Have Taken the First Premium

EDUCATIONAL.
FAMILY SCHOOL

Piano

thoroughly built of
has all modern conveniences.
ALLEN HAINES.
Portland, Sep. 18th, 1872.
sepl9-tf

PIANOS

MATTOCKS & FOX, 8S Middle st.

HOOPER,

Wanted.

&

BAILEY

dersigned.

& STURDIVANT,
179 Commercial et.

Checkering

STORE
Hoyt, Fogg & Breed.

Kos. 31 and 33 Free St.,
Parlor

east.

ment

_SALE.

house on State Street, occupied by
Γ{ΠΗΕ
JL
This houso is

freight Coal from New York and
Philadelphia to Portland and other
ROSS

To Let.
Middle street, recently occupied by

Apply

Γ. ».

W. E., Press Office.

mar2Gthdtf

HOUSE,

FBI HIS House will accommodate 75 guests. Always
X filled with summer tourists during the season,
wiih a good skow of business travel during the year.
The best location in Betliel, situated at the head of
tlie Park. It has 51) large well ventilated roams In
good repair, with stable and ice house. Will be sold
with or without the Furniture on the most favorable
terms if app'ied for at once, as the subscriber is goWest.

the cattle of Cbolus crowned
Kullen b:it;Vnu nt», *t »>·! and frowned
"I11·"' X>l il» around It :
«.
ButΛΪίΐ

bodv who hates vicj in the form of
ingratitude and treachery will hope that the state-

BETHEL 113 LI,. ME.,

To

Mass.,
SHEPARD & COMPANY, same block,
Or,
J. C. PROCTER,
»3 Exchange st.
jcSdtf
No. 92

Address

Vessels

LET.

Lowell.

Foreign Patents,

when

evening.
sep26

Λ,

Î1HS. H. K. THOMPSON,

of

cheerfully aud promptly answered. All business in
respect to an application for Patent can be transacted by mail.
jy2 Τ Τ & S tf

J. H.

the

those large and commodious stores

THE

IN

Inquire

îiOO Congres* Nt., Portland) Mo.

UPHO

AN

ST If applied for Immediately will be let low

OF

American

ol

TO

SCRIBNER & JORDAN,

Attorneys

more

spStttf

Wanted.
experienced bookkeeper and accountant,
wants an opportunity to keep a small set of
books or accounts, or to do oopying, or other work, in

PAINTER, Wo. 47-49 Middle St.

POBTLAND, MAINE.

Machine Girl, at
CHKSLEY'S. 167 Middle st.

and Pant makers and

COAT

Store and Basement

KEILER,

'•Joste" Mansfield, ilk stated, lo«t *>37,<« 0
by the failure of Bowles Brothers; and eveiy-

FOR

soldier

a

Wltt»

FORSALlT

tÎ

Boarders Wauled.

largo brick store in tlie Racklcft Block, corner
of Middle and Ceurcli streets—basement and
first floor, elegant h finished and adapted to
jobbing
drv goods or otber similar trade.
ALLEN HAINES.
Apply to

vice reform.

brick and stone and

*27 South Street, Ν. Y
novl5dlm

snap-judgmentnot worth a erlhp—ConSnapp of Illinois opposing civil sei-

SECOND liand Haggles Printing Press, rard
auil circular, for sale cheap. Call or address.
HARKIS BRUS.,
oct30dtf
135 Spring St., Portland, Me.

( HANDLER

Boarders Wanted.

To Let,

A

For Sale.

JOB.,

&

cf folfrt·' : my creed 1* «>on
light for the Devil to pocket bi« gold." toi'!,
The book is admirably illustrated
by Eyinge; indeed we never saw better work from
1 hat
artist. As a taste of the
quality of the
] •oem we insert the first stanza :

grcssiuan

If

*ep24_

A

ouplet :
'Tin

to Loan ! ! !

The San Franci»co papers announced the
death of Edward Long, a well-known citizen,
the other day, and in the afternoon he was
seen going to the wharf t» receive a
large
deputation of mourning relatives.

CUBA.

loading and discharging.

(

7, 1872.

IM

are prepared to loan money in nhu»
8IOO to any omouiil de*ired, on firet
( !;hn nioriagPN in Portlauil Cape Eliza- i
beth, Weatbrooli, or Deerînjg. Parties «le*
Mirons of buililFiiseaii also beaceoinmoda
ted with loan*.
GEO. K. DAVIS & CO,,
Real Efitnte and Morl«s«ge BrokeiK·

oolCdtf

103 State Street, Boston.

I

SATURDAY MOBMNG, DEC

froan

ing

—

BIRD, PERKINS

140 Oxford Staect, near Elm, with all the
modern improvements; Gas and Sebago Waoct30tt
Enquire on the premises.

ter.

"WITH

FOR

Lay days guaranteed

A Few Good Rents
applied for at once.

novjiltf

Successors to Warren & Gregg.

COMMISSION

for $200.
R. DAVIS &

Exchange Street.
Nov. 28tb, 1872-

IL L. GREGG & Co.,
SKIP

Pictou, Sydney, Liugan and Fort
Caledonia, €· B.,

family

small

a

Wanted
LOAD AT

TO

ure ίι>
admirably drawn, and the Flemish
'ouiit is made to describe himself in the

Gossip and Gleaning».
$20,000

dee2dlw

Vessels

\

AND

PHILADELPHIA.

office.

HOUSE. 4» rooms, In good order,
A TWO-STORY
Sebago water, situated in the vicinity of City
Hall. Will be let to

STORE

BROKEB,

HOBT8I

LAST

TAYLOR.

For Rent«
A FIRST CLASS residence, centrally located, conJ\. taining 13 rooms, batli room, &c., stable on
promises. Particularly suited for a physician.
novl3tf
Apply to GEO. R. %LVIS & CO.

COItinilSSION μεβγιιαλτ,
I

Lost !
evening, between Newbury street and the
fire at Congress Square, a GÔLD WATCH and
OH ΑΙ Ν. There was a small harp on the chain. The
lindei will be rewarded by leaving ihe same at this

near

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

BULLETIN.

1

Board.

(Formerly Warren & Gregg.)

SHIP

A
PACKAGE addressed to Cumminps, Leavitt
jt\. &Wirtber, was loFt Tuesday evening between
Eastern Express Office and Quincy Street. A liberal
reward will be paid on its delivery to Eastern Ex
press Office.
nov302w

To Let.

1872.

Geo. IS. Davis & Co.'s

Lost*

ONE

179 Commercial St., Portland.

U1AS. A.

THIS OFFICE.

Τ the P. S. & P. R. R. a SILVER WATCH,
The ownc can have the same by calling on the
Ticket Master of the P. S. & P., proving property
and paying char cs.
dec3tf

3w

ROSS λ STI KDIVANT,

Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Hamw-efct Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also lor sale at lowest market price,
Wilkerbarre, Scrantou, Lackawanna, and Pittston
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessels procured for I he tranportation of eoals from
port of shipments any point def-ired.
tfapr27

at

4

To Let..
half of double House No. 47 Pleasant street,
in good order, eleven rooms, furnace, gas and
Se!«ago water. Stable room for one horse and carriage.
nov2tf

dec5eoo2w

DEALERS

by «ailing

own-

Found.

FOR

octll-tt

WHOLESALE COAL

.same

de5dlw

LEASE, the centrally located brick house, on
Congress Street, corner Chestnut, eontains ten
good rooms, Gns &c., Stable attached.
Apply to WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.
i»»>28

P. O. key. Tbe

made like

^

DECEMBER

ESTATE.

REAL
i

MORN TNG

SATURDAY

We

Key Fonnd.
\ SMALL KEY
J\. er can have the

Pliyscian.

noietf

No. 30 Exrbaugc Ml., Portland.
Formerly of the U. S. Treasury Department and
Attorney in all the courts in the District of t olumbia,
will attend to the prosecution of « laims before the
Court of Claims and the various departments at

ON

To be Let.
ΓΓΙ ΣΙ Ε Front Office on the second floor in the Canal
A National Bank Building, recently occupied by
Mattocks & Fox. Also rooms in the Third story.
En juire at the Bank.
dec2tf

BUSINESS CARDS.

MERRILL,

Lost.
Wednesday afternoon, between 3and 5o'clock,
a draft on New York for $t>5. payable to the
order of I. H. Washburn. Tbe finder will be sustabb' rewarded by leaving the same at tho Press Office.
dec6-3t

Sutiable for Gentlemeu and Wive·.
4e9*lw
38 FREE STREET.
Enquire at

χ\. Congress Street. For particulars call ou

HENRY F. T.

PORTLAND,

„

uovl4-12w

tnr

Job Psisnse.—Every description of Job

1

!

|
j

Printing executed promptly, and at the lowest
at the Daily Press Printing House, 10U
Wm. M. Marks.
Exchange St.

prices,

I.IKE ΤΠΕ ELECTBtC TELEGRAPH CENTAL'S
Liniment has been a long time c lining,—hut
ivhat a work it is now doing.
The halt and

sore and wounded, are literally throwing
Rheumatism aud sti
way their crutches.
:
joints are banished, and dumb beasts cry out
: [or joy. One trial tells the story, and explains

lame,
λ

the whole

thing.

dec5-eodlw&wlt

■

—Bt-vj- ~—m

SPKAKBB

THE !PIIESS.
7,

SATURDAY MORNING, DEC.

CREDIT

MOBILIER.

1872.

charge* will undoubtedly lead to the most
complete ventilation of that wicked and ma-

Exjeuy regular attache of the Press is furnished
T.
a card certificate countersigned by Stanley
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hole]
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credential» of every person claiming to represent our

licious slander.

Constituted as the committee is with a majority selected trom among
the political opponents of Mr. Blaine there
can be no fault found
by the Democratic
press with whatever report they may make.

have information that several ''btuuseeking courtesies in the name of the

as we

mere" are
Press, and we have no disposition to be,
eivoly, a party to such fraud.

BLAINE

THE

The course of Speaker Blaine in regard to
tlie investigation of the Credit Mobilier

with

journal,

ASH

The aciion of the speaker in thus early urgmatter before the House, and the
manner in which h· his caused the investigation to be instituted, ba* forced his political euemies to acknowledge already that as
"We do not real anonymous letters and communlfar ai he is concerned at least there is no
eations. The nauie and address of ihe writer are in
all case.i in lisponsable, not necessarily for publication
longer any doubt of the utter falsehood ot
the whole fabrication. It is to be hoped that
but as a guaranty of good faith.
the committee will at once proceed with the
We cannot undertake to return or preserve cominvestigation and that those who honestly bemunications that are not used.
lieve in the truth of that stupendous scandal
I
may be undeceived at a very early day.
Should Taxation be Further Reduced! j know of hundred· of honest Democrats in
Maine who will be glad to know the truth.
It appears to be the opinion of Secretary
One ihiug, however, will
be pleasant,
Boutwell as well as of the President that the and that is the torrent f hardly
honest indignation
be
net
internal
that
ibe
and
should
will
taxes,
customs,
people
pour out 011 the Ν. Y.
Tribunt and those other journals who have
further reduced at present. The Democratic
circulated
the
contemptible reports, when
papers express dissatisfaction with the posithey are at la»t convinced that they have
tion. They affirm that it is no longer neces- been so
deceived.
grossly
of pay»ary to impose taxe» for the purpo··
MR. BANKS.
of
debt
a
millions
annually
ing olT a bundled
The action of the House in declining to acnot yet due the evidences of which can be obcept the resignation of Gen. Banks at Chairnan of the Committee oil
tained only by paying a smart premium.
Foreign Affairs, is
looked upon here ai simply a generous helpThey hold that further reduction! should be ing hand
extend- d to a fallen foe, as he is
made until the revenue is just sufficient to
absolutely at the foot of the political ladder.
the
on
and
the
interest
Hi· late overwhelming defeat is of itself sufpay current expenses
public debt. It saems to us that they labor ficient punishment for his political bere«ies,
to say nothing of whatever of regret the act
under a misapprehension. It is true that the
itself mar have occasioned.
payment of a hundred millions of the debt
evt η

pas-

ing the

I

1

the past year,
and that the reduction is still going on, but
But
with somewhat diminished rapidity.

anticipated during

has been

who knows whether the process can be continued when the full effect of th· reduction
in taxation, provided for by the act* of May
and June last is felt? By the first of those
laws twenty million· are taken from the internal revenue, and by the second the tariff is

reduced thirty millions. These réductions, in
addition to the two hundred and fifty millions
previously made liDce the war, ure enormous,
and the estimates of the Secretary of the
Treasury for the fiscal year ending June 30th,
1874, show that he anticipate* from exuting
law* a sum only a trifle larger than i* necessary to meet ordinary expenses, the interest
on the pablic debt and the requirement* of
the sinking fund. This sinking fund is exactly what the Democratic papers have overlooked. It requires, if we are not mi*taker,
Established in
*ome thirty millious a year.
1869, it is one of the pillars on which the public credit re*t*. To ignore it would be to
give as severe a blow to the financial credit of
the government a* a similar act would to a
railroad corporation. Capitalist* who inve*t in
government securities and take the bonds of
the United States under the new funding act
look of course more or less clo*ely at the provision made for the redemption of the nation's promises to pay and to the fidelity of
the

in

government

sacred all funds

holding

accumulated for that purpose.
may show very speedily that
an increase of imports and increased receipts
from such articles as are still subject to the

Experifnce

excise tax will afford a

large surplus revenue,
notwithstanding the fact that taxes are now
only about one-half What they were at the
close of the war. In that case the people
will promptly demand a further lightening of
their burdens. Till then they will endure
with a high degree of calmness and resignation the present unpleasantly high rate of
taxation.

The bill proposed to Congress try Commi·sioner DouglMs in reference to the collection
of the internal reveuue seems to meet with
general approbation. In brief, it divides the
present duties of the assessors into two parti,
the first to be transferred to the collectors
and only the assessments of deficiency tax··
on

distillers,

banks

are

the license taxes and

to be transferred

sioner and his assistants at

to the

commis-

Washington.

discharges immediately the whole

It

force of a»-

and assistants which will result in

seisors

v

tax on

a

large saving in salaries. In the place, of this
large force the commissioner will require an
additional number ol clerks, not exceeding
ten.
It is generally believed by those acquainted with the matter that by the close oi
the year 1873 one half, at least, of the
collectors may be dispensed with and the
work of immediately reducing the number
of districts is advocated.

policy ot the Messrs. Sprague,
the principal parties in the purchase of the

TUB COURSE OF

burn of

Skowhegan, meets the approval of
the lumbermen generally. They propose to
coutinue to some extent the liberal policy of
the Coburns, by giving the men who have
found employment in that business, employment in the usual way and advertise for men
and teams to haul lumber by the thousand.
The office of the Coburn Lumber
has been removed from

Augusta

Company

to Skowhe-

gan.

appointment of ex-Gov. Orr of South
Carolina, a» Minister to Russia, for which he
was not an applicant, will be accepted as an
indication of the policy that President Grant
The

proposes

to

continue towards that class of the

freely accepted
the results of the war, acknowledged the errors
of the past and given the weight of their influence to bring the people of their localities
iuto a friendly attitude toward the government. It is said that Gov. Orr is admirably
qualified for the position.

Southern

leaders who

have

The Republicans of Boston

are

not suc-

nominating a candidate for Mayor
who will accept the position. The project of
nominating a board of aldermen entirely Republican does not meet the approval of the
party journals or the best men in the organcessful in

ization and the whole matter is Involved in

uncertainty.
Washington Letter.
Washington, Dec. 4, 1872.
OPENING

OF THE SESSION IN THE SENATE.

early as nine o'clock in the morning people began to flock to th· capitol to witness
A·

the start, each determined to be in at the
word "go," and further determined to secure a

good

seat in the

gallery.

About ten a

few Senators made their appearance in the
Senate Chamber, among whom were Senators Morton, and Morrill of Maine. "Wher·
is Wilson?" was the

prevailing questiou all

the Vice President
around, showing
elect was considered the "star" of the company. Quite early in the day Senators Cameron and Carpenter appeared on the floor
where they took a very lively part in the social chats that were by this time going on all
over the chamber among Senators and visitors.
Senator Chandler, "Old Zacb," as the
bays call him, was driving around among the
assembled greatness, and the bursts of merriment that seemed to follow him indicated
that he, at least, was in a cheerful frame of
mind. At a quarter before twelve Schurz and
Sumner appeared, almost at the same moment. Fenton had come in earlier and Tipton came about the same time. I fancied
that each of these men wore an anxious,
that

*

look, more especially FenUn. Is it
to be wondered at that the labor and disappointment of the late
have indeed
careworn

campaign

"left their traces

on

heart and brain" ?

Mr.

Conkling appeared

at ten minutes before
twe ve, and the meeting between him and

Senator Chandler
or

its extreme

was
particularly noticeable
cordiality. At five minutes

before twelve Senator Hamlin came in his
own quiet way, and went directly to the cloak
room, shaking hands and saying a few words
to those who happened to be in his immedidiate vicinity as he passed along. A few secouds before twelve Vice President Colfax appeared at the door on the lelt of the desk accompanied by the Chaplain, Kev. Dr. Newman.
Another moment and Mr. Colfax
stepped quickly to the desk and with * glance
back to see that the
Chaplain was at hand,
brought the Senate to almost ins.ant silence
a
by single blow of the gavel. An eloquent
and earnest
prayer was then offered by the
Chaplain, and at eight minutes past twelve
the Senate
was

apparently as busy

at

work as

though they had bien in session for a month.
Senator Trumbull was not
present, although
he has been in t

e city for several
days.
Among the eminent men on the fioor of the
Senate were Hon. B. F. Wade. Secretaries

Belknap and Bobesou, Gen. Porter, Judge
Drake and others.

SUMHIR.

impression
Sumner is preparing to inaugurate anew his
fierce tirade against hi· old political associates. The first bill of the session was introduced by him as follow· :—
Wherea·, the national unity and good will
that Mr.

anionn fellow citizens can be assured only
through oblivion of past differences, and it is
contrary to the u*%go of civilized nations to
perpetuate the memory of civil war; therefore
Be it tnacted, &c., That the name of battles
with fellow-citizens shall nut be continued in
tbe Arniv Register, or placet! on the regiuiontal colors of the United States.

Should he succeed in securing its passage
why might not the next act be to introduce
a

bill to strike the names of married soldiers

from the

pension

rolls

on

the late rebel is reminded

by

the

ground

that

the annual visit

of the tax collector, that there is a discrimination iu favor of those who fought on the
side of the Union. Tbe pay of retired officers
is subject to the same contingency ; or perhaps some friend of Mr». Lee might introduce
a bill to demolish
Arlington Cemetery and
return
it
to
its
former
possessor.
Of
course
Chailes
Sumner
cannot
such
a
bill
beconsistently oppose
cause our National cemeteries and Soldiers
monument· remind our southern brethren of
the civil war, and Arlington i· a conspicuous
reminder. With such a tendency how soon
would a crutch or an empty sleeve become an
object of contempt and the fact of having
served in the Union Army be disgraceful.
The feeling displayed by him is in striking
contrast with that (houtn by those who have
just returned from victory in the political
field.
THE WAR SLOOPS.

Representative Hale's amendment to the
bill providing for the construction of six war
sloops of wood or iron, which transfers the
building of half of them to private yards, is
a practical effort in behalf of the ship
building

interests that Mr. Hale's coi.stituentsand the

people of Maine generally will not fail to appreciate. Of course our State with her mperior facilities cannot fail to secure a portion of

the work.

AT

Washington Matter».
CONTEST FOB Λ LOUISIANA SEAT.

A contest for the «eat so long unoccupied
from the fourth Louisiana district appear·
certain. The sitting democratic member i*
an ex-Confederate officer, while the contestant i* a full-blooded negro, and a former
slave. Representative Sheldon, who arrived
Thursday from Louisiana, says that the election returns in the fourth district are not yet
counted, and that Warmoth is disposing of
certificates to the House of Representative»
in exchauge for votes for the Senate.
SOLDIERS AND

oiii.uuj

SAILOHS' HOMESTEADS.

The soldiers and sailors' homestead bill, rethe military
committee, differs from the present law in
allowing all entitled to enter under it to assign their certificates of entry within twelve
months to any citizen over twenty-one, who
has not already made entry, but two years'
actual residence is necessary by either the
soldier or the assignee.
THE FRENCH SPOLIATION BILL.

Next week Mr. Cameron expects to get «ρ
his French Spoliation bill, and he is very
confident he can secure its consideration.
Mr. Vickers of Maryland is prepared to speak
in its favor at length.

One of Mr. Greelet's Last Lbttebs.—
One of Horace

Greeley'» last letters was to
Alexander McClure, bearing date of the last
day Mr. Greeley wai at his editorial office.
It wai written in reply to one expressing
sympathy with Mr. Greeley for the loss of his
wife, and the political misfortune that so suddenly followed:
New York, Not. 10, 1872.
My Dear Friend:—Γ am a man of many sor-

and doubtless bave deserved them ; but I
beg to say that I do not forget tbe gallant,thuugti
lucklcss struggle you made in niv behalf. I aui
not well.
Your·,
Hoitac· Greeley.
rows,

Testimonial to Minister Washbnrne.
The extended despatches relative to tbe funeral of Mr. Greeley precluded au extended notice of the magnificent receptiou given to Minister Washburne Wednesday night. Tbe Union
League Theatre was tastefully decorated with
flowers and evergreens, and the walls were
hun» with floral decorations bearing the words,
heroic Minister."
"Frank"Our successful
lin, Dix, and Washburne."
President Grant and suite
mediator," &c.
were to have been in attendance, but as a
mark of respect to the memory of Mr. Horace
Greeley they absented themselves.
Among
the distinguished gentlemen present were Wm.
M. Evarts, Gen. McDowell and Staff, Gen.
our

Shaler and staff, Gov. Jewell and staff, Gen.
Arthur, Jackson 8. Shultz, Henry Clews, Geo.
Jones, Parke Goodwin, Moses Taylor, W. Ε.

Dodge,

Sinclair Toucey,J. Edwards Pierrepont,
Isaac H. Bailey, J. M. Bundy. A. B. Cornell.
E, C. Cowdin, and many other distinguiahed
gentlemen from all parts of the country. Hon.
Wm. M. Evarts made the introductory speech
which was one of bis happiest efforts.

Lectures

being presented, Minister Washburne
was received with hearty applanse, after which
he addressed the meeting at lengthWe are
only able to present the following abstract:
unrninutul of wliat is due to
I not hasten to tender to all

oe

presence, did

auu

tins
tlie

gentlemen present my profound and grateful
acknowledgments for this kind and cordial reception. And to you, Mr. President, are my

sincerest thanks due for your but too kind and
complimentary introduction. As it has been so
often observed, no reward can be more grateful
to a public servant than the approbation of those
whom he has endeavored faithfully to servo,
and when such approval is manifested, as It is
here to-niglit, by those so distinguished iu nil
the walks of life, and who are so fully authorized to speak, my appreciation of the compliment i.< heightened, and my obligation for the
distinguished honor is enhanced. It would,
however, lie an a sumptien for 1110 to consider
this demonstration as a matter merely personal
to myself, but I must
regard it rather as a
kindly endorsement of my action while reprecountry near the French Governsentinginour
a somewhat e
ment,
xtraordinary period in
the history of the world. I fear, however, Mr.
President, that in your great kindness you have
been led to far overestimate the credit I am entitled to. I have no light to claim anything
further than having honestly endeavored'to discbarge my somewhat delicate and responsible
duties, to guard the neutrality, uphold the interest, the honor, and the dignity of my country.
It so happened that my period of service fell
upon eventful times. Daring that period, ths
world has witnessed some of the most extraordinary events of the country. Scenes and incidents have been crowded together in such
rapid succession as to almost make the world
stand aghast. The breaking out of the FrancoGerman war, the rage, din, anil the excitement
of the conflict, the crash of the French Empire
and the establishment of the French Republic,
the siege and the Commune of Paris, have
challenged the profoundest interests of mankind, The position that I was some part of the
time called upon to occupy, was a novel one,
and almost without precedent.
At the time
of the unlooked-for declaration of war, there
were lar^c numbers of Americans in Paris and
in France, with large interests at stake. There
were also some forty thousand Germans in
France, the most of them settled in Paris,where
they had made their homes for years, md where
centered all their int rests.
The breaking out of the war suddenly ruptured the diplomatic relations between the two
countries, and it then became necessary, in respect of these interests, as well as in the interest of humanity, that the Germans in France
should have other protection for their persons
and their affairs. And it was then that the
iievernuient of the North Gerniau Confederation, and the governments of Darmstadt, SaxDny, and the Saxe Coburg-Gotha, applied to the

at

Hiram.—A

parish.
The course

opjned on Thursday evening
by a lecture on "Fair Play", by Stanley T.
I'ullen, Esq., and readings by Consul Murray,
who gave Tennyson's "Dora," "Father Phil's
Collection" and "'Boot3 at the Holly Tre· Inn."
There was a fine and very appreciative audience and the whole affair was most
enjoyable.
Hon. L Washburn, Jr., W W. Thomas, Jr.,
Esq., and Rev. George W. Bicknell of this city
have generously conseuted to deliver lectures
iu the

se ι

was

Religious Intelligence.
Edward Y. Hincks, of State St. Church,

Rev.

relied upon.

With every Vaccine crust or point I will Fend the
of its removal from the child, name of Physician, and when possible, the name and age of the
G KO. W. WHITTIER, Druggist,
jhild.
Jmiction of Free and Congress Sts.,
d§c4sn
Portland.
dowt paw too iiιc;II.
If anything you wish to buy,
Take care you do not pay too high :
You'll find it is the wisest plan
To save a dollar if you can.
A trill.ng sum if saved each day,
With prop τ care if laid away,
Will help your daily needs supply,
When you your labors have laid by.
If you have Boys, aud they need '"Clothes,"
them low at George Fexno's,
They'll '-Suit"
Coat, Pants, Vest. Hat and Shoes complete,
Corner of Beach and Washington street.

WALDO CODNTY

dec4-7w

J. B. BROWN &

discharged.

to

entertain

a

S. W. Perkins of Ellsworth, runner for a
Boston firm, had his shou der dislocated at
Denuysville, by being thrown from a carriage.

No. 40 Exchange Street.
PORTLAND,

Gilbert Frost of West LuMc, will build a
three masted schoone of 245 tons during the
winter.
YOBK COUItTT.

the

principal cities of Europe. Also, Gold and Curon Boston, New York and Montreal

rency Checks
sold.

Kitchen and ils Dnmb
Waiters·
The body 1» supplied with aliment by vessel· which
connect the Itomaeh and its auxiliaries with the
venoue system, and, so to speak, perform tkc office
of dumb waiter in a rettaurani. In other words,
thés? modta of communication between the animai
kitchen and its dep*-adonts supply to eaeh member
and organ, neer or remote, the ipftntity and kind of
sustenaucc roqnired to keep it going. When the

powerful

SPECIAL NOTICES.
WATCHES

AMD

First Mortgage Bonds ot the Portland A
se30

Ogdensburg It.

F.

Ν Κ "W

STOCK

YORK.^

LADIES' GOLD WATCH Fg,

GENTS' GOLD WATCHES,
BOTS' WATCHES,

Gold Vest Chain*,

%

Gold, Opérai and Lontim Chain*,
Gold Jewelry

■■

Sett*.

ΐΛΓ£β stock of

Studs, Sleeve Buttons, Seal Rings,
B1NGS, NECK CHIIKI, 4c.
Jewelry ma le to order In large variety of

SOLID
Mair

fctyles.

GEO. A. HARMON,
CONGRESS STREET,

3IT

sn3w

A.

OF

HAWLEY

j!

To be Let.

Four per ceut. interest allowed on deposit
accounts, subject to check, drawn as any city bank.
Out-of-town depositors will have their rem i tau ces and
collections promptly acknowledged.
We do a General Banking and Commission business, Negotiate Bonds, Stock, Notes and other Secur
ities, make collections through the United States and

Enquire

Fox.
Bank.

rooms

in the

at the

Third story.
decTsntf

Prof. Denton to be Replied to·
Mr. DENTON, has lectured In Portland for
seVeral Sabbath?, against the
Bible, and the
Christian tteligeon and having listened to him, I will
in
defence
of
the
doctrine of the plenary inspirreply
ation of the Sciiptures, and the Deity of Jesus Christ,
next Sunday Dec. 8th, 1872 at 3 P. M., by invitation of
the First Society of Spiritualists of Portland at their
usual ι lace of meeting, No. 3ôlJ
Congress Street, in
Temperance Hall.
dec5sn3t
ALBERT COLBY.

CHRISTMAS (jOODS i
choice lot of

A

PRESENTS

FOR

THE

HOLIDAYS !

JEWELRY

FANCY

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

Otisfield has had a hunting match, in which
Both
Capt. Knight's party was victorious
parties killed 10 partridges and a bushel of
squirrels.
The ladies of Harrison village have made arrangements for a course of a half dozen lectures
the first of ν hicli is to be given by Prof. Haye»
of Lewistou, Dec. 12.

Bridgton

Xeui announces the death of
Aaron Littlefield. Esq., one of its oldest, most
influential and useful citizens.
Several correspondents of the Bridgton News
are discussin'g the woman
suffrage question with
candor and ability.
OXFORD COUNTY.

E. G.

Reynolds, Esq.,

has been

John. NB, 4th inst, sch Kathleen,
bcr, Portland ; Kittle Stevens, Anderson, do.

Wilbor'a ComponniC of Pare Cod fjirer
Oil and Tiimr. The advantage of this Compound
the plain Oil ia tliat the nauseating tas'.e of the
Oil is entirely removed, and tho whole rendered entirely palatable. The offensive taste ot the Oil has
long acted as a prominent objection to its use; but m
this form the trouble is entirely obviated. A host of
certificates might be given here to testify to the excellence and success of 44 Wilbor's Cod Liver Oil and
Lime. But the fact that it is regularly prescribed by
the medical faculty is sufficient. For sale by Λ. B.
Wilbor. Chemist, 166 Court street. Boston, "and by
all druggist·.
dcc4eod3t

Thur-

[Latest by European steamers.]
Sid fm Falmouth 18th ult, Josie Mildred, Herriman, Newport.
Ar at Penarth 18th ult. Fannie, Waterhouse, London; JO'h, John Brice, Morse, Havre,
Ar at Berwick 18th ult, Transport, Wyman, from

Rosario.
Sid fm Belfast 16th. J Ε Woodwerth, McNellley.
Troon and Cardenas.
Sid fm Cadiz 4th ult, Morning Light, Tracey, for
Montevideo.

"WEBER" anil other emiBent makers,
Sold by ED. B. ROBIKSOK,

NPOKEN.
Oct 15, lat 7 N, Ion 21 W, ship Benj Bangs, from

Glasgow

for Coquimbo.
Oct 24, lat 39 S, ship Majestic, from Shields for Singapore.
Nov 30, lat 26 30, Ion 79 50, ship Alexander, ftom

PRICKS eomly

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

BONDS of Towns and Cities, and MORTGAGES
of improved Real Estate in the west, bearing 10 per
cent, interest, pavable in the east, for sale by

]

CHRISTMAS

CHARLES M. HAWK ES,
28 Exchange st., Portland.

1872

sep28sni f

To Let

—

AND

—

11HE

\EW

YEAR'S

1873.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS
The

On, and after this date, the un 'ersigned will carry
on a strictly Banking business, at the Banking
RoofixS now occupied by the Second National Bank,
in Portlaud, Maine, under the style of the "BAiNK
OP PORTLAND" and as such, will receive Deposits
and make Discounts, in the regular course of the
Baaking Business.
W. N. GOOLD.
Portland, June 24tli, 1872.
jun23newlt then su tf

We

Littell's

Living Age.

weekly magazi ne, of sixty-four pages. Tiie Living
Age gives more tbau
THREE AND A QUARTER THOUSAND
double-column octavo pages of reading matter yearly, forming foui large volumes, it presents in an inexpensive form, considering its great amount of matter, with freshness, owing to its weekly issue, and
with a satisfactory completeness attempted by no
otter publication, tlie best Essays, Reviews, Ciiticisms, Tale·, Poetry, Scientific, Biographical, Historical, an I Political Information, from the entire body
of Foreign Periodical Literature.
TRANSLATIONS·
In addition to the productions of the leading British authors, and ii^pursnanco of its pian of including
the best translations, Tiie Living Age will publish
serially, beginning about Jan. 1, one of the finest productions, translated expressly for it, of that charming
Platt-Deutsch novelist and humorist, Fritz Reuter, the most popular German author of the last
half century." His writings, says Bayard Taylor in
the Ν. Y. Tribune, "are the wonder and
delight of
A charming Christmas-story by the
Germany
same author will be given about Christmas-time.
The importance of Tiie Living Age to evenreader as the only thorough as well as fresn
compilation of a geuerally inaccessible but indispen-

American

sable current literature,—indispensable because it
embraces the productions of

THE ABLEST LIYISG WRITERS
depaiAents of Literature, Science, Art, aud
Politics,—is sufficiently indicated by the following
in all

English thought

Ν. Y.
"For thinking people, the best of all the electric
publications, and the cheapest. It is a monthly that
comes every week."—The Advance, Chicago.
"It gives articles from the great foreign quarterlies
whick its livals have not rpom for
It has no equal
in any

country."—Phila.

by purchasing a

uable, instructive, and cntertaiuing reading of
day. 'History, biography, fiction, poetry, wit,

303 rOVOKESS STREET.
octll

Slllf

A HORSE
Wanted, weighiug not tess than fourteen hundred
and fifty lbs., by

out

charge.

Address

do say, and the testimony of every person

remedy

confirms

our statement,
of the distressing
maladies CONSTIPATION and DYSPEPSIA there
is nothing like it in medicine.

that for the treatment and

dec3snti^

cure

LORING, Proprietor.
I. O. O. F.

The members of Maine Lxlge No. 1, are
hereby
notified that the question of
establishing a Sinking
Fund will come up at the next regular
meeting, Dec.
9. A full attendance is requested.
J. K. MERRILL, Sec'y.
di*4
5t

The

Terr

in the market,
■Βίε at Low Price· by

BUCKNAM & BAILEY,
oct,19-sntf

A Book lor Every Mau.
The "SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESEKVATION," a Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in Man, Nervous and Physical
Debility,Hypochondria, Impotency,
Spermatorrlicca or Seminal Weakness, and all other
diseases arising from the errors of youth or the indiscretions or excesses of mature years. This is indeed a book for every man. Thousands have been
taught by this work the true way to health and happiness. It is the cheapest and best medical work
ever published, and the
only one on this class of ills

reading. 190tli editiou, revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautiful French cloth.
Price only $1. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt cf
price. Address PEA BODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE. No. 4 Bulfinch Street, Boston, Mass., or Dr.
W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician. Ν. B. The
worth

consulted

the above as well
and experience.
on

en

as

all

mariî5-dly

NOTICE.'

REMOVAL·.

MA6ALASTER

insanity,

BROS.,

DEXTISTS,
Have removed their xlîcc to Rooms over George W.
Wliittier's Dru* Store, Congress Square.
Dr. Macalaster is now ready at his new office to
wait on those requiring lus professional services.
Entrance to Dental Rooms,
39J Congress Atrect and 95 Free Street,
nov7
PORTLAND. ME.
sntf

CARBOLATE
Highly recommended
HORSE
and other

for

use

LIME.

in

Stables to jrtevent

DISTEMPERS

Diseases

so

prevalent

now.

Sold cheap by

W. W. WHIPPLE &
oct25sntf

FIVE

CO.,

Druggists, 31 Market Square.

BATCIIELOR'S HAIR DYE.
This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
The silly True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
and Instantaneous; nodisappointment; no ridiculous

tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill eft'ects of
bad dyes washes. Prodnces Immediately a
superb
Black or Natural Brown, and leaves the hair
clean, soft and beautiful. The genuine, signed W. A.
Ba cfcjlor. Sold by all Druggists.
CHAS. BATCHELOR, Prop., Ν. Y.
oetl
en
dftw
lyr

x

26, for

DOLLARS

LIFE OF HANDEL [$3.00] ; of Clupin,
of Beethoven, [$2.0tt]; of Mendelssohn
$1.75] ; of Rossini [$1.75]; of Mozart [$1.751; of Schumann [$1.75]; ofGottschallc [$1.50]; of
>Fe6erl$1.75].
These books are elogantly bound and are charming
biographies.

$1.591 ;

in

entirely

new

pattern*

Will be Opened

next

(KID

CAPS.
BUY THEM AT 51 EXCHANGE ST.,

Metre'· Encyclopédie ·( 91 α aie [$6.00] coûns "all that is worth
knowing" about music ami
musical people.

ta

Fluent Collection of Rare Jioveltle*
that have ever been imp riod; the designs of il.e
\
pons interested being frustrated
by un foremen 1;
cuuist.mces, llie goods have been sold and I have secured some for the present season.
Please reserve your
purchases until you have the
privilege of inspecting these goods.
I can as usual

FRAME YOUR PICTURE·*
in any

3000

style, having

FRAMES

diii'erent kinds in stock. I have sold
during ;he
last year over
FIFTY rnOI SA\D (50,000) FBA ΤΙΚ».

of

HALE'S,
NO. 2 FREE
CORNER

OF

dec5

SCARFS,

Iw

DAMAGED

Will offer

0\ MONDAY, DECKÛIBEUO,
At their Store,

No. 127 MIDDLE STREET,
Corner ( hun h gfrrfl,

5,000 YARDS

Damaged Woolens,
—Γ ROM TILE—

BOSTON FIRE,
SUITABLE FOR MEN, WOMEN

CHILDREN'S GARMEItTS,

&

—AT—

Wholesale & Retail.
decOdlw

EXP OS I

AMOS

HOLIDAY GOODS.

Schumacher

BY

WEBSTEE,

Will

On

—AND—

Wednesday,

man, French and Italiam

Chromos,

ever

Engravings, Lithographs,
Photographs, Stereoscopic Goods,

Filling

!

Island

NORTON MILLS CO.,
Lumber Manufactures,
Norton Mills and Island Pond, Vf.
de7tf
Pond, Sept. 5, 1872.

For

borough.

(COLLAR AND CUFFS)

[Funeral services on Sunday.]
Nov. 27, of typhoid fever," Geo. W. Dunn, son of
John N. Dunn, Esq., of Cumberland, aged 27 years

6 months.
In Deering, Dec. 4, Edward A. Bcrnell.
In Bridgton, Nov. 28, Mr. Aaron Littlefield, aged
82 vears 11 mouths.
Iu Parsonsfleld, Nov. 7, Mr. Nathan Poindexter,
formerly of Bridgton.
In Brunswick. Nov. 23, Mr. Daniel Lincoln,
aged 76
years 5 months.
In Lan, 111., Nov. 29, very suddenly, Rev. John
Merriam, formerly of this State.

Inquire of

dec7

Rooms To Let.
corner

AS

ALBERT

FANS,
&C., &C., &Ci
together wltli

I

our

83fBoqaet8 every morning fresh from

usuel aeaortmeut of

lionse at

Furnishing

We

Goods.

our

goods

et

DANCING

the

Clay County, Illinois.
7'»
Iowa Central, (Îitld, .... 7'»
Northern Pa ci lie iîold,
7.80's
West Wisconsin li. It., Gold,
7's
Exchange on Rutland, Scotland and Ireland.
t'Oit hALfc

FRESCO PAINTER,

Monday Evening,
Tickets,
Gents*,
"

Dee.

9,1872.
$5.00
doc6d3w

SCHUMACHER BROTHERS,

Swiss Wood

tf

and

BABCOCK
Fire

doc3

dec7

D&W6T30

PERSONAL·
FINLAV McINNES, will return ell will be for[Fgiven
Nothing known by anybody. Write to the
Ubauy.
lis

own

Fear nothing, He is implored to return for
and sister's sake.
dec 7 9 10

Savannah.

130 Tubs choice Vermont Butter,
Made in September ami October.

D. B. KICKER & CO.,
Wholesale <lrorors, 185 Fore Street.

OUT OF the

dlw

subscriber would
ΓρΗΚ
A he is

respectfully announce that
already organized in another Mill an<J
All all orders for Bar Mills Oak as promptly
as before the fire.
B. €. JORDAN.
noraedtf
readj

CHOICE

In Prime Order, part new, part sec -lid hand.
dec6-3t
LOKING, SHOUT & HARMON.
Specially of Dlanafartarinflr

TO

ORDEE
the most

AT COC1* ΗΑΝΜΑΪΊ*!!.

dec2

Massachusetts Reports
a

to

SILK VELVET,
Velveteen and Plush
HATS

ONE SET

We make

firk!

new RiiLst vi

FOR SALE

Extinguisher !

against the Gardner and
National Extinguisher
Company as infringing of this
'uompany's rights—against
the Oxnard Sugar
Refinery,
Boston, Eagle Hotel, Concord, and others; and all
jarties arc warned against buying or using Fire Exof
tinguishers any kind, in which water impregnated
vitn Carbonic Acid Gas is used as the
Kxtinguishmg
dement, except those manufactured by our Com>any,or others duly licensed and arthorieed by us,on
>ain of immediate prosecutien for
infringement.
ImericdH Consolidated Fire Extiaguish>r Company.
22 South Market Street,
Boston.

them.

'freight applv to
CURTIS & DAVIS,
No. 159 Commercial Street.

Bille in Equity have been
filed and suits commenced

Rotterdam.

see

THE fine fast-sailing
Brie Frontier» A, S. Morgln, Master, having most
jof her cargo already engaged will haN ο
quick dispatch as above, For balance of

AMERICA!*

Consolidated

in

3t

For
deei

lmls

td«cl4

Carving.

de5

[

Store and Window Shade* made to order.

...···

Call at their Store and

PORTLAND.

up Stairs

RECEIVED THIS DAI

imported some
Beautiful Dining Room Ornaments,

Congress Street,

ST.,

no«5

on

have

345

134 MIDDLE

PORTLAND, *1E.

91R. J. W. RAYMOND
respectfully announces to the citizens of Portland and
viciniry that
he will open a school in Dancing tor new beginner* at

for twelve lessons.
a Ball.

Furnishing Store,

67 Exchange 8t.

Residence No. β Bradford Street.

Ladies'.

Ladies'

5-dtfls

GEO. D. JOST,

ACADEMY,

The term will close with

A. M. PEABODY'S

BY

WJ»I. Ε. WOOD, Ag%

LANCASTER HALL.

ONE PRICE ONLY.

DOTIESTir PORTA.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 28th ult, ship Alaska, HumBaltimore.
phrey,
Chi 27th, ship Richd Robinson, Ste1 son. Liverpool.
GALVESTON—Cid 20th, barque Dirigo, Mallett,

_

Portland City
C's
Rockland City
6's
Bath City
β\
St. Louis City
6'e
Leeds & Farminj;tou, (Uuaranteed,) 6's
Maine ('entrai, Consolidated.
7's
Cook Conntr, Illinois,
-7'»

Giwu-

RAYMOXDS

the above hall

Sch David Collins. Townscnd, Philadelphia—J
Nickerson.
Sch Elizabeth Segur, Crogan, Boston—Bunker Bros. I
Schs Η Ρ Gibson, Hurst, and Sea Flower, Seavey,
Boston—Bunker Bros.

41b, bil» Joseph Clark, Stalil,

offer

LOWEST CASH PRICES.

erf on.

CHAKLESTON-Ar 2d, sch Carrie Bonnell, Pinkham. Havana.
ALEXANDRIA-Ar 2d, sch Grace Webster, Hume,
Portland.
Sid 2d. barnue Vesuvius, White, San Francisco.
BALTIMORE—Ar 4th, sch Addie Pierce, H awes,
San Salvador.
Sid 4th, brig Peri, for Cienfuegos.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 4th, schs Ρ Hazeltine. McDonald, Boston ; J Ν Pitzpatrick. Smith, Portland.
Below Gth, schRoswell, from Windsor, NS.
Sid ftn Delaware Breakwater 3d, barque Henry
Flitner, for Cieutuegos.

BONDS.

ABNEK LOWELL'S STORE.
103Congsss Street.

dcSdlw

Ladies'

the

strangers.

5 Deeriag Block, Congrru ttireei.
dec!
lw

Sept

ARRIVED.
Steamer Chesapeake. Mangum,New York—passengers and mdse to Henry Fox.
Steamer New York, Winebeeter, St John, NB, via
Eastport for Boston.
Brig John Wesley, Ford. Boston.
Brig Geo Amos, Noyes, Bangor for Newark.
Sch Henrietta, Holbrook, Elizabethport—coal to
Evans ·£ Green.
Scli Mary Willey, Williams. Boston.
Scb IdaC S;»offbrd, I η gal is. Gloucester.
Sch Stella L«*o, Brewer. Yarmouth.
S«kM:iri<)u Gatro. Fountain. Bath.
Sch Alpine. Elii >t t. Hath for Boston.
Sch L W Piercc, Hill. Hallowell for Bostou.
Schs Saarbrack, Clark, and Nettie Walker, Drew,
Machlas for New York.
Sch Med ford. Jordan. Bnngor for Port Norfolk.
Sch A L Pcrkius. Thompson, Bangor for Boston.
Scli Sarah liill, Mclnness, Bangor for Nantucket.
CLEARED.
Steamer Chesapeake·, Man gum, New York—Henry
Fox.
Sch Louisa A Orr. (new, of Portland) Orr, Cardenas—Jas M Churchill.
Sch Geo Fales, Kelley, Philadelphia—Orlando Nick-

New York.
SAV AN Ν ΛΗ—Cld
New York.

DIRWANGER, Florist,

(MONJOY HILL GREENHOUSE,)
Corner of North and Montreal Sts.

Friday) Dec. 6.

IND1ANOLA—Ar 30tli ult, brig Belle of the Bay,
Williams, New York, 13 days.
PASCAGOULA-Ar 20tli ult, brig A H Curtis,
Merriman, Matanzas.
Ar 4th inst, brig Lije Houghton, Rose, A9pinwall.
NEW ORLEANS-Cld 30th, ship Mayflower, Call,
Havre.
Ar 1st. barque Rome, Otis, Antwerp.
PENSACOLA-O d 30th ult, brig Gazelle, Colo, for

SmiLAX

I have this year a very large supply of Similar.
Vines, for deeoratione on hand I am able to sell
them at very low prices.

JEWELRY,

PORT OF PORTLAND,

91EIVIOBA1VDA.
Sch Zicova, Mann, from Bangor for Danvcrs. before reported in collision off Portland Head Light,
has completed repairs and lier anchors and chains
have beeu recovered.

with or without board at 101 Oxford St.,
of Myrtle Street.
de7*lw

SJULAX,

RIBBONS,

miniature Almanac
Deccaiber 7·
Sun rise?
AM
7.17 I Moon eets
Sun sets
4.27 I High water
4.45 Ρ il

Launched—At Pembroke 2d inst, by Capt Robert
a schr of 242 tons, not yet named.

THOMAS SHAW.

3w

EITHER

tomers and

Sale.

rear.

In Webster, Mrs. Fanny, wife of John N. Jones
and daughter of the late Capt. Joshua Libby, of Scar-

Ac.

Having made many additions
we bave a full

CHAS.

Embroidered Linen Setts,

Landrick,

2w

90 Market Square, with Stable in the
Pri ilege in the passage way to Centre
STORE No.
street.

DIED.

NEWS.

AGENTS WANTED,

to our framing deass rtment of every kind of
I partment
I moulding, and are
Notice.
manufacturing many new and
W. PIERCE of Portland, retires from onr I beautiful styles of framcr. Our prices are reasonable, our goods first class.
firm, and his iuterest and responsibility cease*
We respectfully invite the attention of
from this date.
friends, cus-

Patterns
for

4th,

ings, American, English, tier,

Ac.,

ds7

HOSIERY!

Dee.

Beautiful Swiss Carvings, Delicate Porcelain Paintings, Exquisite Ornaments in Carved Ivory, Oil Paint-

FIRST CLASS

«flered by any Pape*·,—
Given to every new subscriber paying a year's subscrip tien in ad vans·.

MARRIED.

Bros.

make,

extensive exhibition of goods in their line.

An

$6.00 CHROMO,
—The Rest

Worsteds

tT on

OF

LARGE

No. 50 School St., Boston, Mass.

Sept 18-sntf

With

GOODS.

C. A.VALPEY & Co.

$3.00 per Year. SO Cents Discount
when paid in Advance.

MITTEN S.)

Slipper

STREET*

Light-Page Weekly Paper,

GLOVES

In this citv, Dec. 5, by Rev. Dr. Carruthers, Sheldon Mountrort and Miss Mary C. Stillson, both of
Portland.
In Gray, Dec. 4, by Rev. A. S. McLean, Charles
Thayer and Miss Georgie A. Berry, both of Gray.
In Bridgton, Mov. 28, Orlando V. Plaisted and Miss
Sarah E. Long.
In Brunswicit, Dec. 4, G. B. Bessie, Esq., of Albion
and Mary S. Springer.
In West Bath, Nov. 28, Charles L. Turner of Bath
and Ellen L. Coombs of West Bath.
In Soutliport, Nov. 2G, Ebeuezcr F. Decker and
Mrs. Margaret Todd.
Iu Soutliport, Nov. 27, Mark Rand, Jr., and Miss
Alice P. Orne.

STREET,

CROSS

CHRISTIAN ERA,

Λ

J. B. LUCAS.

Hcclt

ofler next week Home gixsls that λ r
selected by a person who has devoted two \ cart f<«
the object (iu Europe) in
gathering together, with, ut
doubt, the
I shall also

LETTERS of Mendelssohn [$1.751; of Mozart*
[$1.75]; of Beethoven [$2.00]; Potlco's Reminiscence η
of Mendelssohn [$1.751.
These records of the inner life of the great masters
are intensely interesting.
Finely bound, like th· pre-

OFFICE:

SHOT,

! !

RUSSIAN UOODN

OF

THE

MITTEN S.

GUNS,
POWDER,

and for

No. 199 Fore St., between Exchange and
Pluin Streets.

diseases requiring skill

20

MUSIC BOOKS FOR THE HOLIDAYS !

PUBLISHED

29Ο & 892 Congre*» Street.

MARINE

STOVES!

Bent

author may be

A fine copy of

"BEATRICE 1)1 CENCI,"

IjITTIfcLL Ac, Gay, Boston

The best Home and Foreign Literature at Club Prices
[Possessed of Tub Living Age and one or other of
our vivacious Ameiicau month lies, a subscriber will
flud himself in command of the whole situation."—
Phila. Bulletin.]
For ten dollars, The Living Age and either one
of the American four-dollar monthly
Magazines (or
Weekly or Bazar, or Jppleton's Journal,
Harper'swill
bo sent for a year; or. for $8,30, Tu κ
weekly)
Living Age and Οur Young Folks. Address as
abovo.
dec7»fcden21

TV ο It It.

OR1N 11AWKES & CO.,

JOS. II. POOR & BBO.

We do not pretend that LORING'S VEGETABLE
SPECIFIC will cure every disease under the Sun,
we

the
sci-

politics, criticism, art—what is not here?' It is
the only eomiulation that presents with a satisfactory completeness, as well as freshness, the best literature of the almost innumerable and generally inaccessible European quarterlies, monthlies, and weeklies,—a literature embracing the productions of the
ablest and most cultured writers living. It is, therefore, indispensable to every one who desires a thorough compendium of ail that is admirable and noteworthy iu the literary world."—Boston Post.—
Published weekly at $8 a year, free qf postage. The
next volume begins Jan. 1. New subscribers
beginning then will rccclve Rcutcr's Christmas story withence,

suitable for the season, consisting of

MBIAS,

French,

articles of tasteful designs.

useful

—

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,

nov20sntf

Fine English and

confident.

am

Cuylcr.

A

novllsntf

PORCELAINS
Icôs than they can be purchased, I

at

"It gives its readers more than three thousand
double-column octavo pages a year, of the most val-

•LIVER D1TSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.
dec7d&w2w
w50
tc

Choice Selection of Good»

Gooiin,

as

Press.

"The'ablest essays, the most entertaining stories,
the finest poetry, of the English language, are here
gathered together."—Illinois State Journal.
"Were I, iu view of all the competitors that are
now in the field, to choose, I should certainly choose
The Living Age."—iter. Henry Ward Beeeher.
"It still merits the most unqualified praise we can
b;stow."—Ν. Y. Times.
"The best periodical in America."—Rev. Théo. L.

and Useful

I bave not heretofore had the
pleu*ure of
placing before Portland's appreciative public.
I can offer

Kxtracte from Notices.

"It is, beyond all qtftstion, the best compendium of
the best current literature
In no ether single
publication can there be found so much of sterling literary excellence."—Ν. Y. Evening Post.
"We know of no way iu which one can so easi'y
of
keep well informed In the best
our time as through this journal."— Christian Union,

GEMS OF GERMAN SONG. 212 pages
Th· very best Gorman Sons* with German and £eglish Words. $2 50 in Boards; $3.00 in Cloth; $4.00

ο

III Α I» 10

Ornamental
each

Teunyson, Hobert Browning, nre
of the distinguished author· lately
represented in the page· of

A

;sT

HALE

In t he department of
seasonable goods there may be
round a vcrv
carefully selected, and economically
purchased, stock of

some

finely gilt binding.

MAKERS WANTED
BEADY

Argyll,

Wax
Matthew Arnold,
31 ill 1er, Erckniaoii-€hnt·
rfaii, 31ii<« Thackeray. C.
Kiugsley, Arthur Help·,
liieorge Jlacdonuld, Clio·.
Rearie, Karl Hliud Iflis*
Unlock, Hir Robert Ljlton, Fritz Heater, Prof.
Huxley, &*riine-.VIiui»tc r
ftlnilitone, Julia Karanag;!), J η tu en
Anthony
fronde, Frencw Power
Cobhe, Jeau Ii»geIow, Al-

fred

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE MUSICAL TREASURE, 225
page?
of the most popular Vo.a1 and Instrumental Music.
$2.50 in B'ds; $3.00 in CI.; $4.00 Finely Gill binding.

have prepared ourselves for the

HOLIDAYS

COAT, PANTS AND VEST

ON

of

f>uke

GEMS OF HTBAUSS, 250 large pages, full
of the best Strauss Music. B'ds $2.50; CI. $3.00.

BANK OF PORTLAND.

ο

mm aw saw

ceding.

commodious four storiod Brick Store, No. 57
Commercial St.—-immediate postssirm given,
ELIAS THOMAS & CO
luquire of
No. 90 Commercial St.
Or oi
W. W. THOMAS, Canal National bank.
sei)t.l2sntf

ι

λ

eg

New Orleans l*r Bremeu.

ESTATE

SECURITIES I

—

DENTAL

threw herself from the attic window, about thirty feet, to the ground, and caused internal injuries, from which
she died in
j>bout two hours. She was attacked with brain
fever Saturday, and during a moment's absence
of the nurse she left her bed and ascended to
the attic, with the fatal results above.
Gen. Beal's mother, a very estimable old
79 years of ag«, met with" a
lady
very serious
accident while ascending the stairs in Beal's
Hotel in Norway, Thursday
She had
evening.
reached tlio topmost stair when slie was observed to falter, and before anyone could
reach
her she fell backward at least 12
feet, striking
her full weight ou the back of her head.
She
was carried to her room insens ble and
bleeding
profusely, and a physician summoned, who
pronounced her not seriously injured unless internally. The skull was not fractured, but
there was an ugly gash where she struck.
She
recovered lier consciousness in a few
minutes,
and Friday morning was
feeling somewhat
better, though very lame and sore.
Hon. John Lyncli's mills at North Waterford
saw 14,000 feet of
pine lumber, making 0,000
shingles, 15,000 staves, and use from 4,000 to
6,000 feet in tho manufacture of boxes, daily.
Stauwood's mill in South Waterford, with
six men, manufactures 3,000 paint
kegs a month
and 1,200 dry buckets.
W W. Watson of the
same place is
to
market
sending
2,000 salt boxes

Havaua.
Ar at St

11

■

IUBGBETIL

appointed

Postmaster at Dixfield.
The Lswiston Journal says the wife of Alexander W. Barker of Norway, in a fit of
tempo-

26th ult, brig Jessie Rhynas, "Wil-

30th, Mechanic, Nichols, Pascaijonla.
Ar at Cardenas 25th ult, brig Addie Hale, Sheppard, Portland ; 26th, sch Alruua, Mitchell, trom St
John, NB.
Sid fm Sagua 15th ult, sch Jos Oakes, Oakes, Pensacola; Northern Light, Pluqimer, Boston.
Sid Cm Bermuda 30th ult, barque Montezuma,
Delano, New York.
Cld at Pictou 26th ult, brig Callao, Leeman, for

over

!

GOODS 1

23, sch Ella, Montgomery, from

Sid fa» Tiinldad 22d ult, brig Liberty, Devereux,

invite inquiries relating to investments, and give
below the prices of a few of the most desirable
Bonds:
B., C. R. & M., Milwaukee Extension, 7s
S2£
Midland Pacific, 7s
90
Logansport, Crawfordsviile & Southwestern, 8s.. .97£
U. S. Bonds and otlier marketable securities allowed full price in exchange.
S6p3-3iDO-tt&e

AT REDUCED

from

ult, barque Keystene, Matthews,

New York.
Ar at Havana26th, brig Geo Burnham, Staples, fm
Portland; 27th. Mary Ε Leighton, Gay, New York;
sch Arthur Clifford, New York.
Sid 26th, sch Carrie Bonnell, Pinkham, Charleston;
27tji. brig Mary A Chase, Dolau, Sierra Morena and
North of Hatteras; Niuretta, McCaulder, Baltimore.
Ar at Matauzas 25ih, sch C F Young, Richardson,
Portland; L W Wheeler, Lewis. Bath.
Sid 26th, barque C S Rogers, Dickinson. Paecagola;
28th, brig Anita Owen. Pettengill. North of Hatteras;

DEALERS IN SECURITIES,

my 17

FOREIGN PORTS·
Calcutta Oct. 25, ships Edith Warren, Clark, for
York, ldg ; Cora, Coombs, for Dundee, Idg; Wm

Las Pa mas.
At Palermo 11th
for Boston 10th.
At Tuspan Oct
New York.
Ar at Aspinwall
lis. Boston.

No. 1 Devonshire, cor. Stale St., Bontou.

PIANOS.
PI.4\OS.
PIANOS.

brig Suwannee, Sawyer, Jamaica.

McGilvery. Nichols, une.
Ar at Malaga 13th ult, brig Ossipee,
Sprague,

& CO.,

BACKERS,

on

PARLOR

No more muddy roads until spring.
Some fifty new buildings, houses, barns,
stables, etc., have been erected the past season
in the town of Fert Fairfield.
The Aroostook County Lodge of Good Templars will hold a session at Fort Fairfield, December 18th.

At.
New

DEPOSIT.

MUNICIPAL, & REAL,

Front Office
the lecond floor in the Canal
THENational
Bank Building, recently occupied by
Mattocks &
Also

ces.

NEWS.

R.

•1 Cahooa Block· opposite City Hall,

Under Mechanic·' Hall.

dec7

who has taken the

ι%

ton, Portland.
Sid 28th ult,

M&Stf

sn

BANK

JEWELRY!

RECEIVED I'BOM \EH

JUT

but

STATE

Minetta. Crocker, do.
5th, brig Tain, Reed, Mayaguez.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 5tli, schs Commonwealth,
Gro«s, Rockland ; L M Stewart Stewart, Bangor.
EASTPORT—Ar 2d, sch Marcia Reynolds, HoughSid

Bale of the

we

Rev. Α. V. Tilton, of Newton, Mass., has accepted the unanimous call of the First Baptist
church and society of Augusta, to become their
pastor, and will enter upon the discharge of his
duties of that position on the thinl Sunday of
this month, Dec" 10th.
The Board of Missions of the Episcopal church
in the diocese of Maine, commenced its quarterly session at St. John church, Bangor, Tuesday. The session continued through Wednes-

school is well attended. In the absence of a Ptated preacher, sermons are read by such gentlemen as are interested in sustaining the servi-

the

A

ance.

day.
Religious meetings are held regularly at Bolster's Mills on the Sabbath, and the Sunday

JasNeilson, Bradshaw, Bangor; ChasCooper,Howe,
ana

Agent* for

llama·»

stemach is derelict in its duty, or the dumbwaiters
inert or ebstriicted, it Is the peculiar province ef
Hoetetter's Celebrated Stomach Bitters to strengthen and regulate them.
Hence its marvelous cures
of chronic indlgeetion, and the emaciation, debility
and languor which are generally iu concomitants.
It is, moreover, a
alterative and corrective,
and the rapidity with which it cheeks irregularities
of the liver and bewels, and braces and invigorates
the nervous system, in a marvel not only to the general public, but to professional men.

Sdward,

MAIN E.

DEALERS in Government and other Investment
Securities and In Gold and Silver Coin.
DEPOSITS received subject to check at bight. Interest at the rate of Four per cent, per annum allowed on all Daily Balances. Accounts rendered and interest credited monthly.
CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT issued bearing nterest as by agreement and available at maturity in
Portland, Boston or New York.
STERLING Exchange purchased. Sight and sixty
day Urafts on En »lnnd, Ireland, Scotland, and al

The price of gas in Biddeford bas been reduced from $4.20 to $4.00 per thousand.
The Biddeford Journal says that Capt. N. S.
Tliompsou has the keels of seven vessels laid in
his yard.
Nevricliawannick Hall, South Berwick, is
completed; it makes a very fine hall, 60 feet
square, with a banqueting hall 60 feet long and
two small ante-rooms attached.
It owes its existence to the public spiiit of an associotiou of
the citizens, among whom are Hon. John H.
Burleigh, John B. Neatly and others.

—

The next meeting of the Saco River and York
Associations will be at North Berwick, Dec.
11th and 12th.
Λ t Park street M. E. church, Lawiston, last
Sunday, three persons were baptized, and three
were received to full
membership in the church.
In the evening six persons presented themselves
as seekers of religion.
St. John's (Episcopal) church, Bangor, is to
have a boy choir, composed of some twenty
young lads.
The Congregational church at Castine, on
Saturday last was diseovered to be on fire. Before the flames could bo extinguished the church
was greatly
damaged. Loss 52000 ; no insur-

SONS,

BANKERS,

WASHIXOTON COITJJTY.

The

can

late

Some literary farmers in Brooks are raising
funds to start an agricultural journal.
Potatoes are wortn 75 cents in Belfast, which
is one of the most important potatoe|markcts in
the State.
Mrs. Sarah Coffin of Tliorudike was called
before the Belfast Municipal Court on the
charge of scalding cattle when in a "kinky" lit,
aji she called it.
As the water was cold she

—

day.

;>e

SOMERSET COUNTY.

JKIVELBI,
call from
WHITBY JEWELBI,
the North Church at New Haven, Conn. The
members of his church and parish have sent
RUBBER JEWELBI',
him a complementary letter upon his decision. i
Real Jet and Imitation Bi'acclets,
Rev. Amos Redlon, for the last year pastor at
the chapel in Dexter village, has received acall
CLOCKS IN GREAT VARIETY
from the Congregational church and society at
Kenduskeag.
OPERA G-LASSKS,
Mr. A. Morten, late of West Auburn, has reLadies anil Gent·' Portmonie·,
ceived and acoepted a call to the
of
pastorate
the Congregational church and society at Oakfancy Cutlery, Arc., &c.
ham, Mass.
R. B. SWIFT,
Rev. Mr. Sauford, of New York, formerly of
Warren, Me., has accepted acall of the First
UNDER
MECHANICS' HALL.
of
church
and
commenced
Baptist
Jefferson,
dec7
sn3w
his labors ou the 1st iust.
Rev. O. F. VanCise, formerly of Auburn,who
U NI) ER
SHIRTS
was to be installed pastor of the Universalist
church iu Portsmouth next week, surprised his
AND
audience ou Sunday by announcing that by the
advice of his physician he must close his connection with the society ou January ] st, on acDRAWERS
count of a nervous disorder.
The people in Crawford are engaged in reAT
pairing their meeting-house. They expect to
lay out six or seven hundred dollars. The h»use
was in a dilapidated condition and greatly need"VERY LOW PRICES.
ed repairs

a

gist s and Physicians with Fresh Vncciue thai

course.

Portland, has declined

rary

FRESH VACCINE.
I have made arrangements with a number of leadng Physicians which will enable me to supply Drug-

In accordance with ex-Gov. Coburn's wish,
the Somerset County Commissioners have contracted with Chas. H. Allen aud Cyrus P. Taylor, stone cutters of Skowhegan,for the building
of the basement of the new Court House.

was

NEW Υθπκ-Àr lth, cohs Lue ν Hammond. Bafuy, Jackson ville; GeorgloUa, Jelllsou.do; M Se wall,
/two, il til All Lennox, Gray, Portland ; Charter
>ak. Poole, Say brook.
CM4tli. barque Signal, Whitney, Svdney, NSW;
•rigs A G Jewett, Reed. Cardenas ; Jeremiah, Ford,
fiatanzas; schs Storm Petrel, llaskcll, for Progreao;
jaura. Cousins, Mosquito Iulet; Georgia. McFarland,
tarnandina; J as Wall, Grover, Savannah; Izetta,
imith, Port Royal.
Cld 5th, shin Garibaldi, Bowden, for San Francisco;
nigs A M Roberta. Parker, Cieufuegos; Kossack. Elloi t, Caibarien ; Ada Barker, Sawyer, Bermuda ; Β
Γ Famham. Brewster, Jaeksouville.
Slu 4th. brigs Raven, for Cardenas; C C Colson, tor
Vspinwall ; schs Abbie Dunn, lor Nassau, NP; Ε M
lawyer. for Mayaguez.
Passed through Hell Gate 4th, schs Alpine, Marihal', fm Hoboken tor Providence; Albert Jameson,
bandage, New York for Rock port; Venilla, Alien,
lo for Tbomaston ; Sarah B, Sanborn, Hoboken for
Boston; Virginia, Small. Rondout fordo; Francis
rlatch, Fales, Araboy for Rockland; Fleetwing, Jelliιοη. do for Boston; Damon,
Johnson, Ëlizabethport
'or Boston.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 5th, schs Mary Lymburner,
French, and Allston, Fitzgerald, New York.
NEWPORT—In port 4th, schs M Sewall, Lowe, fm
Portland to» Ëlizabethport ; Fred Gray, Lakeman,
Bangor tor Washington ; Bur m ah, WÎnslow, do for
Sew York.
BOSTON—Ar 5th, schs A L Wilder, French. Ban»or; J Ρ Morriam, Clark, Belfast; Lexington. Kalock, Rockland ; Ε A Elliott, Sprout. Richmond; Ο Ε
Dodgp. Η inklev, Westport ; Belle, Dunton, do; Sarah. Wallace, Bath.
Cld 3d, brig Katahdin, Saunders, St John, NB.
Ar 6th, barque Smyiniote.
Mayo, Smyrna; schs
Dodge, Ellsworth; Richmond, Dow, and
cean Ranger, Clark,
Bangor;
Albatross, Gray, do;
3 W Brown. Maddocks. and A
Jameson, Jameson,
Rockland; Express, Calderwood, and Susan, Bishop.
Rockland; David Brown, Thomas, Camden; Harriet Tirrell. and Emma A
Cutting, Weeks, Bath;
0 Ε Dodge. Hinkley, do; Ocean
Eagle, Parker,Well.·.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 5th, schs ifairdealer, Snow,
Bangor; Traverse. Stinson, from do for Boston ; 'Γ R
Joues, Youn^, and Maine, Brown, Portland for do ;
Nevada, Gillie, Belfast for Baltimore.
SALEM—Ar 3d, sch Elwood Burton, Jarvis, Philalelphia.
SALEM—Ar 5th, schs R Foster, Lewis, Millbridge;
Ν Berry, Pendleton, fm Bangor for
Vineyard-Haven ;
Silver Lake, Reed: Glide. Miller, and Hero, Foss,
Bangor; Maiue, Lord, Sullivan; Hume, Farr, Rockland; Charlotte Ann, Wood, and Coquimbo, Lewis,
Rockland.
NEW BURY PORT— A r 5th, scheAlbui, Rich,Bath ;

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

The Union Insurance Company of Bangor
lias voted an assessment of 25 per cent on the
capital stock.
A cheese factory company has been fully organized in Nswbnrgh.
Tlie store of hinitli & Campbell, Bangor, wa3
broken into Thursday night by a party of
thieves, who got 35 cents for their reward. They
took $50 worth of tobacco.

JEWELRY

The

■ ni

e

-tu—

PENOBSCOT COl'HTÏ.

a nair υι

course of six lecarranged for the benefit of the
new Universalist cliureh in Hiram.
The lectures are given in the church itself, a most elegant and taUefal lit le edifice reflecting much
credit upon the energy and public spirit of the

On

MioDKi

luiiiiuii

tures has be:);!

ported by General Coburn from

"Washburne,

—/ι

salmon eggs hare been put in tlie hatching
troughs, as the result of the summer's breeding at Bucksport. This exceeds the sum total of all the salmon eggs that have ever been
taken in the United States or imported from
abroad. The cost of taking them has been between
and #5 a thousand, which is a very
cheap rate compared with the cost of imported
egS8· The water is led iato the hatchinghouse (a building 73x28), by a Hum;' from a
dam thrown across the Penobscot river. The
eggs lie in troughs and the water is distributed
into them, developing the salmon. Ihe eggs
will not reach the stage when they can be transferred until about the middle of January.
They will be packed up and sent to various
pirts of the country. The principal owners in
this establishment are the United States government and the States of
Massachusetts,
Uonnecticnt, Maine and Khode Island. Three
or four
thousand eggs will fall to the lot of
Maine. This is the most succe-sful result of
breeding on record, and it would seem that the
artificial stocking of cur rivers is not far in
the distance.

WORK.

The House goes at its business in a manner
that indicates what every body expects viz: a
short and lively session.
Minot.

The new

extensive timber lands of the Messrs. Co-

SENATOR

There seems to be an

goveïttuytût of the Great Xtepubilo to liuve the
American Minister at Paris charged with the
protection of tlieir people il. Franco during the
continuance of the war between the countries.
You Unuw how readily and cheerfully our εονernmenteeceded to the request upon the condition that France would acquiesce. That acquiescence was promptly granted, but in accepting
the charge or protector of the Germans then in
France, I was only the organ of my owu gov
eminent, and carryiag out its instructions and
wishes. I could hare accomplished but little,
however, had it not been for the great interest
taken by the Germau government in its subjects, suddenly expelled by the Empire, and
its unbounded liberality in turnishiug me with
all the pecuniary means necessary to aid
them,
and the ever ready support accorded to me
by
the French government, and which enabled me
to accomplish the mission with which I was
charged. Therefore, but little credit is due to
me personally in this
regard, for if I succeeded
in accomplishing anything it was due mainly
to circumstances, independent of
my own action. With no experience in such matters, and
with no pretension of having been initiated in
what are called the mysteries of "diplomacy,"
with no precedents laid down in the books to
govern in such an emergency, I had simply to
do tlic best I could under the circumstances, and
1 took a eortof town-meeting view of the whole
subject, and made precedents to suit the occasion. I could claim nothing more, if I could
claim anything, than the practical sense I had
picked up among the fir-clad hills of my native New England, God bless her, and in the
proud State of my adoption. Situate'! as I was,
in the midst of events that were convulsing
France and Europe and the world, I deemed it
a high privilege to do
anything in my power to
aid and assist, not only our own people but ill
aud
all
peoples
nationalities, whenever and
wherever I could properly do so.
Alas! could such efforts at all times have
been successful, the world might not have been
called upon to witness one of the most
traçic
and fearful events in history, the foul murder
of the Archbishop of Paris—that eminent man
who, in his life, illustrated nil the Christian
virtues, honored by the rich and the exalted,
and loved by the poor and the humble, aud who
alike in the gloom of the prison cell and under the fire of assassins, rose above the things
of this earth, and who bore his faculties so
meek, and was so clear iu bis great office, that
his virtues plead like angels, trumpet-tongued,
a ainst
"The deep damnation ol liis taking off."
It was a pleasing matter for me to reel that I
was
acting; in accordance with the sentiment* of
our own Government, and of our own
people,
iu doing all that 1 could do, consistent with my
position, for the people of all other nationalities, and in extending, wherever it was proper,
the protecting œgis of our flag.
The position of our Government was one of
absolute neutrality between the two belligerents, for they were both friendly nations. To
the Germans we were allied by all those ties
which are interwoven by a large and patriotic
German population identified with us by interest and reeling, and helping to build up and
advance the prosperity and interest of our country. To the French we were allied by a traditional friendship, and the undying memories
of our revolutionary struggle, where will forever stand out foremost those two great central
figures in our history, Washington and Lifayette.
We can never, never, forget that the
French soldiers "fought shoulder to shoulder
aud elbow touching elbow" with our revolutionary fathers, and poured out their blood like
water on so many battle-fields to achieve the
independence of our country.

Jw

TEAS.

SMALL BOXES FINEST OOLONG ex "Cbing
Ο ΤοσΓ, for sale at a very low price t-> elose
consignment.

40

EMERY & FURBISH,
«Mil

I'JIION WHIRF

Ladies Dresses and Cloak
and Batted, fitting graceful and easy. New
CUTPatterns
constantly received. Sample* shown

stylish

and

MILLINERY.
COGIA HASSAN.
dec2dlw
Piano for Sale.
Bret-cla»", 1 oetave Piano for sale

terms.
NEW,

Bep28tr

_

goods sent for from any of the loading llcmses fa
Boston and New York. Suits and Cloaks intul; to
order.
I,. Κ. ΜΛΒΤΙΝ,
No. 2 Modiste* Building. Kim street,
nov4d2m
Portland.

For Ellsworth.
on

ca»y

M. O. PALMER

S

CH. PATRIOT, Southard, master, Is reoeiving
deedddt*
freight at Wldgery'a wharf.

To Ik· Odd ΜΙ·*··ί Parti··4,
The Odd Fellows of Portland are seriously
entertaining the project of erecting a building,
iu tin· «ttic of which the\ cxpoct to get a lodge
room that will better accommodate the Order

'L'HE PEES8.
SATURDAY MORMXG, DEC

7, 1S72.

than their present one docs. The hall tliey now
occupy is an elegant one, fitted up at great expense, is comfortable and convenient, and is

CITY AND VICINITY.
TWE I'KLSS
May be obtained at the Periodical Dépote of Fesieuieu lire., M tr.iuU, Robinson, Braiiell & Co.*
4.ndrews, Went worth, Glendenning, Moses, Hender5·>ιι, au 1 CiiisUoliu Bros., ou all traîne that run out 01

large enough for all ordinary meetings. On
special occasions, such as the evenings when
officers are elected, public installations and festive occasions, it would be desirable to have a
larger room. The writer was present at a regular
meeting of one of the largest lodges not
long since. There were seat» and room enough
for all. The air was by no means offensive or
even unpleasant; and I heard no complaint
from any one on this scorc, or that there was a
lack of room. Aud this was a fair sample of

city.

the

At Bi 1 lefjrd, of Pi'.lsbury.
At Sac J υί' L, Hodgdon.
At Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
At Gorham, of News Ageut.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Le wit* ton, of \V. F. Stanwood,
New Adrrrliwuipuii

regular meetings.
1 grant that a larger room is desirable, and
perhaps another room to accommodate the EnBut in order to gain these few j
campments.
I
square yards of space ill the attic of a building
is it absolutely necessary to embark the Order
iu the extremely hazardous scheme of erecting

l e-Day.

entertainment column.
M. L. Α.—Fifth Lecture.
SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
Christmas Goods—R. B. Swift.
Watches and Jewelry—George A. Harmon.
Te bo Let—Front Office.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Littell's Living Age.
Musfc Books for the Holidays.
American Consolidated Fire Extinguisher.
The Christian Era
Personal—Finlay Mclmiess.
Room to Let.
For Sale—Store.
Christmas—A. M. Peabody,
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
American House—Boston.
Galdthwaite's announcements—2.
Mrii^ioas

a

nouer·,

preach
First Baptist Church, Congress st., corner of
Wilmot.Ifcev. Wm. H. S liai 1er, Pastor.—Preaching at
3 ; Sabbath School at 1.45. S. S. Concert at 7 P. M.
New Jerusalem Church.—Rev. Mr. Hayden
will preach a Discourse to-morrow morning on the
"Rod of Iron," Evening lecture in the Vestry at 7$
India St. Uni vers alist Church.—Rev. Geo. W.
Bicknell, pastor. Services at 10.1 a.m.., and 7 p. m.
Congress St. M. E. Church.—Rev. C. B. Pltblado. Pastor. Preaching at 10.30. a. m. and 3 p.m.
by the pastor.
Portland Spiritual Association, Tempcrance
Hall, 351J Congress St. ; Conference 3 p. JVÏ.
Y. M. C. Association, Mechanics' Building, Congress street.
Thin (Saturday) evening, service of
of Song ar 7J o'clock. Social
religious meeting at 7J.

p. m.

Social

meeting

at

Preaching

m.
7 p. m.

m.

Free St. Baptist Church.—Preaching at 10$ a.
m. by Rev. A. K. P. Small.
Sunday Sshool Praise
Concert at 7 p. m.
First Pabish.—Rev. Nicholas E. Boyd will preach
to-morrow.

Chestnut St. M. E. Church—Preaching at 10$ a.
m. and 3 p. m. by Rev. C. W.
Cushing, of Auburndale, Mass, Sunday School 1£ p. m. Young people's
prayer meeting 6p.m. Ge neral prayer meeting at 7.
St. Paul's Church, corner ot Congress and Locust street.—Services Sunday at 10.30 o'clock A.M.
and 3

m., Rev. Mr. Sill

p.

officiating.

XewburYlSt., Church.—Mrs. M. D. Welcome, of
Yarmouth wiil preach at 3 p. m. and 7 p. m.

tVhereas, the time lias arrived when in the judgment of many members of the 1. O. O. P., it is propel*
that measures should be adopted for the erection oi a
building to be owned by the I. O. O. F. wbich shall bo
sufficiently largo to accommodate the Order, and also
be of such a character as to afford a lair income from
the investment while, at the same time, it shall be
an ornament to our city and an honor to our Order."

the "Messiah" on the 30th inst. The full Germania Band of twenty-five pieces has been engaged. The solos will be sustained principally
by Portland talent. The chorus will embrace
the full strength of the society, about two hundred voices. The whole will be under the mu-

1 '>

nprform

than

linildinrrs

to

to

Association, the Portland Cadets, and
Mechanic Blues, headed by the Portland Band
formed in front of the oid City Hall and marched to the First Baptist church, where the fu-

Friuay.—George Fergurson. Intoxication. Fined
Search and seizure.

Fined $50.

neral services were held. The Infantry carried
muskets, and their company flag, draped in
black, was borne by the Celor Guard clad in
bear-skin caps and uniform of the old company
The other organizations were unarmed. Arrived at the church the escort filed in ; and the

Appealed.
Fox.

being made by the Haydns for the rendition of

Williams.

Brief Jotting·.
E. Morris wishes it to be distinctly understood that he is no longer Treasurer
of tli· Maine State Agricultural Society, and
that all inquiries in regard to premiums, &c.
should be addressed to the Treasurer resident

Judge W.

The captain of a vessel belonging in this
city refused to ta^e freight from Boston on account of the prevalenc· of small pox in that

casket, upon which were placed the cap and
sword of the deceased, was brought within the
church by two men detailed from each of the
organization·. The services were conducted by
the Β v. Dr. 'Shailer in a highly solemn and appropriate manner. The text was from Ecclesiastes "There is 110 discharge in that war" and
the discourse preached therefrom was au able
and consoling one.
At the conclusion of the services at the
church, the procession formed and was escorted

place.

by the

at

Bangor.

A horse coming down Congress street yesterday near the head of State slipped in some
manner and sprained himself so severely that
h· had to be hauled off on a drag.

various organizations to Deering's
Bridge. From that point only the Portland
Light Infantry accompanied it to discharge
the last military rites over their comrade in

Rev. W. E. Gibbs will deliver a lecture on
"Motives" at
Congress Square Church tomorrow

evening.

the Evergreen Cemetery.
Police.
Portland Band.
Portland Light Infantry—28 men, Lieut. Feesenden.

The clouds cleared away yesterday morning
and we had a beautiful day, tho' the sidewalks, as usual, were iu a bad condition.
G. W. Woodman, Esq., lias been elected a

The Hearse.

Pall Bearers.
Pall Bearers.
Cnl. Parker, ο the Governor's staff.
Maj. Green, 17th Maine. Capt. C. J. Pennell*
Col. E. Moore, 17th Maine.
Sergeant Dow, P. L. I.
Sergeant Dow, P. L. I.
Sergeant I)jw, P. L. I.
Sergt. Bmnlium, P. M. B.Corp'l Sturtivant, P. M. B.
Lieut. Colcord, P. C.
Lteut. Eaton, P. C.
Cant. J. A. Perry, P.A.AN.U.
G. H. Gill, P. A. & N. U.
Capt. George Brown, P. A. & N. U.
Capt. Mattocks, Commanding.Battalion,
Portland Mechanic Blues, 30 inen, Lieut. Young.
Portland Cadets, 35 men, Capt. Anderson.
17th Maine Association, Col. Roberts, 31 men.
Army & Navy Union, 25 men, President Gordon.
Portland Light "Infantry and Color Guard, 25 men.

member of the State Board of Agriculture.
There came near being a fire yesterday morning in the building occupied by Adams & Son,
corner

of Federal and Exchange streets, caused
of a lamp.

by the explosion

It is said that very many Portland boys have
resigned positions in Boston because of the

prevalence

of small pox, and are coming home.
A very pleasant informal assembly gathered
at the Falmouth Hotel night before last to
greet a newly married couple, the bride being
one

of

our

estimable

Portland ladies and

the

New City Directory.—The eleventh biennial issue of Beckett's City Directory will be
published early in March next. Besides tho
names of the adult citizens, male and female,

bridegroom a respected gentleman of Bangor.
Don't forget the Fraternity entertainment
which comes off this evening.
An

owner

is wanted for

a

blue veil which is

(the latter

hanging from the topmo3t branches of a lofty
tree on High street.
Any oue recovering the
property will be entitled to it.
One story on the streets is that there are twen-

or

and down

man

Myrtle

to

are

sical direction of Mr. Kotzschmar. It is anticthis will be by far the best rendition of the Oratorio ever given in this city.
Nearly an Accident.—A lady came near
meeting with a serious accident yesterday afternoon in front of A. Q. Leach's dry goods
store on Middle street. In coming out of the
store, not having on her rubbers, she slipped
and fell, somewhat bruising her. She had on
one of those $30 Paisley shawls, which she had

will be properly attended to in the
issue.
The canvassers are already on their rounds,
one in each ward, and it is particularly desirable that heads of families prepare themselves
beforehand with such informstion

may b·

Mr. Beckett will give his personal attention
the business portion of t.ie book, and his experience in this direction is a warrant that it
will be thorough aud complete.

to

in town at
the St. Julian. He states that several thousand immigrants will come over in the spring.
The mysterious "Moravian" has written
another letter to the proprietor of the Commercial House, directing his luggage to be sent to

iHE

small i'ox.—mere

are

present
cases of small pox at the hospital. No othercases
are known to be in the city.
Of the seven persons who have tlie diseaie, four are residents of
Portland. The remaining three are sea-faring
There is hat one case of genuine small
men.
pox as yet reported; the others being cases of

Ontario.

A Visiting Party.—By invitation of Capt.
Brown, of the Polynesian, a number of gentlemen visited that noble vessel Thursday afterThe party consisted of Gov. Perhain,
noon.
Collector Washburn, with Surveyor True and

seven

In every instance but one the contabe traced to other cities. The exceptional case is that of a little girl taken from
Fore street. AU the persons afflicted with tlie
disease are doing well, and three of them will
probably be discharged from the hospital tovariola.

gion

Deputy Collector Moulton from th· Custom
House, General Dnane of the TJ. S. Engineer
Corps, Commander Mayo of the Lighthouse
Board, Lieut. Washburn of the U. S. Marino
Corps, Messrs. Porteous and Cooper of the
Grand Trunk, and President Anderson of the
Portland and Ogdeusburg Railroad, Messrs. W.
L. Putnam, T. C. Hersey, G. W. Woodman,
George T. Davis, Phillip H. Brown, John M.
Brown, Capt. Ritchie of the Scandinavian, H.

can

day.
It is incumbent upon us during the progress
of the disease to take all those precautions
which experience dictates. The idea of vaoeinating the pupil· in the public schools is mooted,
and the authorities will take prompt steps in
the matter.

W. Iiicbardson of the Advertiser and others.
After an inspection of the ship the party ad-

Soiled Doves.—Deputies Sterling arid Williams made a descent last night on a notorious
bagnio at the foot of Franklin street, kept by

the saloon, where Capt. Brown extended to it a warm welcome. After lunch informal remarks were made by Gov. Perham,
Collector Washburn, ex-Mayor Putnam, Gen.
Anderson, Messrs. Porteous, Woodman, Hersey and Davis, and H. W. Richardson, esq., of
to

Nelson Leightoo. They found the "ladies" at
home entertaining about twenty gentlemen
callers. Amid oaths and imprecations and protestations of innocence, three soiled doves, and

beautifully

soiled they were too, were arrested
aud taken to the station. Xliey pretended to
look upon their incarceration as a pleasant joke
of the police officers, declaring that these gen-

the Portland Advertiser, in behalf of the press.
The speakers concurred in saying that no ne-

cessity exists for seeking other steamship lines

while the Allan fine offers such unsurpassed
advantages. After leaving the Polynesian the
paid a passing visit to the Lord Clive of

tlemen had become chronologically mixed, and
mistook the day for the first of April. They

party

Oi'TRAOEOt's Assault.—A lady residing 011
home
Deering street, while walking toward her
about six o'clock last evening, was outrageously and indecently assaulted by a man who came
up behind her. The lady screamed for assistance, and the fellow took to his heels. She

as

requsite.

Alsace and

the Dominion line.

heads of families,

BY TELEGRAPH.
MATTERS IN MAINE.
Suicide in Fairflelri.

Water ville, Dec. G.—The wife of Joseph
Hodgdon of Fairfield committed suicide yesterday by cutting her throat-with ft raior. She
found in her bed room dead, being absent
short time. No reason is assigned for
the deed.
Fatal Accident—Sudden Dcuth.
Bangor, Dec. 6.—Charles Locke of Swauville
full from an upper window of his barn this
forenoon, and broke his neck, killing him inwas

only a

stantly.
Cook Brown of

Bucksport, a man about (50
old, dropped doad in tUa ytri.">t in that
place yesterday, lie had apparently been in
good health up to the time of his death.

years

MASSACHUSETTS.
Important Case Decidcd.
case of the Merchants'
National Bank of Memphis, Tenn., vs. the National Bank of Commerce of Boston, which
has occupied the I". S. Circuit Court several
day·, has resulted in a verdict for the plaintiffs
for $34,595.23. The suit was brought to recover
damages for negligence on the part of the defendants in giving up to the censignees the bills
of lading of a lot of cotton, upon the accept
ance by the consignees of a thirty days' draft,
drawn against the shipment and attached to
th* bills of lading and sent oa to the defendant's bank for collection. The plaintiffs contend that it was the duty of the bank to to keep
the collateral until the draft was paid, and that
by reason of giving up the bills of lading the
plaintiffs lost their security, the consignees having failed before the expiration of thirty days
alter acceptance.
Tarions .Mattel's.
Moses Kimball declines the Boston Mayoralty, to which office the Republicans nominated
him last night.
James McEhaney, who murdered his wife at
the Higblauds last summer, has been sentenced to be hanged Friday. Feb. 21st.
George Laagdon Pratt, treasurer of the Detroit, Lansing & Michigan railroad, died of apoplexy this morning at his office in Sears' build-

Bosiox, Dec. 6.—The

ing.

Charles I. Aiken, about 50 years of age,

his throat
ver street.

to-day

1

had all come to Portland,
in the new bustle factory,

they averred, to work
though one of them

inconsistently added that she owned a farm in
Cape Elizabeth which she had forsaken "for
sweet love's sake." When our
left

at

his

lodging house

on

cut

Hano-

NEW YORK.

new

badly.

journed

preparations

ipated that

overlooked,

A horse belonging to Mr. Randall got his feet
caught iu the railroad track on Commercial
street yesterday afternoon, straining himself

Coburg,

are

newly developed interests, or to matters of a
public nature that may heretofore have been

yesterday after-

Wryner, the agent of the
Lorraine Immigration Society, is

they

to

noon.

Mr.

as

chart of the city, corrected to the latest
dates, the volumes will contain every kind of
information, historical, statistical and miscellaneous, thai may be of use for present and fuAnd any suggestions in regard
ture reference.

inside, up Exckange street
the station

far

a new

cases of small pox in town.
The Lord Clive pushed off down the harbor
about four o'clock yesterday afternoon. She is
looking for a large arrival of freight to-day.
Two policemen carried about 200 pounds of
drunkenness in the shape of a limp suit of
a

so

residents, or are engaged in any business
calling,) a complete Business Directory, and

old

ty-five

clothes, with

The Messiah.—Elaborate

ment

.▼lu a ici pa I Court.
JUDGE MORRIS PRESIDING.

$ 0.
Daniel K. Reed.

of

with. The mottoes of the Order tench us ''to visit the sick; relieve tlie disjust purchased, and which was somewhat damtressed ; educate the jrphan aud bury the dead."
aged by contact with the dirty sidewalk.
After nearly thirty years' struggle we have raised a respectable fuud for these purposes. It is
well iuvested in good securities, and all the
UISCET.I'AXËUCM NOTICES.
while we have beem contented to hire an upper
story on easy rent. Has not this line of policy
Secure comfort ami preserve health, by getbeeu a good and safe one? If so, is it wise to
ting a good pair of Winter Boots at Geldabandon it and vote to pile it np in bricks and
mortar in order that the city may be beautified i thwait's, 11 Market Square.
dec7ST&T
thereby. These funds were raised for no sueh
Yoc will get the worth of your money every
purpose.
Another object, says the preamble, is to bring
time at Goldthwait's Boot, Shoe, and Rubber
"honor to our order." Is it possible that we
dec7ST&T
Depot, 11 Market Square.
must purchase a little empty renown at such a
stupendous price? What a trifling consideraMen of business find the American
tion for an outlay of $100,000! That Odd Fellow must indeed feel proud of himself when lie
House, Boston, their most convenient stopping
holds up his hand to vote away his Lodge's
place. With its naw furnishing, cafe, passenfunds, which he has been accustomed to look ger elevator,
telegraph, billiard hall, etc., this
as
dedicated
to
the
and
beupon
sacredly
high
neficent purposes of Odd Fellowship, for »o
hotel, is second to none in New England.
miserable a mess of pottage.
I>u. C. G. Bennett, Falmouth Hotel.
But the resolutions which follow this preamble show what elso is involved in this grand
The cheapest and best Paint in the wo Id, is
building scheme, It involves going to the Legislature for power and authority to be given to
the Averill Chemical.
a board of Trustees to incorporate
themselves
For sale at 83, Commercial St., Portland, tf
under the laws of the State to run the Order in
debt $100,000 at such rate of interest as said
Save your buildings by painting them beTrustees may deem advisable. This modest litfore winter comes on, with the Averill Chemitle sum will have to be paid at some time, while
cal Paint.
the interest will have to De met every six months.
Here is a financial "chasm" for the Order to
For sale at S3 Commercial St., Portland,
tf
contemplât*, which will be broad enough and
to
the
whole
concern—ill
deep enough
eugulph
Τπκ system of toning and stimulating the
irretrievable ruin I greatly fear.
nerve structure through the agency of the cuI therefore counsel all members of Maine
Lodge to attend the meeting on Monday eve- rative properties of Sholander's Bcchu is
ning and vote against this dangerous project.
iully approved of by family physicians who
If you have a doubt, give it to the tide of safehave discovered
that for kidntv, bladder,
Odd Fellow.
ty and peace.
anil glandular diseases, mental and physical
Dust to dust.—Yesterday afternoon the
debility, maladies of the urino-genital organs,
ritoe pertaining to sepulture were ctlebrated ovgravel and diabetes, it is a safe and efficacious
er the remains of the late Lieut. Todd.
The
remedy, as well as for all uterine complaints.
escort, oonsisting of the Light Infantry.the Ardec3-eodlw
my and Navy Union, the Seventeenth Begi-

St. Luke's Cathedral—Sundays,10.30 a. m.3 and
7.30 p. m. Daily, 8.30 a. m. aud 5 p. m. Free to all.
Plymouth Church.—M. H. Williams, Pastor.—
Services morning and afternoon at the usual hours.
Conference meeting at 7 o'clock.
CAsco St. Church.—Rev. A. A. Smith, Pastor.
Preaching at 10$ a. m. and 3 p.m. Prayer meeting
at 7 p.

expenditure

beautify the city

at Ik p. m. All from sea audland are invited.
Mountfout Street Α. M. E. Church.—Rev.
J. II. Madison, pastor.—Services at 10$ a. m., 2$ and
7 p. m. Sun lay School at 4 p. m.
West Cong. Chapel—Services by Rev. George J.
Pierce. S.S. at 11 a. m; .-Sermon at 3, and Evening
ssrvice at 7$ p. m.
service at 3

the

paper. If the scheme is entered upoa it will prove, I apprehend, someThe committee to
than
a bauble.
more
thing
whom was referred the matter commence their
*
report as follows :

duties

Prayer meeting Wednesday evening at 7$. Young
people especially invited.
Preble Chapel, corner Preblo and Cumberland
streets. Sunday School at 2pm; preaching at 3; a
Conference meeting at 7. All arc cordially invited,
Bethel Church.—Sabbath loj i. m., 3 and 7J p.
Prayer meetings on Monday and Thursday evenings

a.

involves

That the Order would be accommodated in
such a building I grant The next question is,
will it pay? I think not. Let tBè formidable
committee which has originated this great
scheme put their stock or bonds on the market
at 10 per cent, interest and see how much they
can sell to prudent investors.
There isn't the
remotest possibility that it will ever pay two
cent,
net
to
the
per
Order, indeed, it would bo
marvelous if it should pay the half of it.
But another object is to ornament the city.—
Well, 1 have supposed that we had different

Elder D. S. Emery, of Kennebunkport will
to-morrow at the usual hours. Seats free.

Williston Chapel—S. S. 10$

that

contemplate—on

ΐ
regular Monthly Meeting lor the. promotion of Holiuess, will bo lielil next Wednesday
the
11 tli, inst, at Chestnut Street M. E. Church. Serveses to commence at 10$ A. M.. 2 and 7 P. M.
Advent Christian Church, Union Hall, 87 Free
St.—Elder W. C. Stewart of Kcimebuiik. will preach
Sunday at the usual hour». Prayer Meeting at 9.
First Second Advent Church, 353$ Congress
Rtreet.

building

$100,000? The bare proposition seems preposterous and ought to startle every member who
has given the subject the least favorable consideration.
And yet this is the grand bauble
which the Order in this city is called upon to

Λ Defence
The money, when received from England, is
I to be set
aj>art as a fund for the payment of
Mb. Εμτοβ:—As a citizen Γ feel that Icj isclaims.
tice, to tay the least, has been (lone by one «if
Cnrrviicy Bill.
Dec. 2il,
our city papers of Monday m ; ain;
Senator Hale's bill r 'quires the Secretary of
because of some lookers-ou who did not complithe Treasury to withdraw from circulation all
ment those having charge of the fire at the
the notes <-f national hanks coming iuto the
in
of the United States, an to i>comos
out
this
writer
custody
Therefore
Libby bouse.
place therefor, if necessary, an equal amount
before the fire had done burning, to prejudice
of notes of the United States, and whenever
the public mind against our' Chief Engineer.
and as often as the notes of any one such national bank, to the amount of $1X)0 shall accumNo one but the chief can imagine his responsiulate in the
and after thirty days
bility and his feelings, when he is called from notice to suchTreasury,
bank, interest shall cease and he
quiet rest at the de.id hour of night to a raging suspended on $1000 of U. S. bonds deposited in
fire, the situation and condition of which he the Treasury to the credit of such bank as security f.»r its circulation until such bank shall
knows nothing until he arrives at the scene,
redeem said bonds by the payment of S900 of
Then his arrangements are to be made, for the
current money into the Treasury.
best manner of extinguishing the fire with the
Ijouisinna for Grniit.
least danger and damage to persons and propThe following despatch was received last
erty; aud such I believe to have been the de- night:
New Orleans, Dec. 5.
sire at the above fire, even though the "fellah"
To Wm. E. Chandler, Secretary of the Nationcould not find out what streams o£ water were
al Republican Committee:
for. I would advise him when he goes to anThe Republican electoral college have received their certificates of election from the
other fire to take hold and help change the
board, and to-day cast the vote of
hose, or mount some of the ladders, or haifdle canvassing
Louisiana for Grant and Wilson.
the axes, and my word for it he will no longer
S. E. Packard.
Signed,
iuquire the u»e of streams of water, or wish to
The Ijouisiniin Squabble.
cast a stigma or charge unfaithfulness on as
The following telegrams were received here
good a department for its numbers (which are to-day:
New Orleans, Dec. 6.
too small.) as can be found in any city of this
To Hon. Geo. H. Williams, Attorney General
Union.

Singular

Action of

a

Judge.

New York, Dec. 5—Chas. F. Colby, a conductor on the Grand street hors* cars, courageously notified the passengers on his car early
Saturday evening that a gang of pickpockets
was on board, anil warned the
passengers to beware of them.
On his return trip, the gang
laid in wait and assaulted him as he was going
home, but he escaped with a few bruises. On
Suuday night the same gang again assaulted
and tried to kill him, nearly succeeding tn so
doing. Two of the would-be murderers were
arrested, but on being brought before the Judge
of Special Sessions yesterday he discharged the

seonndrels.

Bxecntlon or

Henry Rogers

was

Kings couety jail

at

η

murderer.

lunged in tbe yard of
9.15 tlii» morning for tlio

murder of Officer Donahue.
Just before the
drop fell he fainted and dropped in the arms of
tbe attending priest.
Stoke·' Trial.
New Yokk, Dee. 6.—Judge Brady will probably preside at the trial of Stolccs next Monday,

(learjr Sentenee.
Recorder Hackett sentenced Join. B. Chambers, who was convicted by a jury to-day of a

felonious assault aud

battery 011

Jauics Brown-

The latter
lee, to seven years imprisonment.
was working
during the carpenters'strike last

summer, when the assault was made.
Mr. Itooily Arquitteil
Judge Leonard of the Supreme Court, to-day
decided in tlioease of the Boek Island and St.
LuuIs It. R. Co. vs Henry H. Boody, that the
affidavit proves there was no refusal to make ;v
proper certificate, the certificate being in proper
form.
The order to examine was t herefore vacated.

WASHINGTON.
Credit mobilier Committee.

Washington, Dec. (i.—The House Committee to investigate the Credit Mobilier charges,
organized this morning and agreed to begin tbe
investigation next Thursday.
The Pardon of Κα ΚΙαι Prieoner*,
A letter from Attorney-General Williams
to Gov. Scott of South Carolina, dated the 5th,
says: "In my judgment, it is not only impracticable, but improper, to grant an indiscrimi-

nate pardon to citizens of York and Chester
counties convicted of violating the enforcement

any person described only by the locality in which lie resides, or designated as of a
reporter
class of offenders against applications for parthem they were consoling themselves with the
don, ought to bo made by or on behalf of each
of «aid persons, stating substantially the cirVirginia weed.
cumstances of the crime and the conviction.
1 When such an application is made, it will be
Portland and Kechcster.
describes him as a short man with curly black
considered without delay, and as favorably as
Mr. Editor .—As somebody who signs himhair, wearing a -lotli cap and short dark coat,
the Presiuent's sense of justice will permit
self "W" seems ready to answer inquiries, we
and apparently thirty years of age.. When
Tlic ilnbiAn» Awnrd Bill.
would like to have him answer the following:
these scoundrels who prowl about our streets at
Senator Morton's bill for the adjustment and
Will he inform the public if it has not for
apportionment of the Alabama award, authornight are caught, as assuredly they will be some
years been the custom to change the time of j izes the appointment by the President of three
time, we trust Judge Morris will administer
the last train on the P. and K. Railroad, in 1 commissioners at an annual salary of .·?4,500,
and a secretary at a salary of
heavy and condign punishment.
to hear
Spring from 5-30 to 0-20, and in Autumn back and decide all claims for losses ?3,000,
by tbe acts of
I-'bost's Allegory and Tahleaux.—Ar- from 6-20 to 5-30, to accommodate mechanics 1 the rebel cruisers, for whose
Geneva
the
escape
Two
rangements are perfected to bring out the Alle- and laboring men who were unable to work ten tribunal held Great Britain responsible.
counsellors
are
to
also
be provided for at a salhours by daylight in the short days in Winter?
gory of Joseph and his Brethren in fine stylo
to
be
fixed
the
the
inform
when
of
the
ary
W."
State.
Aspublic why,
by
Will
Secretary
on Monday evening at City Hall.
We cut the
sistant Secretaries are to be appointed
by the
petition was sent to the present Superintendent
following from the Manchester Mirror, where m the early part of last March, the customary commissioners. The commission is to organize
in Washington, but may hold sessions in other
this entertainment has recently been given five ! change was delayed until a much later period
and until many were driven from cities, and is limited to two yoars. Tbe awards
than
before,
■lights:
are to be paid in sixty
the road?
days from the day of
As we looked at the splendid scenery and j
finding, with interest at six per ceut. per annum
Will "W." inform the public how many msbrilliant oriental costumes, and the precision I
from
the
date
of
the
loss
of property, except
chanics and laboring men prefer hanging about
and accuracy with which those thrilling scenes
that no interest is to be paid until all the claims
the city from 5 P. M. to 6-30?
the
were acted, we thought, notwithstanding
are decided, when, if the fund is
Will " W." inform the public how many mesufficient, the
interest will be paid in full aud otherwise pro
high praises it has everywhere received, the chanics and
laboring men ask for a change rata.
one half has not been told.
back to 5-30, as heretofore?
t
;

j

act

or

to

way,or from i.iterferlngwith the Custom House
Board. It enjoins Hatch and associtiates in
the manner pravcd for in the
complainant's

The oase of Jndfje Curtis lias been postponed
until Jan. 9th, by tbe New York Senate.
In Albany, Ν. Y., David Canaday fatull.v assaulted a woman named Owen with an axe.
Mr. li.mayne, a nationalist, has been elected
to Parliament from Cork.
A portion of Wheeler's expedition returned
to Salt Luke yesterday, and the remainder arc

ENTERTAINMENTS.

AUCTION SALES.

bill
PORTLAND FRATKRXITY.
Ii « rdtriWarm ou th to
Furniture, Carpets, Ac., at Auction
t!#pos t immediately in
the "ffîccof Clerk of the Circuit Court all reSATURDAY, Dec. 7th, at 10 a m., at oftlco.
First I'utertal'iment for this £eii<oii.
we shall sell parlor suit In black walnnt and
tuns ox other documents he may have relating
rent centre table, painted clumber
to the
grc*«n
in
crder
that
set, cxttn«eleetioD,
copies may be
ei it table, dining chairs, siuks. bureaus,
made and that tLcv may be preser\ed to be ;
table, tbaiis,
Dec. ilia, carpe?, wararobe, cook and parlor
coal
stoves, croekused if necessary. Judge Durrell ordered the
expected soon.
«54 1.3 rOXGRKM ΝΓΒΙίϋΤ.
ory, glass, etono and wooden ware, kitchen utemdls,
rule for contempt to he continued till Mou
A coroner's jury have found that the Syra&c.
day.
and the court to be adjourned until to-morrow.
F. Ο BULr.l λ CO., Auctioneer·.
cuse and liingliainptoii railroad track is
wholly Iteadiug by nr.
Mr. Se m mes expressed a wish to entera modcc5
3t
Murray ami firM
unfit for passenger traffic in many places, from
tion iu this matter, lut the
« lass
Judge «aid he did dilapidation of rails, &c., and that this was the
Concert.
not feel well and could attend to the
t
hearing of cause of the upsetting of an engine, whereby
iiniitun'J'nrpetSt At,, at Auction
Tickets 25 cents, or 5 for $1.00. Commence a* S 1
ο motion
to, but would do it to-morrow mornthe engineer was killed.
WEDNESDAY. Dec. Uth,at 10 a. m., we shal
o'clock,
dec5d:>t
ing. After the adjournment Got. Warmoth
|
sell at house. 2$ Case·.» St.. parlor furnituro in
The Board of Managers ot the National Asywent to the office of his
black wahtai una hair elotb, vutiiQt 3-ply eat pete,
attorney, Semmes & lum for disabled volunteers, held their annual
parlor coal stove, curtains, painted chamber se>s and
Matt, followed by a crowd of 500.
meeting Friday.
The returning board decided to he
furnituro, carpets, spring beds, hair an«l excelsior
legal by
Geti. I)yer, Chief of the Ordnance Bureau, is
mattrosses, feather beds, comforters, «prowls, wardthe United States District Court has demanded
I
AND
robe, black walnnt extension table, dining chairs,
very ill with Bright's disease.
from Gov. Warmoth all documents relative to
crockery and glut* wur·.·, refrigerator, M;ig<.e cook
the election of Nov. 4th in his possession. The
Steamship North American, from Liverpool,
stove, (extension buck,; together with the entire
I arrived at Halifax Friday.
Governor has not yet responded.
kitchen furniture.
In the Eighth District Court this
I'. Ο BAILEY Ac i O., Auctioneer·
evening,
dec5
td
were
issued
injunctions
upon petitions of ArFIVANCIAl·
AND
COMMERCIAL.
mtsted, Secretary of State elect; Whartjn, Secl'îf^uuî
retary of Stat· de facto, and the returning
furniture, Carpets,
board, composed of Isabelle, Wiltz, Taylor, Krrript* by Ruilroils nuil Mlenillbonu.
At., at Auction.
Anstou and Detard, restraining the Custom
Ste am eh Dirioo. fbom New York—3800 dry
THURSDAY, Dec. 12th, fit 10 a. m., we shal
A
Entertainment.
sell at oflice:
House returning board from in any way inter- hides, 310 bales rat;-. DC do
citton, 4S rolls leather.1200
One elegant parlor suit in black walnut ard crimfering with the canvass of votes. Application half chests tea, 2200 bvres raisins, 50 do bitters, 50 d>
son silk terry.
has a go been ma le to have th*sî cases taken to
tobacco, 25 do drugs, 20 do hardware, 25 do soda, 85
Two parlor suits in black walnut and crimson plash
the U. S. Circuit Court on a jvrit of certiorari
clocks, 160 pigs tin and lead, 50 hbds molasses. 23
One parlor suit in black walnut and wine
casks linseed oil, 25 bbls glass ware. 15 do sugar, 19
terry.
One
parlor suit in black walnut ami green icr:y, 2d
do saltpetre, 80 bdls b. boards, 11 do mahoganv
band.
2
loads
slabs,
25
Terrible 1C ai I road Accident.
boards,
mahogany
baçs nuts, 20 do
Two lounges in black walnut and hair cloth.
coffee. 7 cases slates, 7 pianos, 250 pekgs sundries.
"
*'
44
4'
44
Washington:
Nufflin, Pa., Dec. 5.-—A terrible accident
ijhe
green rept.
MONDAY & TUESDAY
The United States Court yesterday directed
occurred on the Pennsylvania Central liailroad
One black walnut chamber Ret, Jd hand,
sets, new.
about fifty miles west of
chamber
the Marshal to take possession of the MechanThree
painted
Foreign
this
Kxporln.
eveITarrisburg
Also an assortment of new tapestry, Bruse It earics'Institute, subject to the further orders of ning. The seeond section of the Cincinnati exCARDENAS.
Brig Louisa A Orr—10,0«0 box
pet», one cranberry vine dinner service. five decorathe court, and in the meanwhile to prevent any
DEC. 9tli and 10th.
press train, bound east, ran into the rear of the
shooks, 305 bbls potatoes.
ted toilet setts, oi'io line French plate mirror (gilt
first section and telescoped two Pullman .ears.—
uulawful assembly in violation of the restrainForeign Import».
frame.)
ing order of the court, under the guise or pre- Five bodies have been recovered from the deHALIFAX. NS. Steamer CarlottA—50 bbls, 2 half
The above goods will be on exhibition the day bebris. Their names are as follows: Matthew
text of authority claimed by virtue of a pretenddo mackerel, 1 box codfish, 28 bdls fish, 9 pkgs mdse
fore the sale.
] Beautiful «rental ♦Ostium·*»,
ed canvass and returns made by a pretended
Knowles and J. W. Bacon, both of Chicago, to John Porteous.
F Ο. BAIfiKV Sk CO.. Auctioneers.
td
dec-5
returning board, in contempt and violation of and W. W. Danta, wife and child of Green
nasnilirent Tableaux, Λ<·.
the said restraining order.
In compliance, at
Boaton Stork List.
Lake, Wis. Five persons were injured. Every
an early hour this morning I occupied the buildElcxasit CoIItTtion ol Shells at
persou on the second train escaped uninjured.
[Sales at the Broker'» Board, Dec. 6.1
ing with deputies and a military posse furnishHarrisburg, Dec. G.—The engine of the Boston & Maine Railroad
BY 60 YOUNG PEOPLE OF THIS
Auction.
12i4
on my request by Gen. Emory, not interfering
first Cincinnati express traiu
Eastern
Railroad
going east was
FRIDAY, Dec. 13, at 10 a. m. and 2* p. in., we
104J
with the State officers in their duties.
shall sell at otttce a large and line collection of
making steaiu badly, and when about a mile
Will be presented on
east of Mifflin, the rear car of the first train
S. B. Packard, U. S. Marshal.
Monday and Tuesday even- rare and beautiful shells from all parts of t be globe,
Signed,
N«w York Ntoclt aii«l Money Jlarltc!.
ings next, Dec. 9th and 10th, under tlie direction of collected
was run into by the second
by an old and reliable Concholojist. 'lhe colNew Orleans, Dec. 6th.
section, knocking
New
York, Dec. 6-Woniina.—Gold at 113.—
lection will be on exhibition on Wednesday and Thursthe rear car on to the
To the Attorney General, Washington:
bumper and half way Money at 7 per cent. Sterling Exchange, long,
before
at
sale. Ladies' and gentlemen particularly
day
through the car immediately iu frout, killing 108J ; do short 110. Stocks strong. State stocks very i
The court rendered a judgment in the case
requested to examine.
five
F. Ο. II tlliFV Sk CO., Auctioneer*,
to-day, granting an injunction pendentetite as j is persons named in last night's despatch. It strou/.
Of Providence, It. I., his sublime
supposed that they were killed instantly as
Allegory, &c.. of
dc'i
ti
New York. Dec. 6—Eecninq.—Money very stringprayed for, and declares the Lynch returning their
Joseph and bis Brethren, received everywhere with
bodies were cold when extracted from the
board the only legally constituted board to make j
ent, opening at 7 per cent. Gold to 1-32, gradually
yreat
1'hia
praise.
enterteinment
is
in every resoect
ruins.
«V. S. BAIIiFY Λ CO., Anrtioaer·.
the canvass and required the production to said
hardening to I per cent, per day with a very largo high toued, charming awl beautiful. I>o
By
not fail to
business at J @ i per cent.
The* rate finally* dropboard of all election returns.
see it.
•
ftSrr.m.l
M
R τ»»ηι.'.ηη Τ Τ ϋ ΛΧ
| ping with an abatement of demand to 1-32 @ 1-16
IIETEOROLOGICAL.
at
cent.
Gold.
The clique effected much of this with
per
Brilliant Colored Fires Illuminate Each
the assistance of the Pacific Mail party who withPROBABILITIES FOR THE Ν Κ XT Τ WENT Y-FOl'Il
New Résister.
TUESDAY, Dec. I7tb. at 10 o'clock A. M., at
drew their money to force lower prices in stocks.—
office, an invoice of Uooks, consisting in part of
The Secretary of the Treasury has gmnted
HOURS.
Snene.
Sterling Exchange quiet at 108J for long, aud 110 for
1 complete set I*. S. Coa.<t Survey, 17 Vn!^.
an American register to the British built schooni short sight. Gold strong, opened at 113 and fluctuat1 Pacifie R. R. Survey, 13 Vols., complete, fully IlWar
Office
Chief
Dep't,
Sional)
er -T. K. Lawrence, which was
ed as follows : 1131, 112Ï, 113J. 113, 113J, U3J. clofin
Τ ickets 35 cents. Doors open at 7 ; commence at
recently wrecked
lustrated
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
at 113i @ 113J; loaus at 3-16 to flat for
off Newburyport.
1 Mexican Boundary, 3 Vol·., finely Illustrated.
borrowing and S o'clock*
decU'llt
Dec. 6. (8.00 P. Μ. } 1
2 @ 7 per cent, for carrying, with the latest transac1 Jap4η Kxpe liiion, 3 Vols., proiusely lllnstrated.
Senate Committees.
Probabilities—Id the Northwest anil thence tions at 1-16 to 5-32 for use till to-morrow. The clcar4 Paris Exposition,» Vols, cash in full sheep and
The following Committees were elected by
over the lake region and to the
i -J I t
cloth.
Alleghaniesand aces were .$72,000,000. Treasury disbursement! $14ft.the Senate to-day on Standing Committees:
Tennessee, high barometer geuetally. Clear 000; export of at ecie $60,000 in silver. State bonds
dull;
Tennessee
Stocks
advanced
the
and
J.».
Auctio.ur*
weather
higher.
BAILEY
Si
CO.,
during
By
On Piivileges and Elections—Morton, Carpenter,
liortlieily winds veering in the morning and decliued in the afternoon. The
latter,
Northwest to Southeasterly to-morrow. In the
Logan. Alcorn, Hill, Anthony auil Trnmbull.
owing to the money stringency. The most active
Desirable House at Aurlion.
Foreign Relations—Cameron, Harlan, Morton, Pat- Gulf and South Atlantic States hijçh pressure,
WILL
DELIVER
THE
shares were Pacific Mail, Indiana Central and Union
terson. Hamlin, Howe and Scburz.
northerly to westerly winds and cloudy but Pacific. The first two named, with the exception ot
FRIDAY, Dec. 20, at 3 o'clock, p. in., on the
Finance—Sherman, Morrill of Vt., Scott, Ames,
woather
a
short period of strength, were weak throughout and
with probably occasion»! rain
clearing
FIFTH LECTURE
premises, the good substantial bouse rn the earWright, Ferry of Michigan and Bayard.
an unfavorable influence on the rest of the
in
the
exerted
of
the
ner of Oxford an·! Elm street. The lieuse is painted
St
New
valley
Lawrence.
Eng- list. Pacific Mail declined from 85 to
Appropriations—Cole, Sprague. Sawyer, Merrill of land and the
in the prosent coui se of the
throughout, has U rooms, good closets, good c« mentMiddle dBtates generally clear
812; Western
Maine, Windom, West, and Stevenson.
frnm 77} to 76J, and Rock Island from 1151 to 112*.—
cd cellar, finished basement, s!.;· 1. plenty go -1 water
Commerce—Chandler, Corbett, Kellogg, Spencer, weather. Northwesterly winds and high presThe rumored issue of new stock of the latter aud
and desirable Tor residence, i'entrally situated, in a
Mercantile Library Association,
sures without a change of temperature.
Buckingham, Conk ling and Vickers.
lease of the road to the Pennsylvania Company is degood
neighborhood, and Just the loca ion for a busiManufactures—Robertson, Sprague, Gilbert, Johnnied by some of the directors."
dce-trttd
ston and Fen ton.
Chicago, Colorado and WEDNESDAY EVENIN«, Dec. 11. ness man.
Indiana Central advanced from 34fc to 35*, but reactAgriculture—Frelinghnysen, Robertson, Leis, DaΟ Κ
ZTSJ.
ed to 34. Union Pacific rose to 38J and fell to 37£
vis of West Virginia, Maclien, West and Blair.
W
oiui'ti
in the old lime anil in
Subject—"
In other shares there was an advance of
£ l»er
Naval Affairs—Cragin, Anthony, Nye, Osborn, Althe aew."
cent. ; market closing woak under free sales at the
corn. Morrill of Maine, and Stockton.
lowest
of
the
figures
day.
Tickets
for
the
Course §1.30: Evening Tickets 50
Judiciary—EUm unds, Conklin, Carpenter, FrelFrench Affairs.
cent» each. Reserved seats (additional)
The following were the quotations of Government
inghuysen, Pool, Wright and Thurman.
$1.00.
Doors open at 6.V. Lecture at 7£ o'clock.
or
l ost Offices and Post Roads—Ramsey,
securities :
Pomeroy,
dec7
United States coupon 6's, 1881
4t
1171
Cole, Hamlin, Ferry of Michigan, Flanagan and KelUnited States 5-20's 1RC2
1134
ley.
A
GLOOMY
OUTLOOK.
United States 5-20*8 1864
Public Lands—Pomery, Osborne, Sprague, Win1131
United Slate* 5-20*S 1865, old
dom, Stewart, Casserly and Tipton.
113J
United States 5-20's 1865, new
Private Land Claims—Thurnian, Ferry of Conn.,
116#
The Republican Press Demand a Disolu- United States 5-20's 1867
1174
Caldwell, Bayard and Norwood.
OF THE—
United States 5-20's If68
Indian Aifairs—Harlan, Corbett, Buckingham,
:
113*
United States 5's. new
Frelinghuysen, Caldwell, Stevenson and Rice.
lll£
tion of the Assembly.
United States 10-40's., coupon
Pensions—Pratt, Browlow, Logan, Ferry of Conn.,
U»9|
Hill, Saulsbury and Hamilton of Texas.
Currency 6*s
112|
Hill
and
Revolutionary Claims—Pool, Corbett,
NorThe following were the closing quotations of
wood.
Paris, Dec. 6.—The government situation at Stocks:
I am happy to inform my 1 ^-nds ami the general
Claims—Howe, Scott, Pratt, Boreman, and Wright Versailles unsettles business of all kinds Western. Union Telegraph Co
76J
public of my return from N* w York wKb a very
and Davis of West Virginia, and Maclien.
Mail
and largo assortment 94 good» adapted to th#
throughout tho country. The Committee of Pacific
District of Columbia—Patterson, Lewis, Spencer,
8l|
elegant
Ν. Y. Centralaud Hudson Iliver consolidated
95*
holidays, consisting ot
Sawyer, Hitchcock, Ferry of Micliican, and Vick- Thirty, formed yesterday by the Assembly, is
Krie
51 f
ers.
regarded as hostile to the Republic. The ReRailroad
I/adte*' and Grntlrnifn^ XecréNuriee,
Krie preferred
72
Patents—Ferry of Conn., Carpenter,Windom.Hani- publican journals of Paris declare that the AsThe following were the quotations for Pacific Kaililton of Maryland, and Ransom.
sembly does not represent the will of France road securities:
Jewelry
Caskets.
Public Buildings and Grounds—Morrill of Verand demand its immediate dissolution. PresiCentral Pacific bonds
101 \
SAFE BEYOND QUESTION.
mont, Gilbert, Camerson, Stockton, and Hamilton of dent Thiers is
to resign. The governUnion Pacific do
expected
80
Work Boxes,
Maryland.
Union Pacific stock
ment will probably make a statement at the
It is seldom that Mortgages upon new Railroads
37i
Territories—Nye, Cragin, Boreman, Hitchcock, session of the
43love and Haad kerchief JBoxew,
Union Pacific land grants
as
to
the
course
77j are consideredsufficient 1> safe "for the investment ot
Assembly to-day
Clayton, Cooper and Fcnton.
Union Pacific income bonds'
82
it intends to take.
On Pacific Railroad—Stewart, Ramsey, Scott, KelTrust Funds. It is only when a Kaiiroad is earning,
Portfolio*,
logg, Hitchcock, Ferry of Michigan, Cragin, Cooper,
IVIeetiug of the Assembly Committee.
net, an excess of ils interest obligations, with a cerRice and Casserly.
Domestic .HarhclM.
The
C&mmittec
of
the
thirty appointed by
of a steady growth, that its Bonds can be said
Mines and Mining—Hamlin. Chandler, Flanagan,
tainty
Writing Dc*lts,
New Yokk. Dec. 6—£vcmns—Cotton quiet and
Assembly yesterday in accordance with the
Caldwell. Alcorn, Kelloy and Goldthwaite.
->»
unchanged ; sales 2702 bales ; Middling uplands at IDJ. to be perfectly safe.
motion of Minister Dufaure, held the first
On Revision of the Laws of the United States—
Flour dull and unchanged ; sales 9550 hbls; State 5 90
Cigar SUuids,
The Chicago, Danville & ViNCEXWEe KailConkliug, Carpenter, Steward, Edwards and Gold- meeting to-day. The following officers were @ 8 65: llouud hoop
Oliio 7 00 @ 9 25; Western 7 50 @
KOAt) is doiug this, and has this certainty. That
thwaite.
elected: President, the Baron Do Larcy; Vice
8 65; Southern 7 10 @ 12 00. Wheat opeued firmer
ALABASTER
GOODS,
On Education and Labor—Sawyer, Morrill of Vt.,
President. M. Audiffret Pasvuier: Secretaries,
part of it known as tue Illinois Division (from
and closed dull and heavy ; sales 47,000 bush ; No 1
Flanagan, Patterson and Johnston.
>1. M. Lefevre, Paurtalis and P. Haussmanmantle Oraaiueuin, Wall Pocket*, SlipSpring 1 61 @ 1 C3; No 2 do 1 51 @ 159; Winter Red
Chicago to Danville, 132 Miles.) was finished last year,
On Investigation and Retrenchment—Buckingham,
Western 1 (53 @ 1 70 ; White Michigan 178 @ 2 03.—
The organization having been comple
and its gross earnings have increased from S31,464 07
per Bans," with or witboat IJui broidery,
Pratt, Howe, Harland, Stewart, Bayard, and Trum- ville.the
Corn is quiet and firm; sales 11,000 bush; steamer
committee adjourned to meet Monday,
ted,
bull.
in December, 1871, to $G»,lfl9 40 in
JET COODM.
Mixed Western 63Jc : do sail 64c. Oats are quiet and
October, 1872.
when it will proceed to business. According to
To audit and control Contingent Expenses of the
The net earnings for October were $28,399 62, or at
steady ; sales 59,000 bush ; White 52 @ 54c ; old Wesall very hamlaoma in style and finish, and a very great
the mot'on by which it was created, the comSenate—Carpenter, Morton and Saulsbury.
tern Mixed 53 @ 55c. Beef dull. Pork dull and lowthe rate of $310,795 44 per annum. The total interOn Printing—Anthony, Howe and Casserly.
variety of articles suitable for gifts of utili; y and
mittee is instructed to draw up the
of a
er; new mess 14 00. Lard weak at 7j @ 8}c. Butter
project
On Library—Morrill of Maine, Howe and Sbermau.
beauty f.> jolies and Gentlemen. In aldi'iuii to the
est 1 ability upon the total issue <>i "Bonds
law defiuing the
a shade firmer at 94£c.
upon both
Rice unresponsibility of Ministers,and quiet. Whiskey
offer a large an l cUoicw stock of Ladies'
above
On removal of Political Disabilities—Boreman,
at 7} @ 8$c. Sugar quiet; Muscovado
regulating the relations of the several powers chganed
@ the Illinois and Indiana divisions id $280,000 gold. Fn»··»filing Good» adapte-l to the se&sou.
Ames. Clayton, Lew s, Vickers. Ransom and Tipton.
10c : refining 9* @ 9|c. Coffee in fair requt-st ; Rio at
It is expected it will report a bill
The Illinois division is, therefore, earning, net, more
, of the State.
Lacet» and Linen Goods a SpeciaUy.
declaring that any Minister who shall be cen- 15 (g 18|c in Gold, violasses quiet ; New Orleans 60 than enough to pay interest upon the entiro bonded
sured must resign, and excluding the President
XLI1D CONGRESS.
debt upon the whole roa 1.
RESPECTFULLY,
from debate in the Assembly, but giving him,
by way of compensation, a limited veto power. quiet" ât 8fc @ 84c.
TIIE
INDIANA
DIVISION
It is inferred from the political compensation
Freights to Liverpool quiet and firm; Cotton per
SENATE.
sail J @ l-16d ; Grain per sail 9Jd.
of the committee that any
is atout eighty miles in length,
proposition for a
traversing extensive
dissolution of the assembly will be rejected.and
Chicago Dec. 6.—Flour in good demand at full
Washington, Dei. 6.
Bituminous Coal fields, and making a direct (and the
Mr. Ferry, ο f Ct., offered a bill repealing tbo nothing more radical than a partial renewal of prices; holders generally asking an advance; sales of
•4
shortest
line
extra
between
at
00
possible)
Sprirrr 5 @ 6 75. Wheat is active and lc
Chicago and the Block
the chamber once a year, or once in every two
iron-clad oath. Referred to the Judiciary.
Coal district at Brazil.
higher ; No 1 Spring at 118 @121; No 2 Spring at
Mr. Cragin offered a bill for the relief of
years, like the American Senate, will be enterPORTLAND.
The Iron and other materials for the Indiana Dlvitained.
Donald and Nathaniel McKay. Keferrod.
dcc3-tf
Ά resolution v.u,,
the ΜΒ,ρΙβτϊηο of tlio
The Bien Public
that the rinauce
| .slou have all been bought and paid for in «ash, a
adopted
committee
makes
thu situation all the more
on the track.
Committee report what legislation is needed to
Oats active and higher: No 2 at 251c;
HiMtftce of Harbor ΓοιηιηικβίΜΜη·
part of it is now iu operation, and the entJre Division
relieve the rresent stringency ol the money
precarious, while the executive and assembly rejected 22} @ 33c. Rye steady ; No 2 at 60 ® 6:4c.
is to be finished tliis season and
NOTICE is hereby given tliat all persons
opened to a profitasteady ; No 2 Fall at 61 î @ 66c. according to
market, and the propriety of an additional issue are equally averse to a caup. the country can- Barley
desiring to make any erection, incumbrance, exble business.
location. Provisions—Pork quiet and unchanged
*
not tolerate the present state of affairs. It inaof legal tender notes.
or deposits within the limits of the
cavation,
tilling,
11 75 @ 11 87J. Lard steady at 7& @
The company is not in debt, and owns a large and
7J for Jan. Green
timates that the country should spontaneously
Harbor oi' Portland, and the tidal water* connected
The resolution ealliug 011 the I'resident for
hams 6£ @ 7§c, according to weight.; green shoulders
therewith, must tiist obtain the written permission
information relative to sending troops to Arvery valuable real estate iu Chicago, beside having
intervene, which is interpreted to mean that it
of the Harbor Commissioners or a major part of
an equipment of
kansas, after a long debate, was referred to tlio should contiuue to send in petitions in support
twenty-four first-class locomotives them, tnereln describing the extent and
character of
of M. Thiers and his government.
Military Committee, '23 to 18.
and about 800 cars.
the erection or deposit so permitted, as required by
President Thiers bus resolved that thero shall 000 bush corn, 39,000 bush oats, 3500 bush rye, 19,000
The Senate then went into executive session,
law. And all peraODV making any erections. deposif··.
A first mortgage upon such a
at
the rate oi
bush barley.
road,
be no change in the ministry till the report of
and afterwards adjourned till Monday.
or excavations as aforesaid, without the written perShipments—S000 bbls flour,21,000 bush wheat, 16,000 §18,500 per mile is a safe investment, and we know of mission of the Harbor
the Committee of Thirty is presented, then if
Commissioners, will be proseHOUSE.
bush corn, 12,000 bush oats,0000 bush rye,
no other railroad bond, at the
14,000 busli
cuted
tli > report is unfavorable to him, he will
aeked
for th's,
price
according to law.
oppose
barley.
A bill was introduced for the payment of
Hereafter
no deposit of dredging and other matethat ean demonstrate a similar value as a
it in the assembly.
çoeurity for
rial will be allowed to l»o placed in said waters except
Tolkdo, Dec. 6.—Flour dull and unchanged.—
property destroyed during the war by order of
An official reception was given at the execusavings banks and others.
Wheat dull and lower : Amber Michigan
the government.
during the hoursol the day between sunrise aud suu155$ cash or
tive residence last night, which was numerous- Dec : ; No 2 Red seller Dec
We
have
sold
two
set.
1
millions
of
618.
these
Corn
nearly
bonds to
Application for permits may be made to the unat
A resolution was adopted calling for inforly attended. M. Thiers freely conversed with 38c tor high Mixod; new 36£; new lowunchanged
Mixed 36.—
savings banks, trust companies and the most careful dersigned at No. 4 and No. 42 Exchange St.
mation as to the probable cost of a ship canal
his friends on the political crisis. He regretted
Oats unchanged. Clover Seeds 5 15. Dressed
JACOB McLKLLAN. ) Harbor
Hogs investors, and have but $750,000 bonds remaining.
from the Mississippi river, near the mouth, to
at 4 75.
S. T. COKSER,
that a partial renewal of the Assembly seemed
Comare
for
deep « ater in the Gulf of Mexico.
bbls
$1000
and
C.
H. FA RLE V,
Thsy
have
Receipts—1000
each,
) mission era.
flour, 4,000 bush wheat, 13,000
ferty years to
impossible, and declared that he was determin- bush
Mr. Dawes of Massachusetts, from the Comnov.7-eod 1 m
corn, 10,000 bush oats.
Portland, Nov. 5,1872.
run. Inhr st
ed to adhere to the policy aunounced in hie
Shipments—0000 bbls flour, 7,000 bush wheat, 20,mittee of Ways and Means, reported a bill
message.
000 bush corn, 00,000 bush oate.
abolishing the offices of assessors and assistant
At a meeting of the extreme left to-day, it
Detroit, Doc. 6.—Wheat firm and in fair demand;
assessors of internal revenue, and
transferring was decided not to move for the dissolution of extra
at 1 75* ; No 1 White 1 65 ® 1
their duties to collectors and deputy collectors.
66* ; Amber Michpayable April an 1 October. Present price 90 ami acthe Assembly till the question had been thor1 53 @ 54c. Corn dull andlower at
igan
IVrOTTCE is hereby given that the J>int Standi >g
After the readiug of the bill Mr. Dawes of40| @ 41c.— crued interest from Octobcr ist in currency.
meaus
of
Oats
dull
and declining at 34}c.
agitated by
petitions. The
1.1 Committoon laying out new Streets to whom
fered an amendment that it go into effect July oughly
The iast week of our sales of Illinois Division
Siecle started this idea, and it is rapidly gainReceipts—3000 bbls flour, 8,000 bush wheat.
was refered the petition ot Ezra Russell aud others,
1st, next, and explained the provision of the
Shipments—4000 bbls flour, 3,000 bush wheat.
that part of Kennebec and Somerset streets
Bonds amounted to §500,00'. Early orders are
ing
ground.
praying
I
bill.
be discontinued and relui.ι out, will meet 81 westerly
Petitions for dissolution are coming in from
therefore suggested, in order to secure any portion of
A resolution was offered directing arrangeend of brick building on Kennebec street, on SaturKurop«au .Tlarkcti.
all parts of the country.
this extremely desirable loan.
ments to be made to transport the bodies of W.
day, the seventh day of December next, at three
Los don, Dec. 6—11.00 A. M.—Consols opened at
The Assembly committee charged with the
o'clock P. M. to here all parties interested, and then
W. Dantz, an employee of the House, his wife
For further particulars, statement of earnings,
911 @ 91* for money and account.
consideration of the electoral law has decided
dc
term in and adjudge whether public convenience
and child, back to Princeton, Wis., and have
American securities—U. S. 5-20's 1865, old,
maps of the line, &c., apply to
to recommend that franchise be
91};
requires that that part of Kennebec street, from a
given to all do 1867, 94J; 10-40s, 8SJ; new 5s,89;
them interred at the expense of the House.
Erie Railways
males over 25 years of age who have lived one
35 feet west of the west side line of Cedar street
point
to Preble street be discontinued, and to relay out the
They were killed at the accident of the Penn- year in the district in which they vote, and the at 41*.
Messrs. Swan &
Dec. 6—5.00 P. M.—Consols and American
London,
same
on
the ground over which it wns formerly dissylvania railroad last night.
duty of Noting lie made compulsory
securities closed unchanged. Erie Railway 42.
continue I and is now in use, from said point "of beMr. Dawes of Massachusetts, resumed his
—AND—
Another ef the iHisnoiiri's Passenger*.
to
Liverpool.
Dec.
and
Ρ
stated
6—5.00
that by the passage of this
ginning
Deertng'a Bridge;
M.—Cotton closed
remarks,
Also, at the same place and time, hear all parties
bill the saving which would he effected over the
Havana, Dec. 5.—Richard Smith, another unchanged.
interested and tlmi deli ιmim· and adjudge whether
M.
plan provided by the law of June last would be survivor of the burned steamer Missouri has
public convenience requires tliat that part of Somerarrived at Nassau. Smith was the man who
$1.700,000. aud over the existing svstem of
set street as laid out from Preble street westerly be
POKTIAKD.
abandoned Conway's boat and swam to the
000,000.
discontinued and to relav out ice same in a direct
M r. Myers of Pennsylvania, called attention
line with that part of he sail street lying east of
capsized boat for the purpose of righting her.
--OR
Preble street to an intersection with Kennebec street,
to the fact that this bill would turn out of ofConway cut the painter connecting the two
W.
Δ
all
in accordance with a plan of the Citv Civil En&
and
drifted
SHATTUCK
out
of
of
Co..
each
Banker?
fice all the assessors, men who had the most
boats,
they
sight
P.ENJ KINGSBURY, Jr.,
gineer.
other. Smith and Alfred Steward drifted with
Ο NE HIKUKED DOLLAK8, will be
administrative experience in connection with
GENERAL AGENTS,
MARQUIS F. KING.
the boat bottom upward for three days at tho
internal revenue and retain all the collectors.
CHARLES
for
the
detection
ot
paid
the
MCCARTHY, Jb.,
miserable
no27—d&w3m
scoundrel
who
23
Nassau
St..
New-York
He thought the government should be authormercy of the waves. On the fourth day they
SAM'L S. RICH,
ized to select from both classes of officials, aud
managed to right the boat, and making a sail wrote to a New York Clothing House, detrimental to
HENRY C. Ν KWHALL,
Commissioners' TVotiee
from life-preservers proceeded, and landed
JOHN F. RANDALL,
therefore gave notice of an amendment which
my character and credit.
undersigned commissioners appointed by the
on the most western key of Abaco.
Committee on Laying Ont New Street·.
On the
he would offer, legislating eut of office all the
of Probate for Cumberland County to
Judge
nov28
dtd
after
seventh day
landing Steward died from
assessors and collectors, and providiug for the
meet and examine the claim of the creditors against
J.
the estate of Veranns C. Hanson, late of
subsequent appointment of men as collectors. fever produced by exhaustion. Smith caught a
Portland,
deceased, represented insolvent, give notice that sis
This, he said, would give tbo department the little rain water on the ninth day, anil that
89 MIDDLE ST.
months from the seventh day of May,A.D. 1872,are alwith prickly pears aud soft-shell crabs, suschance to select its best officials.
lowed for said creditors to be present aud prove their
till
him
the
tained
seventeenth
Mr. Wood of New York, called attention to
day, when he
claims, and that said commissioners will be in session Portland
6's
off
the
island
was
taken
and
to
Nasthe fact tlmt the proposed
brought
for the
for the
appropriation
purpose of receiving said claims and proof at Bangor
He goes to New York on the steamer Cosau.
------ 6's
internal revenue bureau of 5?3,i>00,000was5s900.the office or A. A. Strout in Portland,County of Cumlumbus.
000 more than that for the present year, and
berland and .State of Maine, on the third
Saturday of Bath
6's
AUirrit'Ulin VIHIl IDC K"OpC.
asked where was the reforms.
June, August, and October, and the soventh day of
Regardless of the reports of Bradstreet Russell, or
November
A.
D.
at
of
ten
the
clock
8'e
Nov.
G.—Λ
in the fore.Mr. Beck of Kentucky, explained that the
Dayton Ohio
of
1872,
Americans
Rome,
deputation
noou.
any other reports, I will say that I tan pay two dolhad an audience with the Pope yesterday, and
increase iu the estimate for the bureau was be....
CoIuiiiIhis "
N's
JAMES
G.
TUKEV.
cause of the pay of storekeepers and
presented an address expressing the devotion of lars lor every one I owe ; so pass in your bills and get
gaugers,
FRANKLIN SAWYER.
Cook County
î's
American catholics to the Holy See. The Pope
formerly paid by tbe distillers.
it
May 23, 1872.
Commissioners.
your script, as 1 ask no iavors.
a feeling response, and concluded
.....
■i*Aι
made
Cincinnati
vjrarucm
υι vyiiit), saiu.
?"s
LUaG It ine
Dill
by givpassed he would move to cut down the appro- ing his blessing to tin· Catholics of America.
Leeds Λ Farntinglois H It. 6's
J. BURLEIGH.
priation for the internal revenue department.
Women to be Trieil for Treason—A ProbPortland & ltocliester IS. 1*.
J's
Mr. Duke of Virginia, gave notice of an
able Tumiuany Thief.
amendment to abolish the whole internal reveMaine Centras IS. IS.—old
7's
Goesta
The
a
decree
publishes
nue system.
summoning
We are much obliged to some of onr
Central ISailroad ol'leiva, Gold î's
dirty neighMr. Garfield of Ohio, suggested to Mr. Duke : Plutarco Gonzales, Nestor Ponce, the widow of
City and County Bonds registered un
I Morales Lemus, and the wives of Generals Jor- bors for their reports.
to abolish all the taxes and
Chicago, Danville & Viiicenncs
(1er the laws passed at last session of the Le£isdefray the expenses : dan, Aldama, Mora, Me3tre and Fesser to
of the country out of the treasury.
prelatuer. Serai-annual Interest Coupons and Principal
B. K.Oold
fn
J.
sent
at
themselves
the
BURLEIGH.
barracks
in
this
artillery
Mr. Kerr of Indiana, supported ths bill and
provided for by State taxation, and paid by the
and
defend
themselves
from
State
in
of
Treasurer
York.
New
There
is
no
city
charges
Northern
expense
favored the continuance of the internal revePacilic K. B., Gold Î-ÏO'»
for
treason preferred against them before a courtcollecting and 110 tax deduction. Present indebtnue system because it was the
cheapest system
edness is small and therefore easily paid and must reΓΟΚ BALI·: BY
martial assembled there.
of taxation, and because it was all revenue.
main so under I be registration laws of the Stato.
About
six
weeks
Thomas
C.
Mr. Dawes moved the previous
Fleming,
ago,
Bonds recommended tor safety as well as profitablequestion un- accompanied by his wife,
provided with an
der the operation of which the amendments
Π. 1VI.
ness, bearing ten per cent interest, and selling at
American passport, arrived from New Orleans.
rates that give prospect of a profitable advance in
were agreed to fixing the time for the bill to
go
The
week
Mrs.
left for New
following
Fleming
into operation on the 1st of
prices. This is a good opportunity to convert Govaud
re1873,
July,
and
ernment Bonds into those more remunerative.
Orquiring collectors to give additional bonds for York,issued Monday, Fleming having his pass- THIRTY-FIVE THOUSAND DOL- ders
and inquiries promptly attended to.
for Havre, left by the steamer Van·
port
their new duties, and the bill was
passed.
dalia
bound
for
ciiAitiiKK n. hawkk:*,
PORTLAND.
Fleming's actions
On motion of Mr. Haldeman of
LARS WORTH OF
Pennsylva- are considered Hamburg.
mch22dtf
£8 Kxchangr St., Porilneid.
nott
dtf is
suspicious. New Yorkers in
nia, the select committee on the Centennial Havana
that
is
Thos.
C.
Fields
say
Fleming
Celebration were instructed to inquire into the
the Tammany politician.
and
of
feasibility
propriety
taking the ceusus
of the United States on the first of
January,
71I\OU TELEGRAMS.
AND
1S75, in one day, on the Defacto principle aud
Imported by
Mr. Greeley's daughters will not accept a subAT WHOLESALE.
with prior schedules.
S
in
their
scription
behalf.
to
proposed
Adjourned Monday.
We
have just received direct ft-οτη the Importers and
The Middletown bank defaulters are in jail
Manufacturers, our stock of
not being able to procure bail.
RIDKOUT
Solo
for
Portland.
The
SISTERS,
agents
Louisiana Trouble.
The Apollo Hall Democracy has re-organized
Oflice at 301J Congress Street.
CHRISTMAS
WOODS,
and voted to work with the Committee of SevCALL Α.ΊΝΓΙ3 TRY A. PACKAGE
(which is larger than ever,) and have taken rooms
enty.
Warmoutli'e Course Denoniieort—Federal
over our store for WHOLESALE TltA.DE
The President declines to interfeie in the AlateplO-T Τ ^ S 3ra
exclusively, which we offer at New York prices.
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CHICAGO
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Danville & Yinceniies
Company.

LOBENSTEIN,
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Deering Block, Congress Street,
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7 PER CENT.
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PORTLAND?
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Barrett, Bankers,

Faysen, Esq,
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$35,000.
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|

Interference.

Kew

Yohk,

Dec. 6.—Λ Times New Orleans
despatch stales atliat Judge Durell, who will
irobably deliver decision in the case of Kelogg vs.VVarinoutb, to-day, has received several
letters threatening his life, and that he will be
assassinated if he decide* in favor of the Governor elect.
The better class of citizens condemn the course of Warmouth,
believing that
it will precipitate a conflict with the federal
authorities.
New Okleaxs, Dec. 6.—About
halt-past two
o'clock this morning two companies of the 1st
Artillery of United States troops, under the direction of a Deputy United Stages .Marshal,
took possession of the State House. A
part of
the troops were quartered in the Senate Chamber, aud part in the chamber of the House of
Representatives, while the officers and Marshal
took up their quarters in the Governor's room.
The doors were closed and guarded, and egress
and ingress were deuied to all
except officers of
the State.
The seizure of the State House by the United
States authorities was made under an order of
the United States Circuit Court.
The order of decree of Judge Durell, in the
case of Kellogg vs. Warmoth, enjoins Warmoth

against canvassing, considering

or
votes

pretending

for auy of the
cast at the
last election or any returns thereof, except in
the presence of John Lynch, Jacob
Hawkins,
J. 1. Longstreet, and (Jeo. C.
Iîovee, members
of the returning board for said
election, aud
prohibits him from submitting auy returns of
Hatch and Dunonte, or
any other persons except Lynch and associates. It also prohibits
him from suppressing or altering r> turns in any

to canvass

llama troubles.
An effort will be made to have
Congress donate lands to political exiles from Alsace and
Lorraine.

Cheaper than

Λ Columbia, South
Carolina, special reports
three white and two colored contestants for the
position of United States Senator. It now looks
as if the contest
would narrow down between
ex-Governor Scott and Congressman Elliot,

colored.
The Aspinwall and Jamaica cable has not
been working since the 3th of November.

At Lima, Peru, the Catholic church authorities have demanded of the
government the suppression of a newspaner because it attacked the
dogma of the Romish church, but the Minister
responded that there was 110 authority under
tho Constitution to do so.
Judge Johnson, senior Justice of the New
York Supreme Court, died in Corning, Ν. Y.,

Thursday.

The steam cooperage of Charles H. Walters
on Pendleton
street, Cincinnati, was

& Co.,

destroyed by fire Thursday night. Loss#12,000;

insurance S8000.

Henry Arinington, a hardware dealer of
Providence, was killed Friday afternoon on the

Worcester railroad, near Pawtucket.
Tweed's case has been adjourned until a week
from Monday.
Iiarney Woods was hung in Washington,Friday, for the murder of S. W. Cheeseman, of
Hallowell.

any other

party in
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Twenty to Thirty Dollars per Jlonth,
more than enough to pay their instalment on machine.
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are not burned,
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and we are prepared tu_fill all orders
promptness.
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and
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KEW MTYI.KS IN

j

LIUBT'S Γ1· ΚΛΙΤΙΚΕ STOKE,
Corner of Federal and Market Sts.,

with

J. W. CHADWICK & CO., AsrenU

ft Y AN Λ KELSKY.
ICI Commercial Street,

Improved Patent Weather Strip

Temple Place.
BOSTON.

OL'Kl STOBK a*;o factory

Ships, Railroad Care. Bridgea,
and
other building purposes, furniihedFactories,
by the carKO
at short notice.

ISverry

address

Λ. II. WHIT3£ &

We hereby give notice tliiit

Baltimore, Md.

Machine* Meat into the Conntry.
Wanted
Town.

BOSTON.

SOUTHERN PISE LUMBER !

eign.

Oliver Street,

15 V

WIff. Ε. HOOPER Λ
Send

St.
w47

22, 24 & 26

NETTING,

Γ FACTTIt ES

Exchange

Boston Lead Company,

FISHERMEN.
ΜΑ Ν

Day, Jr.. «k Co.,

nev21deodwtdec2S

lei COMMERCIAL DTRKIjl.
d«2
lw

TWINES AND

ALL KIND8 OF

Tl 1C HI** sold on Nmall
.'Monthly Canh KiiMtnlmriain, or work furnished
alter the tirst, payment of TEN DOLLARS which we
require in cash, the balance to bo paid for in work,
which we furnish at good prices. This is an extra
chance to get a good Sewing Machine on easy payment. We will pay cash for all work doue over ten
dollars per month. Ladies on our work can easily
earn from

91

t..

ItYAX Λ MELSEV,

ftE WlftC·

Good .Agents

Clias.

tre

Apply

89 MIDDLE STREET.

Sewing Machines

a

FIÏEIGHT is wanted for η new CenBoard Schooner et 130 ton* for PoovH■""ν'νΛeacola or ρ oie other port in the Uulf.

;t

Secretary of the Treasury has declined to
.allow the British steamer in the employ of the
Pacific Steamship
Company to transport freight
from Aspinwall to New York on
equal terms
with American vessels.

FANCY (MODS AND TOYS

Goods !

Maine.

The

Tea !

Street,

The Woman's Tea Co.

GENTLEMEN'S

Furnishing

.Ylnndarin

Kx€lisesfis,rr

BIRDS, FLOWERS
—

AMD

—

rtlATHERS
decï
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LAWS
OF

THE

UNITED STATES
PASSED AT

THE

SECOND SESSION OF TIIK FORTY-SECOND
CONGRESS.

[Ghnebal

Nat u be—No.

91.]

AN ACT m akin; appropriations for the current and
contingent expenses ot the lu Uan department, and
for fuliilUng treaty stipulations with various Indian tribes, for the year ending June thirty, eightand seventy-three, and for other
een hundred
purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate eind House qf Rej)retentative* of the United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following sinus bo, and
tlicy are hereby, appropriated, out of any monoy in
the treas >ry 11Λ otherwise appropriated, for the purpose of paying the current and contingent expenses
of the lu iian department, au I fultihing treaty
stipulations with the various Indian tiibes:
For pay of eight superintendents of Indian
affairs,
namely: Two superintendents for the tribes east of
tUe Rocky mountain·; one for
Oregon; one for the
Territory of Washington: one for tne Territory of
New Mexico; one for California; one for the
Territory of Arizona; and one fir the territory ol Montana,
niuetuen thous m i one hundred dollars.
F»r pay ol eixcy-eight agents of Indian
affair», viz:
Five for the tiibes iu Oregon, viz: Warm Spring*,
Klamath, Grand ltoude, SileU, and Umatilla ageu-

cies;

l'aree fir the tribes in
Washington Territory, viz:
Xeali Bay, Yakama, and S. Kokomish agencies;
Tnree ior the tribes in California, viz: Ho »pa Valley, Round Valley, and Tuie River agencies;
i'w.) for the trioes in Nevada, viz: Pi-Utc and
Walker River, an I Pyramid Lake agencies:
Tw » f >r he tiibes in Idaho, viz: Nez Perce and
Fort Hall ag nciee;
Fou. for ·ν° trioes in Montana, viz : Flat Heads.
Bu rueet, Crow, and Milk River agencies:
Niue fjv the tribes in Dakota, viz: Whetstone.
Y an it con, P*nca, Upper Missouri, Grand River,
Chev une lîiver, Fort Berthold, Sisseton, and Devil's
Lake agencies ;
Two ibr tue tribes in Wyoming, viz: Red
Cloud,
S'a >s;ioue, and Binuock agencies;
One for the tribus iu Utah, viz: Uintah V
alley
ageu y,

Six for th· tribes in New Mexico, viz:
Albiquin,
Navajo, Ciminaron, Me&ealero, Apache, Southern
Apaclte, and PuebJo agencies;
Two tor the tribes iu Colorado, viz: Lo· Vinos and
White River agencies;
Six f;r the tribe· in Nebraska, viz: Great Nemaha,
Ouialia, Wiuneoago, Pawnee, Otoe, and Santee agen-

cies ;
Tnree for the tribes in Kansas, viz ;
Pottawatomie,
Haw or Kansas, and Kicka[H>o
agencies;
Ten ior the tribes in the Indian Territory, viz: Sac
and Fox. Quapaw, Neosho, Ki jwa and Coiuanche,

Upper Arkansas, Wichita, Cherokee, Creek, Choctaw m I

Chickasaw, and Seminole agencies;
Ο η λ f>r the triues iu Jlinuosota, viz:
Chippewa
ageucy;
•r* the tribes in
Iowa, viz ; Sac and Fox of
Iowa agency;
ι'rfjwitHC tribes iu Wisconsin, viz: Green Bay
an i Li Poate agencies;
Ο
for the tribes in Michigan, viz: Mackinac
agency ;
Oa; for the New York Indians, viz: New York
agency ;
Four for the tribes in Arizona, viz : I'apago, Colorado River, Pima and Maricopa, and Moguls Pueblo
agencies, one hundred and two thousand dollars:
Provided, That it a ha 11 be the duty of the President
to dispense with the services of such Indian agents
and superintendents herein meutioned as may be
praciicaole; and where it is prac icable he shall require the same person to perform the duties of two
agencies or superiutendencies for one salary.
For pay of special agent for the Goship Western
an I Ν >rthwestern bands oi Shoshones, in Western
Utah an I Eastern Nevada, ono thousand live hundred dol.ars.
For cureo sub-agents, ono for the tribes iu Oregon,
viz: A le se a sub-agency; and two for the tribes in

Washington Territory,

viz: Tulallp and Quiuaielt
sub-agencies, three thousand dollars.
For pay of clerk to superintendent for California,
one thousand eight hundred dollars.
For temporary clerks to superintendents, six thousand six hundred dollars.
For pay of ninety interpreter·, as follows: Twentyone tor the tribes in Oregon and the Territories of
Wasoiugtou, Utah, an 1 new Mexico, at five hundièd
dollars each ; thirl y-six for the tribes elsewhere, at
four hundred dollars each ; seventeen extra for the
tribes elsewhere, at four hundred dollars each; three
for the the Indian service in Utah, at live hundred
dollars each; one for the Shoshoues and one for the
Utahs, at one thousand dollars cach; one for the
Sisseton an i Wahpeton bauds ot Sioux, four hundred
dollars; one for the Saes and Foxes of the Mississippi,
now in Tama county, Iowa, four hundred
dollars;
niue for the Indian service in the Territories of Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Wyoming, and the State of
Nevada, at live hundred dollars each; in all, forty

thousand live hundred dollars.
For buildings at agencies, and repairs of same, teu
housaud dollars.
For v.iccine matter and vaccination of Indians, five
th msand d diary.
For presents to and provisions for Indians, ten

UmiielTl 1

l/t 11

ira

For actual expenses incurred, and that
may hereafter be incurred, by officers of the Indian
department, in tue rescue of pris mers from Indian tribes
un I returning them to their h
unes, an l for expenses
incident to tne arrest and continûment within t îe
territory of the United States, by order of eucb officers, of p*re »ns charged with crimes agaiust Indians,

five thousand dollars.
For contingencies, including
travelling, incidental,
carrent, and contingent expenses of superintendents
and agents, and of tneir
offices, lifty thousand dollars.

APACHES, Κ10WAS, AND COMANCHES.
fifth of tliirty instalments, as provided to be
expended under the tenth article treaty of October
twenty-first, eighteen hundred and sixty-seven, concluded at Medicine Lodgo Creek, in Kansas, with the
Kiowas ani Comanches, aud under the third article
treaty of earn3 date with the Apaches, thirty thousand dollars.
For

For purchase of clothing, as provided in same
treaties, twen y-six thousand dollars.
For pay of carpenter, farmer,
blacksmith, milter,
and engineer, five thousand two hundred dollars.
For
of physician and teacher, two thousand
pay
five liun Ired dollars.
For transportation of goods, five thousand dollars.

ArACHES.
For this amount, to subsist and properly.care for
the Ajuchc in lians in Arizona and New Mexico whe

have been or may bo colloeiel «m reservations in New
Mexico and Arizona, two hundred and fifty thousand
dollars: I'rooidtd, That this appropriation eliall be
exooud;}d only iu oehalf of those Indians who go and
re 'njiii upou said reservations and refrain from hos-

tilities.

ARAPAHOES, CHEYENNES, APACHES, KIOWaS, COMANCIIES, AND WICH1TAS.
For subsistence of the Arapahoes, cfiey ennos,
Apiohe, Kiow.is, and Cominciie Indians, and Wichita Indians, (in I transportation of the same,) who
have heou collected ut>on the reservations
for iheir use and occupation, two hundred

dollars.

sec apart
thousand

ARICKAREES, GROS VENTRES, AND MANDANS.
this amount, to be expended in such goods,
and other articles, as the President may
from time ίυ tiiuo determuxe, including transportation thereof, in
instructing in agricultural and mechanical pursuits, in providing employees, educating
children, procuring medicine and medical attendance, eare for au l supp rt ot the aged, sick, and infirm, f or the helpless orpiiaus of said In liaus, and in
For

provisions,

any other respect to promote Jieir
fort anl improvement, seventy-five

civilization,

com-

thousaud dollars.

ASSINABOINES.
this amount, to be expended iu such foods,
aud other articles, as the President may
run time to time determine, including transportait m thereof, in iustructiug in agricultural and mechanical pursuits, in providing employees, educating
children, procuring medicine aud medical attendance, eare for and support of the aged, sick, and hill, m, for the helpless orphans of said Indians, ;*nd m
any other reaped, to promote thier comfort, civilization, and improvement, thirty thousand dollars.
For

Îirovisioua,

BLACKFEET, BLOODS,

AND

PIEGANS.

For this

amouut, to be expended in such good·,
provisions, ana other articles, as the President may
from time to cime determine, including transportation thereof, in instructing in agricultural and mechanical pursui s, in providing employees, educating
children, procuring medicine and medical attendance, care for and support of the aged, sick, au I infirm, for the helpless orphans of said Indiaus, and in
every other respect to promote their civilization,
comfort and improvement, fitly thousand dollars.

CALAPOOIAS, MOLALLAS,

AND

CLACKAMAS
OF WILLAMETTE VALLEY.

third of five instalments of the fourth series of
annuity, for beneficial objects, five thousand five
hundred dollars.
For

CHEYENNES AND ARAPAHOES.
For fifth of thirty instalments provided to be expen I xl under tenth article treaty of October twenty-

eighih, eighteen hundred and sixty-seven, twenty

Ihjusand dollars.
For purchase of clothing, as per same article, fourteen thousand five hundred dollars.
For pay 1' physician aud teacher, as per thirteenth
articiesatne treaty, two thousand five hundred dollars.
For pay of carpenter, farmer, blacksmith, miller,
and engineer, as per saine article, five thousand two
hundred dollars.
For tr insportatiou of goods for the Cheyennes and
Arapahoes, seven thousand five hundred dollars.

CHICK ASAWS.
For pormanent
dollars.

annuity

in

goods, three thousand

BOISE FORT BaND OF CHIPPEWAS.
For seventh of twenty instalments, for the support
of one blacksmith and assistant, and for tools, iron
an 1 s eel, and other articles nccessary for the blacksmith shop, as per third article treaty of April
seventh, eighteen hundred and sixty-six, one thous-

and live liunlred dollars.
For seventh of twenty instalments, for the supiK>rt
of one school teacher, and for the necessary books
au 1 stationery, as per third article treaty of April

seventh, eighteen liundrod sixty six, eight hundred

dollars.
For seventh of twenty instalments, for the instruction of Indians in farming, and purchase of seeds,
tools, an 1 so forth, as per third article treaty of April
sevouch, eighteen hundred an 1 sixty-six, eight hui<urc-i uuuitrit.

For

seven h
money, to oe

cf ege, with a iutt of gof«l lufcstantial woolen clothseventh article treaty of April seventh, eighteen hun·
dred an 1 slxty-aix. one thousand two hundred dol- i lug, consisting of coat, hat, pantaloons. flannel shirt, I
l'U'S.
! and woolen Bucks, as per ninth article treaty of May j
For transportation and necessary coet of delivery of
seventh, eighteen hundred and sixty-eight, eight
annuity and provisions for Cbippewas of Lake Supe- I thousand four hundred dollars.
three
tnousand
dollars,
For fourth of thirty instalments, to supply each ferior,
male seveu hundred in number, over twelve years ot
CHIPPEWAS OF THE MISSISSIPPI.
aze with a fianuel shirt, or the goods necessary to
mi te the same, a pair of woolen hose, twelve yards
For sixth of ten instalments of the second series, in
of calico, and twelve yards of cottou domestic, as per
money, per fourth article treaty of October fourth
article, eight thousand four hundred dollars
same
hundred
and
and
forty-two,
eighteen
eighth article
Korf urth of thirty instalments to supply three
treaty of September thirtieth, eighteen hundred and
and fifty l»o>s and three huudred and ilfty
hundred
third
article
and
iii'ty-four,
treaty of Mty seventh,
the açes uamed, such flauncl and cotton
eighteen hun Ired and sixty-four, four thousand one girls, under
as may bo needed to make each a suit as atoregauls
h η no red and sixty-six dollars and
e nts.
sixty-seven
s
id, together wiiliapairof woolen hose for each,
For sixth of teu instalments of the second series,
per same article, live thousand nine huudred and
for the pay oi two carpenters, per fourth article
twenty-three dollars.
treaty of October fourth, eighteen hundred and foriyFor fourth of ten instalments, to be used by the
t wo, and eighth article treaty of
September thirtieth,
of the Interior in the purchase of su^h areighteen hundred and fifiy-four, and third article Secretary
ticles as, from lime to time, the condition and necesand
of
sixtytreaty
May seventh, eighteen hundred
sities may iudicate to be proper, the sum of ten dolfour, four hundred dollars.
lars for each Indian roaming, as per same
For sixth oi ten instalments of the second series, in
article, a
sum not exceeding five thousand dollars.
goods, per fourth article treaty of October fourth,
For pay of a physician, one thousand four hundred
article
and
oi^hth
eighteen liuudred and forty-two,
dollars.
treaty of September thirtieth, eighteen hundred and
For third of twenty instalments, for pay of teacher,
of May seventh,
liiVy-fjur. and third article treaty
and furnishing necessary books and stationery, under
eizht hu hundred and sixty-four, three thousand five
seventh article same treaty, three thousand'dollars.
hundred dollars.
For pay of second blacksmith, and iron and steel,
η instalments of the second series,
h ιΊ'
For
as ner same article oi the same
treaty, two thousand
f ,r support oi schools, per fourth article treaty of
dollars.
Octolter fourth, eighteen hundred and forty-two, and
For
third
of
ten
of
September thirtieth, eighteen
instalments, to be used by thg
oi fiith article treaiy
Secretary of the Interior in the purchase of such artiImudre I ami fifty-four, and third article treaty of
cles
as
iroin
time
to
hundred
time the condition and necessiand
six
sixty-four,
May seventh, eighteen
ties of the Indians may indicate to be
huiidre i and sixty-six dollars and sixty-seven cents.
proper, the
sum of twenty dollars for cach Indian
For sixth of ten instalments of second series, for
engaged in
the purchase of provisions and tobacco, per fourth
agriculture, as per ninth article of the same treaty, a
sum not exceeding tweuty thousand dollars.
article tieaty or October fourth, eighteen hundred
For third of four instalments, to furnish said Inand forty-two, and eighth article treaty of September
dians with flour and meat, as per ninth article oi the
thirtieth, eighteen hundred and iifty-four, and third
article treaty oi May seventh, eighteen hundred and
treaty of May seventh, eighteen hundred and sixtysixt v-f »ur. six hundred aud sixty-seven dollars and
eight, one huudred and thirty-one thousand four
hundred dollars.
sixty-seven cents.
For last of three instalments, to be expended in
F .r six·.η ai ien instalments of the second series,
for the support of ko smith's shops, including the
presents to the ten persons of said tribe who, in tha
of
two
and
smiths
and
Iron
assistants,
judgment of the agent, may grow the most valuable
pay
furnishing
an I steel, per fourth article treaty of October fourth,
crops, as per twelfth article of the same treaty, live
an
1
hundred
two.
and
eighteen
forty
eighth article hundred dollars.
For pay of carpenter, miller, engineer, farmer, and
treaty of September thirtieth, eighteen hundred and
fifty-four, and third article treaty of May seventh, blacksmith, as per fifteenth article of the same
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, six hundred and I treaty, five thousand two hundred dollars.
I For transportation of goods, seven thousand dolsixty-seven dollars and sixty-seven cents.
For sixth of ten iusialmeuts of the second series, i lars.
DELA WAKES.
of
two
ior pay
firiners, per third article treaty ot
May seventh, eighteen hundred and sixty four, three
For life anuuity to chief, per private article to suphundred and thirty-three dollars aud thirty-three
ί plemental t reaty, of September twenty-fourth, eightcents.
I een hundred and twenty-nine, to treaty of October
For eighteenth of twenty instalments of annuity, in
third, eighteen hundred and eighteen, one hundred
mouev, per third article treaty of February twentydollars.
and
hundred
thoufifty-five, twenty
second, eighteen
I
For interest on forty-six thousand and eighty dolsand dollars.
lars at five i>er centum, being the value of thirty-six
F.n iasc of twenty-six instalments, to bo paid the
sections of laud sot apart bv treaty of eighteen bunChippewas of Mississippi, per third article treaiy of dled and twenty-nine for
education, per Senate rcsoAugur; sec »nd, eighteen hundred aud forty-seven,
lution of Jure thirteenth, oightecn hundred and thirone thousaud dollars.
ty-nine, and fifth article treaty of May sixth, eighte'u iiHuoi teu instalments, for the support of a
een hundred and fii't>-six, two thousand three huuschool or schools upon .-aid reservation, in accordance
dred and four dollars.
wiih third article treaty of March nineteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-seven, four ihousaud dollars.
D'WAMISH AND OTHER ALLIED TRIBES IN
For tilth of ten instalments, to be expeuded in proWASHINGTON TERRITORY.
lu »t ni g the progress of the people in agriculture, and
For thirteen instalments on one huudred and
assisting them to become self sustaining, in accord- !
fifty
ance wuh third article treaty of March nineteenth,
thousand dollars, under the direction of the Presieig'iteen hundred and sixty-seven, six thousand doldent, pur sixth art icle treaty of January twenty-seclars.
ond, eighteen huudred and fifty-five, six thousand
For fifth of ten instalments, for the. support of a
dollar*.
physician, in accordance with third article treaty of
For thirteenth of twenty instalments, for the esMarch nineteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-sevtablishment and support of an agricultural and inen, one thousand two hundred dollars.
dustrial school, and to provido said school with a
For fifth of ten installments, for the purchase of
suitable instructor or instructors, per fourteenth arnecessary medicines, in accordance with third article I tide
i
treaty of January twenty-second, eighteen huntreaty of March nineteenth, eighteen liuudred and
dred and fifty five, three thousand dollars.
three
hundred
dollars.
sixty-seven,
For thirteenth of twenty instalments, for the
supFor transportation, an l nocessary cost of delivery
port of a smith and c.arpeuter shop, and furnishing it
ot annuities and provisions for the Chippewas of
wi.h necessary tools, five hundred dollars.
Mississippi, in accordance with sixth article treaty of
For thirteenth of twenty iustalments, for the emMarch nineteenth, eighteen liuudred and sixty-seven,
ployment of a blacksmith, carpenter, farmer, and
threj thousand dollars.
phytdcian, who shall furnish medicines for the «ick,
per fourteenth article treaty of January twenty-secCHIPPEWAS OF THE MISSISSIPPI, PILLAGER,
ond, eighteen h undied and fifty-live, four thousand
AND LA ICE WIN NEB AGOSHISH BANDS OF
six hundred dollars.
CHIPPEWA INDIANS.
FLATHEADS AND OTHER CONFEDERATED
For ninth of ten instalments, to furnish said InTRIBES.
dians with ten yoke oi good work-oxeu, twenty
logchains, two liuudred grubbiug-hoos, ten plows, teu
For fourth of five instalments on one hundred and
grindstones, one hundred axes, (handled,) twenty
twenty thousand dollars, being the third series, for
beneficial objects, at the discretion of the
spades, un i other farming implements, per fifth arPresident,
ticle treaty of May seventh, eighteeu hundred and
per fourth article treaty of July sixteenth, eighteen
hundred and fifty-five, four thousand dollari.
sixty-four, one thousand five hundred dollars.
For the pay of two carpenters, one thousand eight
For thirteenth of tweuty instalments, for the suphundred dollars, an l two blacksmiths, one thousand
port of an agricultural and industrial school, keeping
in repair the buildings, and providing suitable furnieight hundred dollais; four farm laborers, two tliousan 1 four hundred dollars; ono physician, one thousture, books, and stationery, per fifth article treaty of
and two hundred dollars; and medicine for tho sick,
July sixteenth, eighteen huudred and fifty-fire, three
five hundred dollars, per fiith article treaty of May
hundred dollars.
seventh, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, seven
For thirteenth of twenty instalments, fer
providing
thousand seven hundred dollars.
suitable instructors therefor, per fifth article
treaty
For this amount, to be applied toward the support
of July sixteenth, eighteen huudred and
titty-five,
of a saw-mill, to be built for the common use of the
one thousand eight hundred dollars.
Chippewas ot the Mississippi aud the Bed Lake and.
For thirteenth of twenty instalments, for
keeping
Pern bin
bands of Chippewas, as per sixth article
in repair blacksmiths', tin and gun
smiths', carpentreaty of May seventh, eighteen hundred and bixtyters', and wagon and plow makers' shops, and profour, one thousand dollais.
tools
viding necessary
therefor, per fifth article treaFor pay of services and travelling expenses of a
ty of July sixteenth, cighteeu hundred and fifty-five,
board of visitors, to consist of not more than three
five huudred dollars.
persons, to attend the annuity payments to the InFor thirteenth of twenty instalments, for the emdians, and to inspect the fields, buildings, millg, aud
of two farmers, two millers, one blackployment
o'.her improvements as stipulated in the seventh arsmith, oue tinner, one gunsmith, one carpenter, and
ticle treaty of May seventh, eighteen hundred and
one wagon and plow maker, jier fifth article
treaty of
sixty-four, not exceeding auy one year more than July sixteenth, eighteen hundred and fifty-ffve,seven
twenty days' service, at live dollars per day, or more
thousand four hundred dollars.
than three hundred miles' travel, at ten cents per
For thirteenth of twenty instalments, for
keeping
mile, four hundred and eighty dollars.
in repair saw and flouring mills, and for
furnishing
For pay of feinaie teachers employed on the reserthe neccssary tools and fixtures
therelor, per fifth
vation to instruct Indian girls in dothestic economy,
article troatvof Jitlv κΐτί·«»ί»τιΜ> «lerhtoo,,
one thousaud dollars.
and fifty-five, five hundred dollars.
For tliirteeuth of twenty
instalments, for keeping
CHIPPEWAS, PILLAGER, AND LAKE WINNE- in repair,the hospical,
and providing the necessary
BAGOSHISH BANDS.
medicines nnd furniture therefor, per fifth article
treaty of July sixieeuth, eighteen huudred aud fiftyFor eighteenth of thirty instalments of annuity, in
live, three hundred dollars.
money, per third article treaty of February twentyFor thirteenth ο Γ
instalments, for pay of a
second, eighteen hundred and fifty-live, ten thousand physician, per fifth twenty
article treaty of July sixteenth,
six hundred and sixty six dollars and sixty six cents.
hundred and fifty-five, one thousand four
eighteen
For eighteenth of tlrrty instalments of annuity, in
hundred dollars.
goods, per third article treaty of February twentyFor thirteenth of twenty instalments, for
keeping
second, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, eight thousin repair the buildings required for the various emand dollars.
and furnishing the necessary furniture
ployees,
For eighteenth of thirty instalments, for purposes
therefor, per fifth arficlc treaty of July sixteenth,
of utility, per third article treaty of February twenhundred and fifcy-ttve, three hundred doltv-second, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, four eighteen
lars.
thousand dollars.
For thirteenth ot twenty instalments, for the
pay
For eighteenth of twenty instalments, for purposes
of each of the head chiefs of the
Flatheads, Kootenav,
of education, per third article treaty of
February and
Pend d'Oreilles tribes, per fifth article
twenty-second, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, three treatyUpper
of July sixteenth, eighteen hundred and
fiftythousand dodars.
five, one thousand five hundred dollars.
Foi transportation of annuity goods and provisions
CHIPPEWAS OF RED LAKE AND PEMBINA
to paid Indians, per fifth article treaty of
TRIBE OF CHIPPEWAS.
July sixteenth, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, two thousand dollars,
For this amount, as annuity, to be paid per capita
to the Red Lake Baud of Chippewas, during the
GROS VENTRES.
pleasure of the President, per third article treaty of
For this amount, to be expended ia such
October second, eighteen hundred and sixty-three,
goods,
and second article supplementary treaty of April
provisions, and other articles, as the President may
from time to lime determine, including transportatwelfth, eighteen hunured and sixty-four, ten thoustion thereof, in in truding in agricultural and meand dollars.
purauita. in nrovfling employees, educating
For this amount, to the Pembina band of Chippechildren, procuring medicine and meUical attendwas, dnr'ng the pleasure of the President, per same
care
for and support of the aged, sick, and inance,
five
thousand
dollars.
treaty,
firm, for the helpless orphans of said Indians, aud in
For ninth of fifteen instalments, for the purpose of
other
to promote their civilization, comany
respect
the
Red Lake band of Chippewas with gilsupplying
ling twine, cotton matter, calico, liusey, blankets, fort, and improvement, thirty-five thousand dollars.
sheeting, flannels, provisions, farming tools, and for
10 WAS.

of

twenty initament· ef annuity, in
paid, per enjiita, aa per third article
treaty of A ril seventh, eiguteen hundred aud sixtysix, three thousand live hundred dollars.
For seven.h oi twenty instalment* of annuity, in
provisions, ammunition, and tobavco,as per third article treaty of April seront!».,eighteen bundled and
sixcy-six, one thousan i dollars.
For seveuth of twenty instalments of annuity, in
goods an I otber articles, as per third artiele treaty of
April seveuth, eighteen hundred aud sixty-six, six
thousand live hunired dollars.
For transportation and nocessary cost of delivery
of annuity goods and provisions, per sixth article
treaty oi April seventh, eighteen hundred and sixtysix, one thousand live hundred dollars.
CHIPPEWAS OF LAKE SUPERIOR.
For eighteenth of twenty instalments, in coin, per
foarrh article treaty of September thirtieth, eigliteen
hundred aud lifty-four, rive thousand dollars.
For eighteenth of twenty instalments, in goods,
houselnld furniture, and c >oking utensils, per fourth
article treaty of September thirtieth, eighteeu hundred and rifcy-four, eight thousand dollars.
For eighteenth of twenty instalments, for agricultural implements and cattle, carpenter's aud other
tools, and building materials, per fourth article
treaty of September thirtieth, eighteen hundred and
fifty-four, three thousand dollars.
For eighteenth of twenty instalments, for moral
and elucatimal purpo es, three hundred dollars of
which to be paid to the Grand Portage band yearly,
to enable them to maiutaiu a school at their
village,
per fourth article tret.y of September thirtieth,
eighteen hundred aud lifty-l'our, three thousand dollars.
For eighteenth of
twenty instalments, for six smiths
an l assistants, per second and fifth articles
treaty of
Sejitemoer thirtieth, eighteen hundred and fifty-four,
five thousand and forty dollars.
For eighteenth of tweuty
instalments, for the «upport of six smiths' shops, per socon I and fifth articles
treaty of September thirtieth, eighte-n hundred and
fifty-four, one thousand three hundred and twenty

dollars.
Fir elxreeuth of twenty instalments, for the

sev-

enth smith and assistant, and
support of shops, por
8«co td anl fifth articles treaty oi September thir-

tieth, eigbreen huudred and fifty-four, oue thousand
and sixty dollars.
For s apport of smith and shop, during the pleasure
of the President, iu por seventh and t welfth ar ielas
troity of April seveuth, eighteen hundred and sixtysix. six hull Ired dollars.
For support of two farmers,
during the pleasure of
the President, as per twelfth article
treaty of September thirtieth, eighteen hundred and
fifty-four, and

treaty,

owe

thousand dollars.

For ninth of fifteen instalments, to defray expenses
of a board of visiters to consist of not more than
three persons, to attend the annuity payments of the
said Chippewa Indians; each member of the board to
be paid not m re than five dollars per day for not
more than twenty days' service, and ten cents per
mile for not more than three hundred miles' travel,
three hundred and ninety dollars.
For transportation of annuity goods and
ions, and iron and sieel for blacksmiths, for the
Chippewa· of Red Lake and Pembina tribe, two

provis-

thousand dollars.

CHOCTAWS.
For permanent annuity, per second article treaty
of November sixteenth, eighteen hundred and five,
an J thirteenth article treaty of June
twenty-secon l,
eighteen Hundred and fifty-five, three thousand dollars.
For

permanent annuity, for support of light-horsemen, per thirteenth article ot treaty of October

eighteenth, eighteen hundred and twenty, and thirteenth article treaty of June twenty -second, eighteen huudred and fifty-six, six hundred dollars.
For permanent annuity, for support of blacksmith,
per sixth article treaty of October eighteenth, eight-

een

hundred and

twenty, ninth article of treaty of

January twentieth, eighteen huudred and twentyfive, and thirteenth article of treaty of June tweutysOi'Oiid, eighteen hundred an l fifty-five, six hundred

dollars.
For permanent annuity for education, per second
article treaty of January twentieth, eighteen hundred
and twenty-five, and thirteenth article treaty of June
twenty-second, eighteen hundred aud fifty-five, six
thousand dollars.
For permanent annuity of iron and steel, per ninth
ar iclc treaty of January twentieth, eighteen hundred
and twenty-five, and thirteenth article treaty of
Juno twenty-second, eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
three hundred and twenty dollars.
For interest on three hundred and ninety thousand
two huudred and fifty-seven dollars and ninety-two
cents, at five per centum per annum, for education,
support of the government, and other beneficial purposes, under the direction of the general couneil of
the Clioctaws, in conformity with the provisions contained in the ninth and thirteenth articles treaty

January twentieth, eighteen hundred and twentyfive,and treaty of June twenty-second, eighteen hundred aud fifty-live, nineteen thousand five hundred
and twelve dollars and eighty-nine cents.

CONFEDERATED TRIBES AND BANDS OF INDIANS IN MIDDLE OREGON.
For third of five instalments, third series, for beneficial objects, per second article treaty of June twenty-fifth, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, tour thousand dollars.
For thirteenth of fifteen instalments, for pay and
subsistence of oue farmer, one blacksmith, and one
wagon and plow maker, per fourth article treaty of
June twenty-firth, eighteen hundred and
fifty-five,
three thousand five hundred dollars.
For thirteenth of twenty instalments, for pay and
subsistence of one physician, one sawyer, one
miller,
one superintendent or farming operations, an I one
school-teacher, per fourth article treaty of Jnne twenhundred
and fifty-five, five thousty-fifth, eighteen
and six hundred dollars.
For thirteenth of twenty instalments, for salary of
the bead chief of s lid confederated bands, per fourth
article treaty of June twenty-fifth, eighteen hundred j
aud fifty-five, five hundred dollars.

For interest in lieu of investment on fifty-seven
thousand five hundred dollar», balance of one bundled and fifty-seven thousand five hundred dollars,
to July first, eighteen hundred aud seventy-two, at
live per centum per annum, for education or other
beneficial purposes, under t he direction of the President^ per ninth article treaty of May seventeenth
eighteen hundred and fifty-four, two thousand eight
hundred and seventy-five dollars.

KANSAS.
interest in lieu of investment on two hundred
thousand dollars at five per centum per annum, per
second art icle treaty of January fourteenth, eighteen
hundred and forty-six, ten thousand dollars.
For

KICKAPOOS.
For nineteenth instalment of interest on one hundred thousand dollars, at five per centum per annum,
for educational and other beneficial purposes, per
treaty of May eighteenth, eighteen hundred and
fifty four, five thousand dollars.
For nineteenth instalment on two hundred thousand dollars, to be paid in eighteen hundred and seventy three, per second article treaty of May eighteenth, eighteen hundred and fifty-four, five thousand
dollars.
To enable the President of the United States to
carry out the provisions of the third article of the
treaty made with the Kickapoo Indians, dated June
twenty-eighth, eighteen hundred and sixty-two, the
authorized and
Secretary of tne Interior is
directed to ascertain the
amount of
funds, and tht ca^h value thereof, to which any members of said tribe may be entitled who hare become
citizens of the United States, as provided in said
treaty, and. by converting so much of the securities,
of said Indians as may be necessary for this purpose,
pay the same to each person so entitled, under such
rules as ho may prescribe: Provided, That no part ot
said money due or belonging to minor children shall
be paid te'them, or to any person for them, until said
children shall have attained the age of twenty-one
years.
KLAMATH AND MODOC INDIANS.

hereby
proportionate

For second of five instalments, to be applied under
direction of the President, as per second article treaty
of October fourteenth, eighteen hundred and sixtyfour, five thousaud dollars.
For sixth of twenty instalments, for keeping in
repair one saw mill, one flouring mil!, buildings for
the blacksmith, carpenter, and wagon aud plow maker, the mmual-labor school, and hospital, as per
fourth article treaty of October fourteenth, eighteen
hundred and sixty-four, one thousand dollars.
For seventh or twenty instalments, for the
purchase of tools and material for saw and flour milis,
carpenter, blacksmith, wagon and plew makers'
shops, ami books and stationery for the manual-labor
school, as per fourth article treaty of October fourteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, one thousand five hundred dollars.
For seventh of fifteen instalments, for pay and subsistence ot one superintendent of farming, one farmer, ne blacksmith, one sawyer, one carp-enter, and
one wvgon and plow maker, as per fifth article
treaty
of October fourteenth, eighteen hundred and
sixtyfour, six thousand dollars.
■

For seventh of
instalments, to pay salary
and subsistence of one physician, one miller, and two
schooi-teachcrs, as per fifth article treaty of October
fourteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, three
thousand six hundred dollars.

twenty

MAKAH TRIBE.
For third of ten instalments of thirty thousand
dollars, (being the fifth series,) under direction of the
President, as per fifth article treaty of January thirty-first, eighteen hundred aud fifty-five, one thousaud dollars.
For thirteenth of twenty instalments, for
support
of a smith and carpenter's shop, an l to provide the
necessary tools therefor, per eleventh article treaty of
January thirty-first, eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
five hundred dollars.

For thirteenth of
twenty instalments, for the support of an agricultural and industrial school, and pay
of teachers two thousand five hundred dollars.

For thirteenth of
instalments, for the employment of a blacksmith, carpenter, farmer, and
physician, who shall furnish medicine for the sick,
four thousand six hundred ilnllnre

tweniy

CREEKS.
MENOMONEES.
For permanent annuity in money, per fourth article treaty of An just seventh, seventeen hundred and
ninety, ami fifth article treaty of August seventh,
eighteen hundred and fiftv-six, one thousand live
hundred dollars.
For permanent annuity in money, per second article treaty of June sixteenth, eighteen hundred and
two, and tifth article treaty of August seventh, eighteen huniied and lifty-six, three thousand dollars.
For permanent annuity in money, per fourth article treaty of January twenty-fourth, eighteen hundred and twenty-six, ami tilth article treaty of August seventh. eighteen hundred and
thousand dollars.
For petmauent annuity for blacksmith and assistant. and for shop and tools, per eighth article treaty
of January twenty-fourth, eighteen hundred anil
twenty-six, and fifth article treaty of August seventh. eighteen hundred and fifty-six, eight hundred
and forty dollars.
For permanent annuity for iron and steel ior
shop,
per eighth article treaty of January
eighteen hundred and tweuty-six. and fifth article
treaty of August seventh, eighteen hundred and fiftysix. two hundred and sevent y dollars.
For permanent annuity for the pay of a wheelwright, i>er eighth artiele treaty of January twentyfourth, eighteen hundred and twenty-six, and fifth
article treaty of August seventh, eighteen hundred

fifty-six,"twenty

twenty-fourth,

and fifty-six, six hundred dollars.
For blacksmit h and assistant, shop and tools, eight
hundred and forty dollars.
For iron and steel of shop, three hundred and seventy dollars.
For wagon-maker, six hundred dollars.
For education, one thousand dollars.
For assistance in
agricultural operations, two thous
and dollars.
For five per centum interest on
two hundred thousand dollars, for
purposes of education, per sixth article treaty or August
seventh, eighteen hundred and
fifty six, ten thousand dollars.
For interest on six hundred and
seventy-five thous
and one hundred and sixty-eight
dollars, at the rate
of five per centum per anuuin, to be expended under
the direction of tho Secretary «,f u,0 interior, under
pr visions of third article treaty of June fourteenth,
eighteen hundred and sixty-six, thirty-three thousand seven hundred and fifty-eight dollar· and forty
cents.

e

For seventh of fifteen instalments of annuity upon
two hundred ami forty-two thousand six hundred
aii'l eighty-six dollars, for cession of lands, per fourth
article treaty of May twelfth, eighteen hundred aud
fifty-four, and Senate amendment thereto, sixteen
thousand one hundred and seveuty-nine dollars and
six cents.
MI AMIES OF KANSAS.

For permanent provision far blacksmith and assistant, and iron and steel for shon, per lifth article treaty of October sixth, eighteen hundred and eighteen,
and fourth ariicle treaty of Jnne fifth, eighteen hundred and fifty-four, nine hundred and 'forty dollars.
For permanent provision for miller, in lieu of gunsmith, per fifth artiele treaty of October sixth, eighteen hundred an I eighteen, fifth article treaty of
October twenty-third, eighteen hundred and thirtyfour, and fourth artiele treaty of June fifth, eighteen
hundred and fifty-four, six hundred dollars.
For interest oil fifty-thousand dollars, at five per
centum, fir educational purposes, per third article
treaty of June fifth, eighteen hundred and fifty-four,
two thousand five hundred dollars.
For thirteenth of twenty instalments upon two
hundred thousand dollars, per third article treaty of
Juue fifth, eighteen hundred aud fifty-four, seven
thousand five hundred dollars.
MIAMIES—EEL RIVER."
in goods or otherwise, per
fourth artiele treaty of August third, seventeen hundred and ninety-five, five hundred dollars.
For permanent annuity in goods or otherwise, per
articles treaty of August twenty-first, eighteen hundred and five, two hundred and fifty dollars.
For permanent annuity in goods or otherwise, per
thirthird ami separate articles treaty of
tieth, eighteen hundred and nine, thioe hundred and
For

permanent annuity

September

fifty dollars.

MIAMIES OF INDIANA.
For interest on two hundred and twenty-one thousand two hundred and fitty seven dollars and eightysix «ente, uninvested, at five per centum, per Senate
amendment to fourth article treaty of June fifth,
eleven thousand
eighteen hundred and
and sixty-two dollars and eighty-nine cents.

fifty-four,

MOLEL3.
to

thirtyin instalments,
over

For fonrth of
sons, six hundred

number,

supply male
fourteen years

For ρ «y of teachers of manual-labor schools, for all
necessary materials therefor, and for the subsistence
of the pupils, throe thousand dollars.

1

thereof, in intruding in agricultural and mechanical pursuit», in providing employees,
educating
children, procuring medicine and medical attendance, care lor and support of the aged, sick, aud infirm, for the helpless orphans of »ald Indians, and in
any other respect to promo;e their civilization, comfort, and improvement, twenty-live thousand dollars.
NAVAJO ES.

Jecta, un'Ur the direction of the Prealdont, per
fourih article treaty of July first, eighteen hundred
ami fifty-five, one thousand dollars.
For thirteenth of twenty iua alinents, for the tupport of an agr cultural and industrial school, and for
pay of suitable instructions, per tenth article treaty
of "July first, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, two
thousand live hundred dollars,
For thirteenth of twenty instalments, for support
of smith aud carpenter shop, and to provide the necessary toolB therefor, per tenth artiele treaty of July
first, eighteen hundred aud fiftj-five, five hundred
dollars.
For thirteenth of twenty installments, for th»3 em-

keepiuç

For repair· of houses, mills, and tools, and necessamaterials, three thousand five hundred dollarj.

ry

B.ÎNDS

ANI)
OTHER
OF INDIANS.

For eighteenth instalment, in part payment fur
relinquishment of title to lands, to be applied to benobjects, per fourth article treaty of December
twenty-sixth, eighteen hundred end fifty-four, one

thousand dollars.

eighteenth of twenty instalments, for pay of
instructors, smith, carpenter, farmer, and physician,
who shall furnish medicine to the sick, per tenth
article treaty of December twenty-sixth, eighteen
hundred and fifty-four, six thousand seven hundred
For

dollars.
For eighteenth of twenty instalments, for the support of au agricultu:al and industrial school, aud
support of smith and carpenter shop, and providing
the necessary tools therefor, in couformity with tenth
article treaty of December twenty-sixth, eighteen

I

one

thousand five hundred

j

dian roaming, (say one thousand eight hundred souls,)
in the purchase of such articles as, from time to
time,
the conditiju aud necessities of the Indians may indicate to be proper, as per same treaty, eighteen
thousand dollar s.
For transportation of good·, five thousand dollar·.

SENECAS AND SHAWNEES.
permanent annuity, in specie, per fourth article treaty of September seventeenth, eighteen hundred and eightoen, one thousand dollars.
For blacksmith and assistant, shop and tools, iron
and steel, one thousand aud sixty dollars.
For

OMAHAS.
of fifteen instalments of this amount, bein;* third series, in money or otherwise, por tourth
article treaty of March sixteenth, eighteen hundred
and fifty-four, twenty thousand dollars.
For seventh of ten instalments, for keeping in repair a grist and saw mill, and support of blacksmith
shop, per eighth article treaty or March sixteenth,
eighteen hun red and fifty-four, and third article
treaty of March sixth, eighteen hundred and sixtylive, three hundred dollar».
For seventh of ten instalments, for pay of one engineer, one thousand two hundred dollars.
For seventh of ten instalments, for pay of one miller, per same treaties, liiue hundred dollar-.
For seventh of ten Instalments, ior pay of on· farmer, per same treaties, nine hundred dollars.
For seventh of ten instalments, for pay of blacksmith, per same treaties, nine hundred dollars.
For fifth of ten instalments, for support of blacksmith
shop, and supplying tools for the same, three
hundred dollars.
OSAGES.
For iiftli

SENECAS, MIXED SENECAS. AND SHAWNEES'
QUAPAWS, CONFEDERATED PEORI AS, KASKASKIAS, WEAS, AND PIANKESFAWS, OTTAWAS OF BLANCHARD'S FORK AND ROCHE
DE BŒUF, AND CERTAIN WYANDOTTS.

fourth of five instalments, for blacksmith and
assistant, shop and tools, iron and steel for rhop, for
For

Sbawnees,

five hundred dollars.
For fourth of six instalments, for pay of blacksmith,
and for necessary iron an I steel aud tools, for Peorias, Kaekaskias, Weas, and Pisnkesliaws, one thousand one hundred ana twenty-three dollars and
twenty-nine cents.

SHAWNEES.
For permanent annuity for educational purpose»,
per fourth artiele treaty of Aurus* third, seventeen
hundred and ninety-five, and tliird article treaty of
May tenth, eighteen hundred and fifty-four, *cne
thousand dollars.
For permanent snnuity, in specie, for educational
purposes,per fourth article treaty of September : weuty-nintb. eighteen hundred and seventeen, and third
article treaty of May tenth, eighteen hundred and
fifty-tour, two thousand dollars.
* or interest, at Are per eentum, oil forty thousand
dollars, for educational purposes, per third article
treaty of Mar tenth,eighteen hundred and fifty-four,
two thousand dollars.

For interest on sixty-nine thousand one hundred
twenty dollars at five per centum per annum,
being value of fifty-four sections of land set apart by
treaty of June secoul, eighteen hundred ani twentylive, for educational purposes, per Senate resolution
of January ninth, eighteen hundred and thirtyeight, three thousand four hundred and fifty-six
dollars.
For interest on throe hundred thousand dollars, at
fl»u
ur
and

SHOSHONES.

yerccncu
per ami tau, to tjo i/aid ·οτ»ί-«11111 ally, in money or such articles as the Secretary of the
Iuterior may direct, as per first article treaty of September tweuty-ninth, eighteen hundred and sixty-

HASlfcliN' BANDS.
For ninth of twenty instalments, to he expended,
under the direction of the Presideul, in the purchase
of ouch articles as he may deem suitable to their
wants, either as hunters or herdsmen, per fifth article treaty of July second, eighteen hundred and
sixty-three. ten thousand dollars.

five, fifteen thousand dollars.

OTTOES AND MISSO01UAS.
For fifth of fifteen instalments, being the third series, in money or otherwise, per fourth article treaty
of March fifteenth, eighteen hundred and fifty-four,
nine thousand dollar·.

WESTERN

of such articles as he may deem suitable to their
wants, either as hunters or herdsman, per seventh
article treaty of October first, eighteen hundred and
sixty-three, five thousand dollars.

For perpetual annuity, at least one-half of which is
to be in goods and such articles as may be deemed
necessary for them, per second artiele treaty of September twenty-fourth, eighteen hundred and fiftyseven, thirty-thousand dollars.
Fer support of two manual-labor schools, per third
article treaty of September twenty-fourth, eighteen
hundred and fifty-seven, ten thousand dollars.
For pay of one farmer, two blacksmiths and two
apprentices, one miller and apprentice* one engineer,
and two teachers, five thousand seven hundred aud
one

thousand dollars.

of

NORTHWESTERN

RANDS.

For ninth of twenty instalments, to be expended,
under the direction of the President, in the pi rclntse
of such articles as he may deem suitable to their
wauts, either as hunters or herdsmen, per third article treaty of July thirtieth, eighteen hundred and
sixty-three, live thousand dollais.
GOSIIIP

medicines,

For the purchase of iron and steel and other necessaries for the shops, five hundred dollars.
For the purchase of farming utensils and stock, one
thousand two hundred dollars.
For repair of grist and saw mills, three hundred

BANDS.

For ninth of twenty instalments, to bo expended,
under the direction of the President, in the purchase

PAWNEES.

eighty dollars.
For pay of physician and purchase

;

BAND.

For ninth of twenty instalments, to be expended·
under the direction of the President, in the purchase
of such articles, including cattle for herding or other
purposes, as he shall deem suitab'e to their wants
and condition as hunters or herdsmen, one thousand
dollars.

SHOSHONES AND BANNOCKS.

SHOSHONES.
For third of
For transportation and necessary cost of delivery of
instalments, to purchase eight
hundred suits of clothing for males over fourteen
annuities for the Pawnees, tw > thousand dollars.
For this amount, or s > much thereof as may fee
years of age; the flannel, hose, calico, and domestics
necessary, for the eroction of two school-houses for ι for eight hundred females over the age of twelve
the use and benefit of the Pawnee tribe of Indians,
years ; and such goods as may be needed to make
including dormitories for the children attending the suits for eight hundred boys and girls, thirteen thousand eight hundred and seventy-four dollars.
manual-labor school, and fjr providing scnool-iuroiFor second of ten instalments, for the purchase of
ture, four thousand five hundred dollars.
such articles as may be considered proper by the SecFor this amount, or so much thereof as may be
retary of the Interior, for one thousand eight hunnecessary, for the employment of three teachers and
dred persons roaming, and six hundred persons entwo assistant teachers, and providing the schools
with fuel, books, and stationery, three thousand nine
gaged in agriculture, thirty thousand dollars,
For pay of physician, teacher, carpenter, engineer,
hundred dollars.
farmer, and blacksmith, as per tenth article treaty
PONCAS.
of July third, eighteen nundred and sixty· eight, six
For ninth of ten inftalments. (second series,) to be
thousand eight hundred dollars.
For second of three instalments, to be expended in
paid to them or expended for tlieir benefit, ten thousand dollars.
presents for the ten persons who grow the most valFor this amount, to be expended during the pleasuable crops, under the same act and treaty, five hunure of the President, 111 furnishing suvh aid and asdred dollars.
sistance in agricultural and mechanical pursuits, inFor pay of second blacksmith, and furnishing iron
cluding the working of the mill, as provided by sec- and steel and other materials, un· 1er the tame artiele
ond article treaty of March twelfth, eighteen hundred
of said treaty, two thousand dollars.
and sixty-eight, as the Secretary of the Interior may
BANNOCKS.
consider advantageous and necessary, seven thousand
For third of thirty instalments, to purchase four
five hundred dollars.
hundred suits of clothing for males over fourteen
For this amount, or S3 much theroof as may be
years of ago ; the flannel, hose, calico, aud domestics
necessary, to be used at the discretion of the Presifor four hundred females over the sge of twelve
dent, to carry on the work of aiding and instructing
the Poncas in the arts of civilization, with a view to
years ; and such flannel aud cotton goods as may be
needed to make suits for four hundred boys and girls,
their self support, and for subsistence aud clotninf,
six
thousand nine hundred and thirty-seven dollars.
ten thousand dollars.
For third of ten instalments, for the purchase of
POTTA WATOMIES.
such articles as may be considered proper by the Secretary of the Interior for eight hundred persons
For permanent annuity, in silver, per fourth article
and four hundred persons engaged ia agritreaty of August third, seventeen hundred and nine- roaming,
sixteen thousand dollars.
culture,
five, four hundred aud eighteen dollars and tnirtyFor pay of physician, teacher, carpenter, engineer,
five cents.
farmer, aud blacksmith, six thousand eigh; hundred
For permanent annuity, in silver, per thied article
dollars.
treaty of
thirtieth, eighteen hundred and
For last of three instalments, to be expended in
nine, two hundred and nine dollars and eighteen
presents for the teu persons who grow the most valcents.
uable erops, fiv5 hundred dollars.
For permanent annuity, in silver,
per third article
For transportation of goods that may be purchase 1
treaty of October second, eighteen hundred and eighfor the Shoshones and Banuocks, fifteen thousand
teen, one thousand and forty-five dollars and eightydollar*.
soven cents.
For permanent annuity, in money, per second artiSIIOSHONES, BANNOCKS. AND OTHER BANDS
cle treaty af September t wentieth, eighteen hundred
OF IN 1)1 ANS IN IDAHO AND SOUTHEASTERN
and twenty-eigbt., eight hundred and thirty-six dol
OREGON.
lars and ixty-niue cents.
For this amount, to be expended in such goods,
For permanent annuity, in specie,
per second article treaty of July twenty-ninth, eighteen hundred
nrovisions, or other articles, as the President may
from time to tim»determine,including transportation
and twenty-nine, six thousand six hundred and
in
in agricultural pursuits, lu providing
ninety-three dollars and fift y-eight cents.
For educational purposes, "live thousand dollars.
educating children, procuring medicine
medical
care for and support of the
and
For permanent provision for
attendance,
payment of money,
in lieu of tobacco, iron, and steel, per second article
age I, sick and infirm, for the helpless οiphans of
and
in
other respect to promote
said
of
Indians,
any
treaty
September twentieth, eighteen hundred and
twenty-eight, and tenth article treaties of June fifth their civilization, comfort, and improvement, forty
thousand dollars.
aud seventeenth, eighteen hundred aud
forty-six, one
hundred and twenty-five dollars ami fifty cents.
SIX NATIONS OF NEW YORK.
For
for

dollars,

thirty

September

instructing
employees,

permanent provisions

thrco blacksmiths

and assistants, and for iron and steel for
shops, per
third article treaty of October
sixteenth, eighteen
hundred and twenty-six, second article
treaty of
September twentieth, eighte η hundred and twentyeigbt, and second article treaty of July twenty-ninth,
eighteen hundred and twenty-nine, one thousand one
hundred and seventy-nine dollars and seventy-four

For pormaneu: annuity in clothing and other useful articles. ;·<ν sixth :-r:;cie treaty of November Feventeenth,8.;Tenie«.n V.m'ired and ninety-tour, tour
thousand Ave huuure i d:>ll us.

SIOUX OF DIFFERENT TRIBES, INCLUDING
SANTEE STOUX IX THE STATE OF NEBRA SKA, AND PON CAS ON THE GREAT
SIOUX RESERVATION, AND FAMILIES OF
HAVE
SANTEE DAKOTA SIOUX WHO
TAKEN HOMESTEADS AT OR NEAR FLANDREAU, IN DAKOTA TERRITORY.
Fer pay of Mcon 1 blacksmith, and furnishing iron,
itecl, and other material, two thousand dollars.
For third of thirty instalments, to purchase clothing for male· over fourteen years of age; Tor ilannel,
hose, and calico, and domestics required for females
over twelve year· of age; ami tor such flannel and
cotton good· as m^ybe neede 1 to mnke suits for boys
and girls, one Hundred and fifty-nine thousand four
hundred dollars.
For third of thirty instalments, to purchase finch
articles as may be considered proper by tho Secretary of the Interior for persons roaming and for persons engaged in agriculture, two hundred and thirtysix thousand dollars.
For purchase
of seven million
three
hundred thousand pounds of beeef, and the same
quantity ot Hour, for twenty thousand person·, under
tenth article treaty οΓ April twenty-ninth, eighteen
huudred and sixty-eight, and for subsistence of

For permanent provision for fifty barrels of salt,
per
second article treaty of July
twenty-ninth,
hundred and twenty-nine, one hundred and eighteen
eightythree dollars and three cents.
For interest on two hundred and
thousand nine hundred and ninety-eightsixty-eight
dollars and seventeen cents, at five per centum, in
with
conformity
provisions or articlo seven of treaties of June fifth
and seventeenth, eighteen huudred and
forty-six,
thirteen thousand four hundred and forty-nine dollars and ninet y cents.
For this amount to enable the
Secretary of the Interior to carry out the provisions of the third article
of the treaty wtth Pottawatomie Indians of
November fifteenth, eighteen hundred and
sixty-ono, as
modified by the treaty of March twenty-nine,
eighteen hundred and slxty-sh, l»v
paytng to those members of the tribe who are » :=i iiîel thereto under
said
a
treaty provisions
pro ι-at». share of their tribal
funds, fifty-four thousand ninety-nine dollars and
thirteen cents.
For this amount to enable the Secretary of tho Interior to carry out the provisions of the fourth article of the treaty with Pottawat.omies of November
fifteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-one, as modified by the treaty of March
twenty-nine, eighteen Yankton Sioux, one million three hundred and fourhundred and sixty-six, by paying to those members of teen thousand dollars.
the tribe who are entitled to
For pay of physician, live tcaehers, one carpcnter,
allotments of eighty
acres of land each the cash value of the
one miller, one engineer, one tanner, and one blacksame, estimator at one dollar per acre, the said amount to bo
smith, ten thousand four hundred dollars.
reimbursed from tho proceeds of the sales of the Pot- I
For last of three instalments, to b3 expended in
tav,'atomic lands, seven thousand two hundred dolpresents to the ten persons who grow the most valulars; making in all sixty-one thousand two huudred able crops, live hundred dollar·.
and niutty-nine dollars and thirteen cents.
For transportation, and the necessary expenses of
delivering good·, to bo purchased for'the difierent
POTTAAVATOMIES OF HURON.
bands of the Sioux Indians, under treaty of April
For permanent annuity, in money or otherwise, per
twenty-ninth, eighteen hundred and sixty-eight, one
and fifty thousand dollars.
second article treaty of November seventeenth,
eigh- hundred
teen hundred and seven, four h undred dollars.
SIOUX, SISSETON AND WAHPETON AND
SANTEE SIOUX OF LAKE TRAVERSE AND
QUAPAWS.
For education, during the pleaenre of the President,
DEVIL'S LAKE.
one thousand dollars.
For this amount, to be expended in such goods,
For blacksmith and assistants, and tools, iron, and
or other articles as the President may,
steel for blacksmith's shop, one thousand and sixty
ο is time to time, determine, including transportadollars.
tion thereof, in instructing in agricultural and meFor one farmer, during the pleasure of the Presichanical pursuits, in providing employee·, educating
dent, t:ix hundred dollars.
children,procuring medicine and medical attendance,
eare for aud support of the ajjed, siek, and infirm,
AND
QUIE-LEH-UTE
INDIANS.
QUI-NAI-KLT

Krovision·,

For third of frve instalments on twenty-five thousand dollars, (being the first series,) for beneficial ob-

treaty, seven hundred and twenty dollars.
For transportation, and general incidental expenses
of the delivery of goods, provisions, and stock, as
per same article of same treaty, two thousand dollars.

TABEGUACHE, MUACHE, CAPOTE. WEEMINUCHE, YAMPA, GRAND RIVER, AND UINTAII BANDS OF VIES.
For pay of two carpenters, two millers, two farmand one blacksmith, as per fifteenth article treaty
of March second,eighteen hundred and sixty-eight,
nine th usand dollars.
For pay of two teachers, as per same article of same
treaty, two thousand dollars.
For the purehase ot iron and steel, and the necessary tools for blacksmith's shop, two hundred and
ers,

tjrenty dollars.

For fourth of thirty instalments, to be expended
under tho direction of the Secratary of the Interior,
for clothing;, blan&eis. and such oilier articles as he
maythi k proper and necessary, under eleventh ar\i\c "of same treaty, thirty thousand dollars.
For annual amount to be expended under t he direction of the Secretary of the Interior, in supplying
said Indians with beef, mutton, wheat, flour, bean·,
and potatoes, as per twelfth article same treaty,thirty
thousand dollars.
For Transportation of goods as may be purchased
for said Indians, seven thousand dollars.

TETOto SIOUX.
or so much thereof as may be
necessary, to purchase subsistence and clothing for
the Teton and other bands »f Sioux in the vicinity of
Fort Peck, Montana Territory, and for such other
object» ae the Secretary of the laterior, with the approval of the President, may deem necessary and advisable, to promote the civilization and improvement
of said Indians, live hundred thousand dollars. Bal

For this

this

for the helpless orphans of said Indians, and in any
other respect to promote their civilization, eomfort,

aud improvement, seventy-five thousand dollars.

amount,

appropriation

shall bo

expended

fer the

benefit

of such portions of said bands only, and for sneh time
they maintain friendly relations to the United

as

j

•tales.

UMTQUAS, (COW CREEK BAND.)
twenty instalments, in blankets,
clothing, provision·, and stock, per third article
of
treaty
September nineteenth, eighteen hundred
and fifty-three, five hundred and fifty dollars.
VMPQUAS AND CALAPOOIAS OF UMPQUA
VALLEY, OREGON.
For third ot five instalments, of tho fourth eerie· of
annuity, for beneficial objects, to be expended as diFor nineteenth of

"by the President, per third article treatv of
November twenty-ninth, eighteen hundred and fiftyfour, one thousand dollars.
For eighteenth of twenty instalments, for the pay
of a teacher and purchase of books and stationery,
cr sixth article treaty of November twenty-ninth,
eighteen hundred and ft ft -four, ©ne thousand four

rected

hnn/lrAil

WALLA-WALLA,

For third of five instalments of third eerie», to be
expended under the direction of tlio President, per
second article treaty of June ninth, eighteen hundred
and fifty-five, four thousand dollar·.
For thirteenth of twenty instalments, for the purchase of all necessary mill fixtures and mechanical
to Is, medicines and hospital stores, books and stationary for schools, repairs of school bu ldidg, and
furniture, and for employee·, three thousand dollar».
Por thirteenth of twenty installment», for the j>ny
and subsistence of one superintendent of farming
operations, one farmer, twe millers, one blacksmith,
one wagon and plow maker,on· carp nter and j iner,
one physician, and two teacher», per fourth articl·
treaty of June ninth,eighteen hundredand flfty-flve,
eleven thousand two hundred dollars.
For thirteenth of twenty insla ments. for the pay of
etch of the head chiefs of the Walla-Walla, Cay use,
and Un?atilla bands, the sum of five hundred dollar·
ρ »r annum, per fifth article treaty of June ninth,
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, one thousand five
hundred dollars.

WICHITAS, AND OTHER AFFILIATED BANDS,
AND INDIANS IN COUNTRY LEASED FROM
CHOCTAWS.
Far tlua amr.imf, tnhA ixcenrietl iu mch goods, provision.·*, and other articles as the President may from
t'me to time determine, including transportation
thereof, i!»
in agricultural and mechanic:;.l pursuits, in providing employees, educating children, procuring medicine an 1 'medical attendance,
care for and support of the aged, sick, and infirm,
f >r the helpless orphans of said Indians, and in
any
ο her respect to promote their civilizatiou,
eomfort,
and improvement, fifty thousand dollars.

instructing

WINNEBAGOES.
For intere-t on eight hundred and eighty-six thousand nine hundred and nine dollars and seventeen
cents, at five per centum, per fourth article treaty of
November first, eighteen hundred and thirty-eevan,
and joint resolutions of July seventeenth, eighteen
hundred and eixty-tw:>, forty-four thousand three
bundled and forty-five dollarsand forty-six cents.
For twenty-sixth of thirty instalments of interest
en seventy-five tliousaud three hundred and
eightyseven dollars and twenty-eight cents, at five per
c-.mtum, per fourth article treaty of October thirand
hundred
teenth, eighteen
forty-six, three thousand «even hundred and sixty-nine dollars and thirtysix cents.
For interest en seventy-eight thousand and thtee
hundred and forty dollars and forty-one cents at five
7»er centum, to be expended under the direction of
the Secretary of the Iuterior, for the erection of
houses, improvement of Iheir allotment· of land,
purchase of stock, agricultural implmeent·, seeds,
and other beneficial purposes, three thousand nine
hundrod and seventeen dollars and two cents.
For transportation of good·, three thoueand dollars.
For this amount, to be expended tinder the direction nf the Secretary of the Interior, at such times
and in such sums as he shall deem expedient and
necessary for the benefit of the Winnebago tribe of
Indians, in improving ..heir lauds, purchasing stock
and agricultural implements, erectiag houses, providi "g schools, and in any other way promoting their
civilization and comfort, the «aid amount to be taken
from the sum in the treasury of the United States
belonging to said tribe, one hundred thousand dolars.

To enable the Secretary of the Interior to carry
intoeftect the ninth and tenth sections of the act of
July fifteenth, eighteen hundred and seventy, making "appropriât ions for the current and contingent expenses of the Indian départirent, and for fulfilling
treaty stipulations with various lnd.an tribes for the

ending June thirty, eighteen

hundred and eev! for other purpaeea. in the manner
therein provided, ten 3honsand and eeventy-one dollars and eighty-four cents, and that tho minor children of Sophia Foyles shall be taken and deemed as
within the purview of said sections, and »hall,through
a lawtul guardian, be entitled to the benefit·
hereof·
ami it is hereby declared to bo the intention and
meaning of said ninth and teuth sections to authorize
and direct the Secretary of the Interior to cause to be
patented to each and evorv Wtnrebago Indian, lawfully resident in the Stale of Minnesota at the d::te
of said act. in accordance with the condition» of said
tw » sections, an allotment of land, who have not
heretofore received the same in quality as provided
in the t reaty of April fifteenth, eighteen hundred and
year

euty-ons,

j
!

an

rift} -nine.

YAKAMA NATION.
Fjr third oi five instalments, of third series, for
beneficial objects, under the direction of the President. per fourth article treaty of Jut e ninth, eighteen hundred and fify-flve, six thousand dollar».
For thirteen!h of twentv instalments, for the support of two schools, one of which is to be an agricultural ar.d industrial school, keeping in repair school
buildings and for providing suitable furniture, books
and stationery, per fifth article treaty of June ninth,
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, one thousand five
hundred dollars.
For thirteenth of twenty instalment*, for the empi y meut of one superintendent of teaching and two
teachers, per fifth -rtirle treaty oi June ninth, eigh
teen hundred and fifty-five, threeMhousand two hundred dollars.
For thirteenth gf twenty instalments, for tho employment of one superintendeur of farming and two
firmer», two millers, two blacksmiths, one tinner,
one gunsmith, one carpenter, and ene wagon and
plow maker, per fifty article treaty of June ninth,
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, eleven thousand four
hundred dollars.
For thirteenth of twenty inetalmeuts, for keeping
in repair saw and
mills, and for furnishing
the necessary tool» ana fixtures, per fifth article
treaty of June ninth,eighteen hundred and fifty-five,
five hundred dollars.
For thirteen!li of twenty instalments, for keeping
in repair the hospital and providing the necessary
medicine· and fixtures therefor, per fifth article

flouring

Af .Tnnn ntnfti

1.

.Ika.I

1

five, three liundred dollars.
For thirteenth of twenty Instalments, for keeping
In repair blacksmiths', tinsmiths', gunsmiths', carpent»·is',"ant I wagon and plow-makers' shops, and for
pr vlding necessary tools the efor, per lirth article
of June ninth, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, five

hundred dollars.
For thirteenth of twenty Instalments, for the pay
of » physician, per fifth article treaty of June ninth,
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, one thousand two
hundred dollars.
For thirteenth of twenty instalments, for keeping
in repair the buildings required for the valions employees, and for providing the necessary furniture
therefor, per filth article treaty of June ninth, eighteen hundred and fiftv-fivo, three hundred collars.
For thirteenth of twenty insiaiment», forth®salary
of such pceon aa the siid confederated tribes and
ban.Is of Indians may select to be their head chief,
per fifth article treaty of June ninth, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, live hundred dollars.
GENERAI. INCIDENTAL EXPENSES OF THE
INDIAN SERVICE.
For survey of Indian reserves uuder treaty stipulations. fifty-live thousand dollars.
For tire surveys of exterior boundaries of Indian
reservations, and subdividing portions of the same,
one hund eland flftv thousand dollars: And provided, That no part of tbis appropriation shall be
used for the survey of the reserved lauds of the Choctaws. Seminole*, or Creaks, or of the lands of the
Cherokees cas of the ninety-sixth meridian, without
the consent of said Indians lirst expressed in open
council in the usual manner: And provided further,
That the Commissioner of the Central Land Ofiice
may allow for surveying Grand Ronde reservation
the same as allowed tor the survey of other similar
reservations in the Sta?<* of Oregon, out of any money
heretofore appropriated lor that purpose, should he
deem it just.
For this aaiou*!. or so much thereof as
may be
necessary, to pay the expenses of the commission of
citizens serving without pay, appointed by the President under the prov sions of the fourth section of the
act of April ten, eighteen hundred au!
sixtv-n'ne,
the sum ol fifteen thousand dollars; and said commission is hereby continued, with the powers and

duties heretofore provided by law: Provided, Teat
any member of the board of Indian commissioners is

hereby empowered to investigate all contracts, expenditures, and accounts in conection with the Indian

piSSjSïbffiSl

lars.
WYOMINO

TERRITORY.

For the general incidental expenses of the Indian
service in Wyoming Territory, presents of good·,
agricultural implements, and ot lier articles, and to
assist them to locate in permanent abodes, and sustain themselves by the pursuits of civilized life, to be
expended under the direction of the Secretary of the
Interior, five thousand dollars.
Fer this amount, to purchase subsistence and clothing for the Indians located upon the Uintah Valley
reservation in Utah, and for such other objects as the
Secretary of the Interior may deem necessary and
advisable to promote tlie civilization and improvement of said Indians, ten thousand dollars.
Fer

«tïîI flffv rlnllar·

CAYUSE, AND UMATILLA
TRIBES

>f

<

f'e direction of the Secretary ot the lnteiior, ten
thousand dollars.
For pay of blasksmith, as per tenth article of ïamo

SENECAS OF NEW YORK.

For permanent annuity, in lieu of interest on stock,
per act of February nineteenth, eighteen hundred
and thirty one, six thousand dollars.
For interest, in lieu of investment, on seAenty-flve
thousand dollare, at livo per centum, per act of June
NORTHERN CHEYENNES AND ARAPAHOES.
twenty-seventh, eighteen hundred and forty-six,
! three tlious nd seven huudredand fifty dollars.
For fourth of thirty instalments, for purchase of
For interest, at five per centum, on foriy-thre;
I
clothing, as per sixth article treaty of May tentji. thousand and fifty dollars,
transferred from the
eighteen hundred and sixty-eight,, fifteen thousand 1 Ontario Bank to the Jnited States
treasury, per act
dollars.
of June twenty-seventh, eighteen hundred and fortyj
For fourth of ten instalments, to be expended by
siv, two thousand one hundred and fifty-two dollars
the Secretary of the Interior, ten dollars for each Inand fifty cents.
hundred and fifty-four,
dollars.

thousand two hundred dollars.

TABEGUACHE BAND OF UTAH INDIANS.
For ninth of ten instalments, for the purchase of
goods, under the direction of the Secretary of the
Interior, per eighth article treaty of October seventh,
eighteen hundred and sixty-tiireo, and Senate amendment of March twenty-fifth, eighteen hundred and
sixty-four, ten thousand dollars.
For ninth of ten instalments, per eighth article
of said treaty, for the purchase of provisions, under

For permanent annuity, in specie, per fourth article treaty of September twenty-ninth, eighteen hundred and seventeen, five hundred dollars.
Fsr permanent annuity, in specie, per fsurth articlo treaty of September seventeenth, eightocn hundred and eighteen, five hundred dollar?.
For black-mith and asssistant, shops and tools, iron
and steel, to be applied as stipulated in the seventh
article treaty of February
twentjjrthird, eighteen
hundred and sixty-seven,' one thousand a id sixty
dollars.
For miller, during the pleasure of the President,*ix
hundred doltars.

eficial

under

S'KLALLAMS.

SENECAS.

PUYALLUP,

exj>ended

For third of five instalments on sixty thousand
dollar», (being the fifth series.) undor the direction of
the President, per fifth article treaty of January
twenty-sixth, eigh een hundred and fltty-five, two
thousand four hundred dollars.
For thirteenth of twenty instalments, for the support of an agricultural and industrial school, and for
pay for suitable teachers, per eleventh article treaty
of October twenty-sixth, eighteen hundred and
fiftyfive, two thousand five hundred dollars.
For thirteenth f twenty instalments, for the emph>yment of a blacksmith, carpenter, farmer, ami a
physician, who shad furnish medicine for the sick,
per treaty of Jans t wenty sixth, eighteen hundred
and fifty-five, four thousand six hundred dollars.
For support of a smith and carpr-nter shop, and to
provide the necessary tools therefor, five hundred
dollars.

For five per centum interest on two hundred and
fifty thousand dol'ars, to be paid as annuity, per
eighth article treaty of August seventh eighteen
hundred aud fifty-six, twelve thousand live hundred
dollars.
For interest on two hundred and fifty thousand dollars, at live per cenflim, to be paid as annuity, (ihay
having joined their brethren west,) per eighth aiticle
treaty of August seventh, eighteen hundred and fiftysix, twelve thousand five hundred dollars.
For iutercet on fifty thousand dollars, at the rate
of live per centum per annum, "to be paid
annually
for the support of schools," as per second art icle
treaty of March twenty-first, eighteen hundred and
sixty-six, two thousand five hundred dollars.
For interest on twenty thousand dollars, at the rale
of five centum per onnum, "to be paid
annually." for
the support of the Seminole government, as per third
article treaty of March twenty-first, eighteen hundred and sixty-six, one thousand dollars.

dollars.

AND

Bixty-flve, oeie

SACS AND FOXES OF MISSOURI.
For interest on one hundred and fifty-seven thousand four hundred dollars, at five per centum, under
the direction of the President, per secOud articlo
treaty of October twenty-first, eighteen hundred and
thirty-seven, seven thousand eight hundred and seventy dollars.
SEMINOLES.

schools, three thousand dollars.
For salary of two matrons to take charge of the
boarding schools, two assistant teachers, one farmer,
one carpenter, and two millers, seven thousand six
hundred dollars.
For thirteenth of twenty instalments, for keeping
in repair the hospital, and providing the
necessary
medicines, and the furniture therefor, three hundred

be

tlio direction of the President, a* per seventh "article
treaty of August twelfth, eighteen hundred and

SACS AND FOXES OF THE MISSISSIPPI.
For permanent annuity in goods or otherwise, per
third article treaty of November third, eighteen hundred and lour, one thousand dollars.
For interest on two hundred thousand dollars, at
five per centum, per second article treaty of Ociober
twenty-first, eighteen hundred and thirty-seven, ten
thousand dollars.
For interest on eight hueilred thousand dollars, at
five per centum, per second article treaty of October
eleventh, eighteen hundred and forty-two, forty thousand dollars.
For fourth of five instalments, for snpport of a physician and purchase of medicines, one thousand live
hundred dollars.
For pay of a physician and purchase of medicines,
one hundred dollars.
For fourth of five instalments, for supplying said
tribes with tobacco and salt, three hundred and
fifty
dollars.

hundred dollars.
For thirteenth of twenty instalments, for
in repair the buildings for the various
employees, and
for provi»ling the necessary furniture therefor,
per
fifth article treaty of June eleventh, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, three bundled dollar»·.
For thirteenth of twenty instalments, for the salary
of such person as the tribe may select to be their
head chief, per fifth artiele treaty of June
eleventh,
eighteen hundred and fifty-five, five hundred dollars.
For salary of two subordinate chiefs, a· per fifth
article treaty of June ninth, eighteen hundred and
sixty-three, one thousand dollars.
For seventh of sixteen instalments, for
boarding
and clothing the children who shall attend the
schools, providing the schools and boarding-houses
with necessary furniture, the purchase of necessary
wagons, teams, agricultural implements, teols, and
so forth, and for fencing of such lands as
may be
needod for gardening and farming purjioses for the

installments,*to

1

1

WALL-PAH-PEE TRIBE OF SNAKE INDIANS'

For third of five instalments, in blankets,
clothing,
farming utensils, aud stock, per third article treaty
of September tenth, eighteen hundred and fifty-three,
thousand
three
dollars.

ployment of one superintendent of farming, and two
faimers, two millers, two blacksmiths, one tinner,
one gunsmith, one carpenter, and one wago* and
plow maker, per fifth article treaty of June eleventh,
eighteen hundred and lifiy-fivc, ten thousand dollars.
For thirteenth of twenty instalments, for pay of a
per fifth article trtfaty of June eleventh,
physician,hundred
and fifty-fire, one thousand four
eighteen

TRIBES

amount, to be expended in suoh goads,
irovisions. and other useful articles, as the President
nay from time to time determine, ine uding transportation. in instructing iu agricultural and nuechaneal pursuits, in providing employees, educating chillren, procuring medicines and medical att udanco,
ire for and support of the aged, sick, and infirm, for
the helpless orphans of said Indians, and in any reipect to promote their civilization, comfort, and improvement, one hundred and fifty thousand dollars.
For first of ten

That the Secretary of the Interior be, r id
ii
U, authorized to expend, for the un.
the Winnebago Indians, in AVlseouetn, ft-^m Γ lr
! present homes in that State lo the Winn bago rc-rvation, in Nebraska, « r to such < ther location as i. iy
be selected for them, and for their subs stence duri 'g
inch removal, and at their new home*, tlie sum or
thirty-six thousand dollars, or s » much thereof ae
Arizona» presents of good·,
may be necessary, appropriated by act of July ilfi^ricultural implements, and other useful rtHoU
teenth, eighteen hundred and seventy, fur the reuid to assist them to locate in
moval of strav bandit of Pottawatomies and \\ hn-ulustam themsc.ves bv the pursuit, of civilized
life, to
be expended under the direct, η of the Se -retarv
bagoes from Wisconsin to the tribe· to which they
of
the Interior, seventy-five thousand dollars.
rosjK'ctifely belong.
Sec. 7. That it shall be the duty of the Secretary
CALIFORNIA.
of the Interior to prepare and cause to be pnbllrli.d
rules and regulations as he may deem necessary
such
For the general incidental expenses of the Indian
i)roper, prescribing the manner of present ng
service in California, pay of employees, present· of ! or
claims arising under existing laws or treaty stipulagoods, agricultural implements, ana other useful ar- tions. for compensation for dej redations commit ted
ticles, and to assist them to locate in permanent b\ fi;e Indians, and the degree and character of r'.ie
aboies, and sustain themselves by the pursuits of evidence
necessary to anpport such daim; Iwil U1
civilized life, to bo expended under the direction of
carefully investigate nil such claims as may be prethe Secretary of the Interior, ei hty-ftve thousand
to the rules and regulations prepared
sented,
dollars.
bv him, subject
ami report to Congress, at each session thereCOLORADO TERRITORY.
of, the nature, character, and smeunt of such claims,
whether allowed by him or not. and the evidence ui>For the general incidental expenses of the Indian j on
which his action was based : Provided, That no
service in Colorado Territory, presents of goods,
on a count of sai I claim .shall be made
payment
agricultural implements, and other useful articles, [ without a specific
appropriation therefor by Conand to assist them to locate in permanent abodes,and j
gress.
sustain themselves by the pursuits of civilized life,
Sec. 8. That with the ο τι (it and
concurrence
to be expended under the direction of the Secretary | of those bantls
of the
Cbipj.»_wa Indians of Lake Suof tbe Interior, ten ihousaud dollars.
on Lac e Flambeau and on Lac
perior, ocated
C< r.rt
Orielies, and also of the Komi dn Lac band» of ? .id
DAKOTA TERRITORY.
Indians, expressed in open council in the usual manFor the general incidental expenses of the Indian j ner, the Secretary of the Interior be. and
hereby is,
service in Dakota Territory, presents of goods, agri- j authorised to remove the said bands of
Indians from
cultural implements, and other useful articles, and ; the tracts of lands which were sot
apart for them reat-sist them to locate in permanent abode·, and
and
withheld
from sale for ihelr use. iu
spectively
sustain themselves by the pursuits of civilized life, | accordance with the third ami fourth clauses of the
to be expeuded under the direction of tho Secretatv j second article of the trea'y between the United
of the Interior, twenty tlionsand dollars.
States and the Ctdppewa Indians of Lake
Superior
and the
Mississippi, concluded September thirtieth,
IDAHO TERRITORY.
eighteen hand «1 and iifty-four, and to locate s:du
the
of
Indians
tract
of land set apart
ujion
For the general incidental expense· of the Indian \ bands
by
the second clause of said article for the La Pointe
service in Idaho Teiritory, paesents of
if ods, agricultural implements, and other useful article·, and to j bind of said Chippewa Indians.
The lands rendered vacant nnder the prece iug
assist them to locate in permanent abodes, and sussect i< >n of this act shall he apnr dsed
tain themselves by the pursuits of civilized life, to be
by three competent commissioners, one of whom shall be the United
ex ..ended under the direction of tkc Secretary oi the
States agent for the said Chippewa Indians, ami ? he
Interior, twenty thousand dollars.
other two shall be appointed by the Secretary < t the
MOXTANA TERRITORY.
Interior, with the approval of the President. Should
there be upon any of the lands to be thus
appraised
For the general incidental expenses of the Indian
any improvements made by or for the Indians, or for
servie· i· Montana Territory, presents of good·, agrigovernment purposes, the said commissioners shall
cultural implements, and other useful articles, aod
the
said
appraise
improvements separately. At!π
t > atsist them to locate in permanent abodes, aud to
the said lands shall have been appraised, as he in
sustaiu themselves by the pursuits of civilized life,
provided, the Secretary of the Interior shall be, and
t-j'e* [«ended under the direction of the Secretary of
hereby is, authorized to offer tl e same at public sale
tlie Interior, twenty-five thousand dollars,
to the highest bidder, in tracts not exceeding < ne
and sixty acres eash, at sucb place in the
hundred
NEVADA,
congressional district In which said lands are situated
For tbe
incidental exptnses of the Indian
as may be designated by the Secretary of the
general
Interior,
service in Nevada, presents of goods, agricultural
ninety days' notice of which shall be given by advertisement in at least three newspapers of general tirimplements, aud other useful articles, and to assis!
them to locate in permanent abodes, and sustaiu
in said congress! >nal district; and
culattonpublished
themselves by the pursuits of sivilized life, to be exif not sold at public sale, it may he sold in tracts of
pended under the direction of the Secretary of the not exceeding one hundred and sixty acres to one
interior, fifteen thousand dollars.
person, at not less than the appraised value, and upon payment therefor to cause patents in the us;:al
NEW MEXICO.
form to be issued to said purchaser or purchase: s for
said lands: Prowled. That no bid for separate tracts
For tne general incidental expenses of the Indian
shall be accepted which may be less than the upservice in New Mexico, presents of goods, agricultupraised value of such tract, inchiding the improveral implements, and other usef l articles, and to asments, if sny, theieon: Ana provided farther. That
sist them so locate in j>enuanent abodee aad curtain
bid* for tracts
themselves by the pursuits of civilized life, to be exhaving improvements upon them shall
state the price for both the land and the improveof
of
the
the
under
the
direction
Secretary
pended
ments.
The proceeds ef such sales shall be inves ed
Interior, fifty thousand dollars.
or expended for the benefit < f the Indians interested,
OREGON.
in such manner as the Secretary of the Inter! r, s bto the approval of the President, may direst.
jet.t
For the general incidental expenses of the Indian
The commissioners Lo be appointai by the Secretaservice in Oregon, including transportation of annuof the Interior, under the provisions of this act,
ry
ity goods and presents, (where no special provision
shall receive compensation for their services at the
therefor is made by treaties,) and for paying the exrate of six dollars for each day actually en.a^el in
penses of the removal and subsistenee of Indians in
the duties herein designated, in addition to the
Oregon, (not parties to any treaty,) aud for pay of
amount paid by them for actual traveling and other
necessary employees, forty thousand dollars.
necessary expenses.
The sum of sewnty-iive thousand dollars, or no
WASHINGTON TERRITORY.
much thereof as may be necessary, be, and hereby Is,
For the general incidental expenses of th· Indian
appropriated, out of any moneys in the treasury not
service in Washington Territory including transportaotherwise appropriated, le be extended under the dition of annuity goods and presents, (where no special
rection of the So retary οΓ the Interior, for the apis
made
therefor
and
for
deprovision
by treaties,)
praisement and sale <f the said reservations and for
the removal and establishment of said Indians, as
fraying the expenses of lemoval and subsistence of
hereinbefore pr vided, the sum so expended t> be
Indians, (not parties to any treaty,) and for pay of
reimbursed from the pro eeds of the sales of the
necessary employees, twenty-four thousand four hundred déliais.
lands of said Indians authorized by this act.
UTAH TERRITORY.
ί
Approved, May 29,1872.
J. G. BLAINE,
For the general incidental expenses of the Indian
Speaker of the Hmiae of Representative*.
service in Utah Territory, presents of goods, agriculSCHUYLEli COLFAX,
and
asother
te
tural implements, and
useful articles,
Vice-Prtiident of the United State» and President
sist them to locate in permanent abodes, aud sustain
the
Senate.
of
themselves by the pursuits of civilized life, including
U. S. GRANT.
transportation an I necessary expeuses of delivering
the
within
Utah
to
the
Indians
superinprovisions
tend ency, to be expended under the direction of the
Secretary of the Interior, twenty-five thousand dol-

^^nUuraSlmni^iÎÎÏ^0'

For this

ROGUE RIVERS.

dollars.
For thirteenth of twenty Instalments, for the employment of one supcrin tendent of te ching and t wo
teachers, per fifth article treaty of June eleventh,
eight ecu hundred and fifty-fire, three thousand two
hundred dollars.
For thirteenth of twenty instalments, for the em-

*ave Μοββ· tô àîî
elating thereto In any government
but the
ixamination of Toucher» ami accounts bv the execuive committee c f §aid board shall not be a
merejuisite of payment.
ARIZONA.
For the general incidental ex»ena#« of thp Indian

HOITX ON THE MILK RIVEE RESERVATION.

RIVER CROWS.
For this amount, to be expended for such
goods,
provisions, and other articles, as the President from
time to time may determine,
t
including
tion thereof, in instructing in agricultural ransportaand mechanical pursuits, in providing
educating
nnployees,
children, procuring medicine and
medical attendance,
care for and
support of the aged, sick, and infirm, for
the helpless orphans of said Indians, and in
any oilier
respect to promote their civilization, coxatort, and improvement, thirty thousand dollars.

keeping

S*r. β.
beokiaBâpâpersT
oÂoe;
be hereby

YANKTON" TRIBE ΟΓ 8ΪΟΓΧ,
For fourth of teu instalments, (eecond series,) to be j
(aid to tliem or expended for their benefit, oommenc- |
ug with the year in which they «hall remove to and
et If* and reside upon their reserratitii, per fourth
irticle treaty ef April nineteenth, eighteen hundred ;
ind fifty-eight, forty thousand dollar*.
For t rantportatioo of goods, one thousand Ave hunIred dollar».

lars.

For third of five instalments of third
series, for
beneficial objects, at the discretion of the
President,
per fourth article treaty of June eleventh, eighteen
hundred and fifty-five, six thousand dollars.
For thirteenth of twenty instalments, for the
support of two schools, f ne of which to be an ag icultural and industrial school,
iu repair school
buildings, and for providing suitable furniture,books,
and stationery, per fifth article treaty of June eleventh, eighteen hundred and fifty-fire, five hundred

NISQUALLY,

I

ployment of a blacksmith, carpenter, and fanner,and
a physician, who shall furnish medicines tor the
sick,
per tenth article treaty of July first, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, four thousand one hundred dol-

For fourth of ten instalments, of euch articles of
clothing, or raw material in lieu thereof, for eight
thousand Navajoe Indians, not exceeding tire dollars
per In dan, as per eighth article treaty of June first,
eighteen hundred aud sixty-eight, forty thousand
dollars.
For third of ten instalments, to be used
by the
Commissioner of Indian Allaire in the purchase
of
such articles as from time to time the condition and
necesïities of the Indians may indicate to be
proper,
the sum often dollars to each person who
engages in
farming or mechanical pursuits, (say one thousand
four hundred families,) fourteen thousand dollars.
For pay of two teachers, two thousand dollars.
For transportation of goods, ten thousand dollars.
NEZ PERCES INDIANS.

..

such or her useful articles aud for such other useful
purposes as may be deemed for their best interests,
per third article supplementary treaty of April
twelfth, eighteen hundred aud sixty-four, eight thousand dollars.
For ninth of fifteen instalment», for same objects,
for Pembina band of Chippewas, per same
treaty,
four thousand dollars.
For ninth ot fifteen instalments, for pay of one
one
blacksmith,
physician, who shall furnish medicine for tlie sick, one miller, and one farmer, j>er
fourth article of same treaty, three thousand nine
hundred dollars.
For ninth of fifteen instalments, for the purchase of
iron and steel, and other articles, for blacksmithing
purposes, per same treaty as above, one thousand five
huuiro.l dollars.
For ninth of lifieen instalments, to be expended
for carpentering, and other purposes, per same

"■

MIXED SHOSHONES, BAN S OCKS, AND 9HFJEPEATERS.
For tliia amount, to be expended iu such
goods,
provisions, and oiher ar leles, as the President mav
irom time to time
determine, including tran*portation

transportion,

aud the necessary

ex peu pes

of ths

delivery ot annuities and provisions to the Indian
tribes in Minnesota and Michigan, *ix thousand dollars.

COLLECTING AND LOCATING THE COLORADO
RIVER INDIANS IN ARIZONA.

completing the construcion of tbe irrigating
on the Colorado reservation in Arizona, twenty
thousand dollars.

Foj
canal

C HOCTAW AND CHICKASAW AGENCY,INDIAN
TERRITORY.
For this amount, or to much thereof as may be necfor tlie erection, at New Boggy depot, iu the

essary

Indian

Territory,

of

a

buildiag,

to be used

as

an

of-

iice for the agent te the Choctaw and Chickasaw In-

diant, five thouuuid dollars.

INTEREST ON iRUST-FUND STOCKS,
payment of interest on certain abs' racted and

^or

non-paying State stocks belonging io

varions

Indian

tribes, (and held iu trust by the Secretary of tho Interior.) for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-two, viz :
For iuterest on the Cherokee national fund, eighteen thousand three hundred and twenty dollars.
For interest on the Cherokee school-fun J, two ti ou-

1 two hundred ami thirty dollars.
For interest on the Chickasaw national fund, fifteen thoueand one hundred and forty dollars.
Eor interest on the Chickasaw iucompetents' fund,
one hundred dollars.
For interest on the Choctaw general lund, twentyseven thousand dollars.
For interest on the Creek orphans' fund, four thousand aud forty-eight dollars.
For interest on the Delaware general fand, nine
thousand seven hundred and ten dollars.
For interest on the lowas' fund, two thousand eight
hundred dollars.
For interest on tho Kaskaskias, Weas, Peorias. and
Piankeshaws' fund, thflbe thousand seven hundred
aud twemty-one dollars.
For interest on the Kaskaskias, Weas, Peorias, and
Piaukeshaws' school-fund, ono thousand four hundred
an<l forty-nine dollars.
For interest on the Menomonee*' fund, nine hundre 1 and fifty dollars.
For interest on the Ottawas' and Cbinpewas* ftind,
two hundred und thirty dollars.
For interest on the Pot taw atomies' oducational
fund, three thous.nd three hundred and fifty dollars.
For contingent expenses of trust funds, three thousnn

sin

dollars.

It shall be the duty of the Secretary of the Interior
make careful inquiry into the condition iu point of
civilization of the several tribes mentioned in this
act, and shall report thereon in detail at the next session of Congress, showing the progress of sue α tribes
respectively towards civilization, with recommendations ior such aid by furui^lxing animals and utensils
for grazing and farming as may
appear useful,
For the removal of the Flntheau Indians to the
eneral or Jocko reservation, set apart for said Inians by tha treaty of July sixteenth, eighteen hundred and fifty-live, according to the order of the President, made November fourteenth, eighteen hundred
and seventy-one, six thousand dollars.
For the purchase of good· and supplies for the Indian service in lieu of such a3 may be lost or destroyed
in transportation by water, and only to Tie used to the
extent of such
twenty thousand dollars.
For fulfilling treaty obligation* of the United
States with Wyandotte Indian·, a· t>rovided in the
1 kii teenth article of the treaty concluded February
twenty-third, eighteen hundred and sixty-seven, the
following amounts ascertained to be due by the board
of com m isaioners appointed by the Secretary ©f the
Interior, as per their report dated Maich second,
eighteen hundred an«i aixty-nine, viz : taxes unjustly
collected by the territorial government of Kansas in
eighteen hundred and fifty-nine and eighteen hundred and sixty, to be refunded. eieven thousand seven
hundred and three dollars ana fifty-six cents; to enable the Wyandotte· to establish themselves in their
new homes in the Indian Territory, five thousand
dollars; in all, sixteen thousand seven hundred and
thre.* dollars and
cents, to bo paid under the
direction of the President of the United States.
For thi· amount, to assist the Peoria, Kaskaskia,
Wea, and Piankesliaw Indians to establish themselves in their new homes, the said amount to be
taken from the iuv· eted fund of said confederated
tribes in accordance with the atipulitions c >ntaine 1
in the twenty-fourth article of the treaty with these
and other tribes of Indians,of February twenty-third,
eighteen hundred and sixty-seven, twenty thousand
t

>

loss)

fifty-six

dollars.
Sue. 2. That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby
authorized and required to* prepare and submit to
Congress a plan for equitably extinguishing, a* f ar as
possible, the separate claims upon the government of
tho Uidted Stat es for annuities and allowances of diminished Indian tribes, and also for providing, on a
uniform basis, lor all Indians who a:e collected at the
same agency : Provided, That no annuity, either of
money or goods, provided for in this act. shall be
paid to tribes which are at war with the United
Statep.
Sec. 3. That theSecrotary of the Interior be, and
he hereby is authorized to expend, for the removal
of the Chippewa Indians to the White Earth Lake
reservation, in Minnesota, for their subsistence for
six months after their removal, and for
ments on the said reservation, the unexpended balance of appropriations heretofore made fbr such removal, subsistence, and so forth, and now on tho
books of the Treasury Department, amounting, iu
the aggregate, Jo fifty-seven thousand and seventynine Jol ars and forty-four cents.
For this amount, or so much thereof as may be
necessary, to enable the Secretary of the Interior to
carry on the work of aiding and instructing the Indians on the White Earth re>ervation, in Minnesota,
in the arts of civi ization, with a view to their s'-lfsupport, conditioned upon the assent of the Mississippi band of
first expressed in open
council in the usual manner, to the sett'ement of the
Otter-Tail band of Pillagers upon the White Earth
reservation, with edual rights in respect to the lands
within its boundaries, twenty-five thousand dollars.
Sec. 4. That the
of the Interior be, and
lie is hereby, authorized, in his discretion, to apply
the balance on hand of the annronriathm of one nundied thousand dollars, made by tb· act of «Tnly fitteenth, eighteen hundred and seventy, entitled "An
act for the support of industrial and other schools
among the Indian tribes not otherwise provided for,"
and so forth, at such times, in such sums, end for
such tribes and bands as, iu bis opinion, may bo
rc_

TIIK GREAT liEMEDY FOU

CONSOMPTION
which

bo cured

can

timely
preparation, as has been
proved by tho hundreds oi
testimonials received by the
proprietors. It is acknowledged by many prominent
physicians to be the most
reliable preparation ever in-

troduced for the relief and
of all Lung complaints,
and is offered to <he public,
auctioned by the experience
of over forty years. "When
resorted to in season it seldom fails to effect a speedy
enre in
the most severe
cases of Coughs, Bronchitis,

cure

Croup, "Whooping Cough,
Influenza, Asthma, Colds,

Throat, Pains or Sorein the Chest and Side,
Liver Complaint, Bleeding
at the Lungs, &c.
"Wistar's
Balsam does not dry up a
Cough, and leave tho cause
behind, as is the case with
most preparations, but it
loosens and cleanses the
lungs, and allays irritation,
thus removing the cause of
the complaint.
Sore
ness

MISTAKED BY

Γ>ΕΤΗ Y?. FOWLE & SONS, Boston, Mpjs.,
And eo'A by Druggbt· and Dealer·
generally.
uol3

dood&wly

Self-Acting

Fire

For this amount, or so much thereof as may be necessary, to pay the expenses of holding a' general
council of the Cherokee, Creek, Seminole, and Choctaw and Chickasaw lndiaus, in the Indian
Territory
as provided by the treaties with said ;tribes
in eighteen hundred and sixty-six, for the fiscal
year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and* seventythree. fourteen thousand dollars, or so much thereof
.is may be necessary : Provided. That
any other Indian tiibe
permanently located in said Indian Territory shall be, and is hereby authorised to elect and
send to said general council one
delegate, and, in addition, one delegate for each one thousand Indians,
being members of such tribe, on the same terms and
conditions, and with the same rights and privileges,
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including right to compensation, as is provided for
delegates of the tribes hereinbefore mentioned; and a
suflicientjsum to pay the per diem and mileage of such
additional delegates is
hereby appropriated.
Sec. 5. That the

President of tne United States
the Secretary of the Interior are
herebv authorized to make an appraisement of the Cherokee
lauds
lying west of the ninety-sixth meridian of west longitude, and west of the" land of the Osngo Indians, in
the Indian Territory, and south of the southern line
of the State of
Kansas, ceded to the United States by
the Cherokeo Indians under their
treaty of July
nineteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-six, ior the
sot!lenient of friendly Indians, and report the same
to Congress: Provided. That the
Secretary of the Interior be, and he hereby is, authorized to negotiate
with the Southern Cbeyennef and
Arapthoes rortoo
relinquishment of their claim to the land cedent©
them by the second article of the treaty of October
tweutv-eigh h, eighteen hum'red an i idxty-»eveu.
out or the cession made by tho Chorokeee in u»e
treaty of July nineteenth, eighteen hundred anu sixty-six; sticli relinquishment if obtained, ■tone
considération oi a sufficient and perm«ent wca
the
for the said Cheyenne* and Arapabort,
ugoa
ks a id
binit» coded to the L'»Hcd States bv the Cre<
Semlnnles in the trestles of March twenty-tat and
June fourteenth, eighteen hundred awl
and that the Secretary report the action taken by
him under title provtoion to Confie»· at it» next «ét-
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